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Statement of Disclaimer 
This project report is a result of a class assignment; it has been graded and accepted as fulfillment of the 
course requirements. Acceptance of this report in fulfillment of the course requirements does not imply 
technical accuracy or reliability. Any use of information in this report is done at the risk of the user. 
These risks may include, but may not be limited to, catastrophic failure of the device or infringement of 
patent or copyright laws. California Polytechnic State University at San Luis Obispo and its staff cannot 
be held liable for any use or misuse of the project.   
Keywords: Building Code, Fire Code, Life Safety Code, Fire Protection, RSET, ASET, Performance Based 
Design, Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS), Pathfinder.   
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Executive Summary 
The following report contains an analysis of the life safety and fire protection features of a Chicago 
Hotel.  The report is intended to meet the requirements for the Culminating Experience of the Cal Poly 
Master of Science Fire Protection Engineering Program. 
 
The Chicago Hotel building chosen for the analysis is a mixed-use 7-story hotel.  On the 1st, 2nd, and 7th 
floors of the building are spaces for mercantile and restaurant tenants as well as other spaces necessary 
for the operation of the building such as back of house space for the hotel, storage, employee locker 
rooms, hotel and retail lobbies, etc.  The 3rd to 6th floors are dedicated to hotel rooms with some 
business space on the 3rd floor for the hotel managers.  There is a parking garage in the basement.  The 
building is fully sprinklered throughout.  The building is of Type I-A noncombustible construction. 
This report contains analysis of the prescriptive code requirements and provided fire protection and life 
safety features of the Chicago Hotel.  Topics covered include means of egress, suppression system, fire 
alarm and detection and structural fire protection.  
Applicable codes, regulations and standards include: 
• International Building Code (IBC), 2015 Edition 
• Life Safety Code, NFPA 101, 2015 Edition 
o Used for technical means of egress requirements.  The more conservative requirement 
between NFPA 101 and the IBC is chosen. 
• International Fire Code (IFC), 2015 Edition 
 
It should be noted that the design phase drawings that are included in various appendices of this report 
were developed by professional architects and engineers according to the Chicago Building Code.  As 
this report is an academic exercise, this report evaluates the International Code Council model building 
and fire codes and the National Fire Protection Associations codes and standards which are adopted on 
a much more widespread basis than the Chicago Building Code.  The building is largely in compliance 
with the International Building Code and NFPA standards; two deficiencies are noted in the report and 
conclusion related to exit capacity on Level 7 and visual notification appliance spacing. 
This report also contains a performance-based evaluation.  The performance-based evaluation included 
in Section 7 of the report evaluates two design fire scenarios to determine the capability of occupants to 
safely evacuate in the event of the fire scenario. The results can be summarized as follows: 
• Design Fire Scenario 1: The vehicle fire in the underground enclosed parking garage showed 
that safe evacuation is possible for occupants who are initially located in the open parking 
garage area as they are able to sense the fire (sight, smell, etc.) and begin to exit prior the 
activation of the fire alarm notification appliances.  Occupants who are located in enclosed 
rooms and dependent on the fire alarm system experience untenable visibility conditions during 
their egress.  Ventilation openings or a smoke exhaust system are recommended to be 
considered to limit the reduction in visibility loss in the event of a fire in the basement. 
• Design Fire Scenario 2: The polystyrene foam takeout container and paper bag fire on Level 7 in 
the restaurant and bar area allows for safe evacuation of all occupants.  Occupants located in 
the compartment of the fire origin take advantage of the exterior deck where they are remote 
from the fire products and occupants in the back of house area are adequately separated from 
the fire products by fire rated construction allowing sufficient time to exit. 
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1. Introduction and Building Description 
This report contains a fire protection and life safety analysis for a Chicago Hotel.  The hotel was 
evaluated against model building and life safety codes.  The report includes analysis and consideration 
of the following topics: 
• Means of egress and life safety  
• Suppression system 
• Fire alarm and detection 
• Structural fire protection 
• Fire safety management plan 
The report also includes a performance-based evaluation that considers two design fire scenarios using 
computational fluid dynamics modeling.  The purpose of the performance-based evaluation is to 
evaluate if occupants can safely egress from the building under assumed, theoretical design fire 
scenarios. 
The hotel that is the focus of this report is in Chicago, Illinois and is shown below in Figure 1.  The 
Chicago Hotel is a mixed-use 7-story building with a basement parking garage.   
 
Figure 1. Chicago Hotel 
There is an underground, enclosed parking garage in the basement with incidental mechanical, electrical 
and plumbing (MEP) rooms and storage space.  The 1st and 2nd floors of the building contain spaces for 
mercantile and restaurant tenants as well as other spaces necessary for the operation of the building 
including back of house hotel spaces, storage, employee locker rooms, hotel and retail lobbies, etc.  
Each mercantile and restaurant tenant has direct access doors to the street level so that customers may 
enter from the sidewalk.  The 1st and 2nd floor are connected via an open stairway in the center of the 
building that connects the main entrance to the hotel lobby on the 2nd floor.  The 3rd to 6th floors are 
dedicated to hotel rooms with small spaces for an exercise room and business space on the 3rd floor.  
Half of the 7th floor is provided for a restaurant and bar tenant with a large outdoor terrace for customer 
use and the other half of the 7th floor is MEP and back of house space.   
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Two elevator bays serve the building, one located in the center and one on the south end of the 
building.  There are four stairways.  The parking garage is served by two exit stairs, the 2nd level is served 
by four exit stairs, and the 3rd through 7th levels are served by three exit stairs. 
Screenshots of architectural floor plans for the building are provided in Figures 2 through 7 below. 
The building is provided with an automatic sprinkler system throughout and a fire pump that is located 
in the basement.  A fire alarm system and emergency voice alarm communication (EVAC) system is 
provided that allows for voice messages to be broadcast. 
The building is of Type I-A noncombustible construction and is constructed primarily of reinforced 
concrete.  The hotel is classified as a high-rise building which have specific prescriptive requirements. 
Life Safety Drawings are included in Appendix A and can be referenced for details on the layout and use 
of each floor.  Table 1, below, includes basic information about each floor of the building. 
Table 1. Chicago Hotel Building Overview 
Floor Function Area (sqft) Height 
Basement Parking garage, storage/mechanical 43,120 -11’0” (below 
grade) 
1st Hotel entrance, restaurant and mercantile tenants, 
storage/mechanical 
37,481 0’ 0” 
2nd  Hotel lobby and reception, restaurant and mercantile 
tenants, storage/mechanical 
33,814 16’ 8” 
3rd  Hotel rooms, exercise room, office space, 
storage/mechanical 
27,507 34’ 2” 
4th  Hotel rooms, storage/mechanical 26,010 44’ 2” 
5th  Hotel rooms, storage/mechanical 26,010 54’ 2” 
6th Hotel rooms, storage/mechanical 26,010 64’ 2” 
7th  Restaurant and bar space, storage/mechanical 18,040 76’ 2” 
 
 
Figure 2. Basement 
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Figure 3. 1st Floor 
 
Figure 4. 2nd Floor 
 
Figure 5. 3rd Floor 
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Figure 6. 4th-6th Floor 
 
Figure 7. 7th Floor  
1.1 Applicable Codes 
It should be noted that the design phase drawings that are included in various appendices of this report 
were developed by professional architects and engineers according to the Chicago Building Code.  As 
this report is an academic exercise, this report evaluates the International Code Council model building 
and fire codes and the National Fire Protection Associations codes and standards which are adopted on 
a much more widespread basis than the Chicago Building Code. 
The following codes were used in the development of this report:  
• International Building Code (IBC), 2015 Edition 
• NFPA 101, Life Safety Code, 2015 Edition 
o Used for technical means of egress requirements.  The more conservative requirement 
between NFPA 101 and the IBC is chosen. 
• International Fire Code (IFC), 2015 Edition 
• NFPA 13, Installation of Sprinkler Systems, 2016 Edition 
• NFPA 72, National Fire Alarm and Signaling Code, 2013 Edition 
• NFPA 70, National Electric Code, 2014 Edition 
• NFPA 25, Standard for the Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance of Water-Based Fire Protection 
Systems, 2017 Edition 
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2. Life Safety Analysis  
A life safety analysis has been performed using the 2015 editions of the NFPA 101, Life Safety Code and 
the International Building Code.  Comparison on egress topics addressed by both codes has been made 
and the more restrictive requirement is selected for use in the building.  The analysis includes an 
occupant load calculation, means of egress analysis, evaluation of various fire resistance rating 
requirements related to separation and compartmentation of the building, interior finish requirements 
and an estimated evacuation time based on hand-calculations.  
2.1 Occupancy Classifications 
In accordance with IBC Chapter 3, areas within the building are assigned an occupancy classification 
based on the anticipated type of use and have specific prescriptive requirements associated with the 
classification.  Multiple occupancies within the same building are considered to be mixed-use and must 
comply with IBC Section 508.  Per IBC Section 508, the hotel will be a separated mixed-use building.  
Separated mixed-use buildings are required to provide occupancy separations (fire resistant 
construction) between different occupancies.   
Table 2 identifies the occupancy classifications per IBC Chapter 3 that are located on each floor of the 
building.  
Table 2. Occupancy Classifications per Floor 
Floor Occupancy Classification 
(IBC Ch. 3) 
Floor Functions 
Basement S-1, S-2 Parking garage, storage/mechanical 
1st M, S-1, B, A-2 Hotel entrance, restaurant and mercantile tenants, 
storage/mechanical 
2nd  M, S-1, B, A-2 Hotel lobby and reception, restaurant and mercantile 
tenants, storage/mechanical 
3rd  R-1, B Hotel rooms, exercise room, office space, 
storage/mechanical 
4th  R-1 Hotel rooms, storage/mechanical 
5th  R-1 Hotel rooms, storage/mechanical 
6th R-1 Hotel rooms, storage/mechanical 
7th  A-2, B, S-1 Restaurant and bar space, storage/mechanical 
 
2.2 Occupant Load 
The occupant load of the building was calculated according to IBC Table 1004.1.2 and NFPA 101 Table 
7.3.1.2 which specify occupant loading factors.  A comparison was made between the two tables and 
the more conservative occupant loading factor is used.  The occupant loads of each individual floor and 
the overall occupant load of the building is summarized in Table 3.  Detailed tables for each floor of the 
building showing the room name, occupancy classification, occupant loading factor, area of the space, 
and occupant load are provided in Appendix C.  A color-coded legend for occupancy classification is 
provided on the life safety drawings provided in Appendix A. 
Table 3.  Occupant Load by Floor 
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Floor Occupant Load 
Basement 185 
1st 600 
2nd  560 
3rd  139 
4th  105 
5th  105 
6th 105 
7th  542 
 Total: 2340 
 
2.3 Means of Egress Analysis 
2.3.1 Exit Capacity 
Exit capacity factors are taken from NFPA 101 Table 7.3.3.1 and IBC Table 1005.3 accounting for a fully 
sprinklered building.  The relevant capacity factors are shown in Table 4; note that the NFPA 101 exit 
capacity factors are more conservative than the IBC factors as NFPA 101 does not allow for an increase 
in exit capacity for providing an emergency voice alarm communication system.  Exit capacities were 
calculated for each floor and are shown in Tables 5 through 9 below.  All exit capacities are greater than 
the occupant load, except for Level 7 which exceeds the exit capacity by one occupant only. 
NFPA 101 7.3.3.2 references an equation which allows for increased exit capacity above the 0.3 inch 
width per person capacity factor, to be granted for exit stairs that are greater than 44 inches in width.  
NFPA 101 equation 7.3.3.2 is as follows: 
C =  146.7 +
W𝑛 − 44
0.218
  
Where 
C = capacity, in persons, rounded to the nearest integer  
W𝑛 = nominal width of the stair 
 
Table 4. Capacity Factors of Egress Components 
Exit IBC Table 1005.3 NFPA 101 Table 7.3.3.1 
Stairs 0.2” per person (w/emergency 
voice alarm communication system) 
0.3” per person 
Level Component (Door, 
corridor, horizontal exits, etc.) 
0.15” per person (w/emergency 
voice alarm communication system) 
0.2” per person 
 
Table 5. Basement Exit Capacity 
Exit Exit Capacity Clear Width (In.) Capacity Factor 
Stair 01 (limited by door) 170 56 0.2” per person 
Stair 04 (limited by door) 170 56 0.2” per person 
Total: 340 
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Table 6. First Floor Exit Capacity 
Exit Exit Capacity Clear Width (In.) Capacity Factor 
Stair 01 (limited by door) 170 34 0.2" per person 
Stair 02 (limited by door) 170 34 0.2" per person 
Stair 03 (limited by door) 170 34 0.2" per person 
Stair 04 (limited by door) 170 34 0.2" per person 
Ext. Door 1 170 34 0.2" per person 
Ext. Door 2 360 72 0.2" per person 
Ext. Door 3 360 72 0.2" per person 
Ext. Door 4 360 72 0.2" per person 
Ext. Door 5 360 72 0.2" per person 
Ext. Door 6 360 72 0.2" per person 
Ext. Door 7 360 72 0.2" per person 
Ext. Door 8 360 72 0.2" per person 
Ext. Door 9 360 72 0.2" per person 
Ext. Door 10 360 72 0.2" per person 
Ext. Door 11 360 72 0.2" per person 
Ext. Door 12 170 34 0.2" per person 
Total: 4620 
  
 
Table 7. Second Floor Exit Capacity 
Exit Exit Capacity Clear Width (In.) Capacity Factor 
Stair 01 (limited by stairs) 201 56 NFPA 101 7.3.3.2 
Stair 02 (limited by door) 170 34 0.2" per person 
Stair 03 (limited by stairs) 201 56 NFPA 101 7.3.3.2 
Stair 04 (limited by door) 170 34 0.2" per person 
Total: 742 
  
 
Table 8. Third, Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Floor Exit Capacities 
Exit Exit Capacity Clear Width (In.) Capacity Factor 
Stair 01 (limited by door) 170 34 0.2" per person 
Stair 02 (limited by door) 170 34 0.2" per person 
Stair 03 (limited by door) 170 34 0.2" per person 
Total: 510 
  
 
Table 9.  Seventh Floor Exit Capacity 
Exit Exit Capacity Clear Width (In.) Capacity Factor 
Stair 01 (limited by door) 170 34 0.2" per person 
Stair 02 (limited by stairs) 201 56 NFPA 101 7.3.3.2 
Stair 03 (limited by door) 170 34 0.2" per person 
Total: 541 
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2.3.1.1 Recommendation to Increase Exit Capacity on Level 7 
The occupant load of level 7 exceeds the exit capacity by one and is not in compliance with NFPA 101.  
To fix this noncompliance, it is recommended that the doors for Stair 01 and Stair 03 as shown in Table 
9, above, be increased in width.  This would permit an additional 31 units of exit capacity per stair to be 
provided as the stairway egress system is limited by the width of the doors entering into the stairway 
(not the width of the stairs). 
2.3.2 Arrangement & Number of Exits 
Exit access travel distance, common path of travel, and dead-end distances have been measured on the 
life safety drawings provided in Appendix A and meet the minimum code requirements.  The distances 
permitted by the IBC and NFPA 101 are shown in Table 10.   
According to IBC 1006.2 and NFPA 101 7.4.1.2, 3 exits are required for occupant loads of 500-1,000 and 
4 exits for occupant loads greater than 1,000. The number of exits provided on each floor of the hotel is 
adequate.   
Table 10. Travel Distance, Dead-End, and Common Path of Travel Distance Limits 
Maximum Travel Distance 
IBC Table 10017.2 
Sprinklered 
NFPA 101 Table A.7.6  
Sprinklered 
Assembly 250 ft 250 ft 
Business 300 ft 300 ft 
Residential (Hotels) 250 ft 
325 ft 
28.2.6.2 Within a guest room or guest 
suite to corridor door: 125 ft  
28.2.6.3.3.1 Corridor door of guest room 
or guest suite to exit: 200 ft 
Parking (Enclosed) 400 ft 200 ft 
Mercantile 250 ft 250 ft 
Storage (ordinary hazard) 250 ft (S-1), 400 ft (S-2) 400 ft 
Maximum Dead-end 
Corridor 
IBC 1020.4 
NFPA 101 Table A.7.6  
Sprinklered 
Assembly 20 ft 20 ft 
Business 50 ft 50 ft 
Residential (Hotels) 50 ft 50 ft 
Parking (Enclosed) 50 ft 50 ft 
Mercantile 50 ft 50 ft 
Storage (ordinary hazard) 50 ft 100 ft 
Maximum Common Path 
of Egress Travel 
IBC Table 1006.2.1 
Sprinklered 
NFPA 101 Table A7.6 
Sprinklered 
Assembly 75 ft >50 occupants 20 ft, <= 50 occupants 75 ft 
Business 100 ft 100 ft 
Residential (Hotels) 75 ft 50 ft 
Parking (Enclosed) 100 ft 50 ft 
Mercantile 75 ft 100 ft 
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2.3.3 Horizontal Exits 
There are no horizontal exits in the building. 
2.3.4 Exit Signs 
Exit signs have requirements from both the IBC and NFPA 101.  Exit signs are marked on drawings 
included in Appendix B according to IBC and NFPA 101 requirements.  The more restrictive requirements 
from the two codes are tabulated below. 
A notable requirement is for low-level exit signs to be provided in areas serving the Group R-1 hotel 
rooms.  This requires exit signs near the floor to be provided. 
Table 11.  Exit Sign Requirements 
NFPA 101 7.10.1.2.1 Exits, other than main exterior exit doors that obviously and clearly are 
identifiable as exits, shall be marked by an approved sign that is readily visible from any direction of 
exit access. 
NFPA 101 7.10.1.5.1 Access to exits shall be marked by approved, readily visible signs in all cases 
where the exit or way to reach the exit is not readily apparent to the occupants. 
NFPA 101 7.10.1.5.2 New sign placement shall be such that no point in an exit access corridor is in 
excess of the rated viewing distance or 100 ft (30 m), whichever is less, from the nearest sign. 
NFPA 101 7.10.1.2.2 Horizontal components of the egress path within an exit enclosure shall be 
marked by approved exit or directional exit signs where the continuation of the egress path is not 
obvious. 
IBC 1013.2 Floor-level exit signs in Group R-1. Where exit signs are required in Group R-1 
occupancies by Section 1013.1, additional low-level exit signs shall be provided in all areas serving 
guest rooms in Group R-1 occupancies and shall comply with Section 1013.5. The bottom of the sign 
shall be not less than 10 inches (254 mm) nor more than 12 inches (305 mm) above the floor level. 
The sign shall be flush mounted to the door or wall. Where mounted on the wall, the edge of the sign 
shall be within 4 inches (102 mm) of the door frame on the latch side. 
IBC 1013.4 Raised character and braille exit signs. A sign stating EXIT in visual characters, raised 
characters and braille and complying with ICC A117.1 shall be provided adjacent to each door to an 
area of refuge, an exterior area for assisted rescue, an exit stairway or ramp, an exit passageway and 
the exit discharge. 
 
2.3.1 Hotel Evacuation Diagrams  
Diagrams depicting two evacuation routes are required to be posted on or immediately adjacent to 
every required egress door from each hotel sleeping unit.  Diagrams could look similar to the Figure 8 
below:  
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Figure 8. Example Hotel Evacuation Diagram 
2.4 Fire Resistance Ratings 
Due to the occupancy classifications and means of egress requirements there are various fire resistance 
rating requirements to compartment and separate specific spaces or uses of the building from other 
areas.  For different occupancies bordering the corridors, the corridor requirements are compared to 
the occupancy separation requirements and the more restrictive of the two is chosen.  Additionally, 
shaft enclosure and dwelling separations are considered and included in the drawings for spaces 
adjacent to corridors. These requirements are listed below in Table 12.  Fire resistance requirements are 
shown on the life safety drawings in Appendix A.  A color-coded legend can be found on the drawings. 
Table 12.  Fire Resistance Rating Requirements 
Requirement IBC NFPA 101 
Corridors Table 1020.1 Corridor Fire-Resistance Rating 
 
Relevant ratings for sprinklered corridors include: 
R – 0.5 hour 
M – 0 hour 
A, B, E, F, M, S, U – 0 hour 
 
New Hotel & Dormitories, 28.3.6.1.3 In buildings 
protected throughout by an approved, supervised 
automatic sprinkler system in accordance with 
28.3.5, corridor walls shall have a minimum 1⁄2-
hour fire resistance rating. 
 
New Assembly, 12.3.6 results in 0 hour 
New Business, 38.3.6.1 results in 0 hour 
New Mercantile, 36.3.6.1* results in 0 hour 
Stairways 1023.2 Stairway enclosures are required to have 
at least 2 hours fire-resistance ratings where 
connecting four stories or more; and at least 1 
hour where connecting less than four stories.  
 
7.1.3.2.1 Stairway enclosures are required to 
have: 1 hour fire resistance rating where 
connecting 3 or less stories; 2 hours fire resistance 
rating where connecting 4 or more stories. 
 
7.1.3.2.1 (11) Penetrations or communicating 
openings are prohibited between adjacent exit 
enclosures.  
Shaft 
Enclosure 
713.4 2 hours where connecting 4 stories or more. 
1 hour where connecting three stories or less, but 
shaft enclosures must have a rating not less than 
8.6.5 Shaft enclosures for shafts connecting four 
or more stories are 2 hour fire barriers. For other 
shaft enclosures a 1 hour fire barrier is required.  
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Requirement IBC NFPA 101 
the floor assembly penetrated but not exceeding 
2 hours.  
403.2.1.2 for High-Rise 
For buildings not greater than 420 feet in building 
height, the required fire-resistance rating of the 
fire barriers enclosing vertical shafts, other than 
interior exit stair-way and elevator hoistway 
enclosures, is permitted to be reduced to 1 hour 
where automatic sprinklers are installed within 
the shafts at the top and at alternate floor levels. 
8.3.5.1 Penetrations by pipe, vent, wire, ducts 
through a floor, wall, or ceiling assembly must be 
protected by a firestop system that corresponds 
with that assembly’s fire rating.  
 
 
 
 
Exit 
Passageway 
1024.3 Construction. Exit passageway enclosures 
shall have walls, floors and ceilings of not less 
than a 1-hour fire-resistance rating, and not less 
than that required for any connecting interior exit 
stairway or ramp. Exit passageways shall be 
constructed as fire barriers in accordance with 
Section 707 or horizontal assemblies constructed 
in accordance with Section 711, or both. 
n/a 
Exit Access n/a 7.1.3.1 1 hour fire resistance rating for exit access 
corridors serving an area with an occupant load 
exceeding 30 
Occupancy 
Separations 
IBC Table 508.4 
Applicable separations for sprinklered use: 
Between A and B, M, S-1 is a 1 hour requirement 
Between A and R is a 1 hour requirement 
Between R and B, M, S-1 is a 1 hour requirement 
Table 6.1.14.1  
Applicable separations for sprinklered use: 
Hotel requires 1 hour between everything else 
Mercantile requires 1 hour between everything 
else 
Assembly requires 1 hour between everything 
else 
Business requires 1 hour between everything else 
Low & Ordinary Storage requires 1 hour between 
everything else 
Dwelling 
Separations 
508.2.4 
2. Group I-1, R-1, R-2 and R-3 dwelling units and 
sleeping units shall be separated from other 
dwelling or sleeping units and from accessory 
occupancies contiguous to them in accordance 
with the requirements of Section 420. 
 
420.2 Separation walls. Walls separating dwelling 
units in the same building, walls separating 
sleeping units in the same 
building and walls separating dwelling or sleeping 
units from other occupancies contiguous to them 
in the same building 
shall be constructed as fire partitions in 
accordance with Section 708. 
 
708.3 Fire-resistance rating. Fire partitions shall 
have a fire-resistance rating of not less than 1 
hour.  
New Hotel, 28.3.7.2 In buildings protected 
throughout by an approved, supervised automatic 
sprinkler system, each hotel guest room, including 
guest suites, and dormitory room shall be 
separated from other guest rooms or dormitory 
rooms by walls and floors constructed as fire 
barriers having a minimum 1⁄2-hour fire 
resistance rating. 
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2.5 Smokeproof Enclosures and Elevator Hoistway Protection 
Elevator hoistway protection is required for the building because the elevator hoistway is greater than 
75 feet in height (IBC 3006.2 and IBC 3006.3).  Elevator hoistway protection is provided for the south 
elevator bay that serves the basement, level 1, level 2, and level 7.  Elevator hoistway protection is 
provided for the central elevator bay via an enclosed elevator lobby.  
The pressurization of the south elevator hoistway is achieved via an active mechanical ventilation 
system (fan system). The system positively pressurizes the hoistway relative to the rest of the building 
so that smoke and other products of combustion do not enter the elevator shaft and spread throughout 
the building. The elevator hoistway must be pressurized in accordance with IBC Section 909.21.  The 
elevator pressurization system must activate upon activation of the building fire alarm system (IBC 
909.21.6).   
 
Figure 9.  South Elevator Bay Requiring Hoistway Pressurization (Level 7) 
The central elevator bay is provided with elevator lobbies on all floors except the level of exit discharge 
as required by IBC 3006.2.  The elevator lobby is separated by smoke partitions as permitted by IBC 
3006.3. 
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Figure 10.  Central Elevator Bay Provided with Smoke Partition Separation 
The three interior exit stairways that serve level 7 are required to be smokeproof enclosures because 
they serve floors more than 75 feet above the lowest level of fire department access (IBC 403.5.4).  The 
smokeproof enclosures must be in accordance with IBC 909.20 and IBC 1023.10.  The smokeproof 
enclosures are not provided with vestibules as permitted by IBC 909.20.5.  Instead, the building is fully 
sprinklered and the stairways will be pressurized to not less than 0.10 inches of water (25 Pa) and not 
more than 0.35 inches of water (87 Pa) in the shaft relative to the building measured with all interior 
exit stairway doors closed under maximum anticipated conditions of stack effect and wind effect.  The 
pressurization is achieved by an active mechanical ventilation system in accordance with IBC 909.20.6.  
The ventilating equipment must be activated by smoke detectors installed at each floor level at an 
approved location at the entrance to the smokeproof enclosure (IBC 909.20.6). 
A rational analysis complying with Section 909.4 must be submitted with the construction documents 
for the elevator hoistway and stairway pressurization systems (IBC 909.21.2).  A firefighter’s smoke 
control panel must be provided in accordance with IBC 909.16 that the pressurization systems are 
controlled by (IBC 909.21.10). 
2.6 Interior Finish 
The interior wall and ceiling finish of the building is classified in accordance with testing standards ASTM 
E 84, Standard Test Method for Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials, or ANSI/UL 723, 
Standard for Test for Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials, except as indicated in NFPA 
101 10.2.3.1 or 10.2.3.2.  The interior floor finish is classified in accordance with NFPA 253, Standard 
Method of Test for Critical Radiant Flux of Floor Covering Systems Using a Radiant Heat Energy Source, 
or ASTM E 648, Standard Test Method for Critical Radiant Flux of Floor Covering Systems Using a Radiant 
Heat Energy Source.  Interior floor finishes are separated into groups based on the aforementioned tests 
and are identified in Table 13.  Requirements from the IBC and NFPA 101 were taken and used to 
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develop Table 14 which contains the relevant minimum interior finish requirements for the exits, 
corridors, and other spaces of the Chicago Hotel.    
Table 13.  Classification of Interior Finishes 
Surface Class Requirement 
Walls & 
Ceilings 
Class A Finishes with a flame spread index of 0–25 and a smoke developed index of 0–450 
Walls & 
Ceilings 
Class B Finishes with a flame spread index of 26–75 and a smoke developed index of 0–450 
Walls & 
Ceilings 
Class C Finishes with a flame spread index of 76–200 and a smoke developed index of 0–450 
Floors Class I Finishes shall have a critical radiant flux of not less than 0.45 W/cm2 
Floors Class II Finishes shall have a critical radiant flux of not less than 0.22 W/cm2, but less than 
0.45 W/cm2 
 
Table 14.  Required Interior Finishes of the Chicago Hotel** 
Occupancy Exits Corridors Other Spaces 
Assembly (A)A Class B – IBC  
Class II – NFPA 12.3.3.5.2 
Class B – IBC  
Class II – IBC  
Occupant load > 300: Class B 
Occupant load < 300: Class C 
– NFPA 12.3.3.3 
Class II – IBC  
Mercantile (M) Class B – IBC  
Class II – IBC  
Class C – IBC  
Class II – IBC  
Class C – IBC  
Class II – IBC  
Hotel (R-1) Class A – NFPA 28.3.3.2 
Class II – IBC  
Class B – NFPA 28.3.3.2 
(and Lobbies) 
Class II – IBC  
Class C – IBC  
Class II – IBC  
Storage (S) Class C – IBC  
Class II – IBC  
Class C – IBC  
Class II – IBC 
Class C – IBC  
Class II – IBC  
Business (B) Class B – IBC  
Class II – IBC  
Class C – IBC  
Class II – IBC  
Class C – IBC  
Class II – IBC  
* All sources listed as IBC refer to IBC Table 803.11. 
**Due to the building being sprinklered, the below sections IBC 804.2.2 and NFPA 10.2.7.2 are 
applicable and can be used to reduce the requirement of the floor finish. 
     IBC 804.4.2 Exception: Where a building is equipped throughout with an automatic sprinkler 
system in accordance with Section 903.3.1.1 or 903.3.1.2, Class II materials are permitted in any area 
where Class I materials are required, and materials complying with DOC FF-1 “pill test” (CPSC 16 CFR 
Part 1630) or with ASTM D 2859 are permitted in any area where Class II materials are required. 
     NFPA 101 10.2.7.2 Floor coverings, other than carpet for which 10.2.2.2 establishes requirements 
for fire performance, shall have a minimum critical radiant flux of 0.1 W/cm2. 
A: Enclosed stairways in an Assembly occupancy shall have Class A finish (NFPA 12.3.3.2) 
 
2.7 Estimated Evacuation Time  
2.7.1 Characteristics of Occupants 
To estimate the evacuation time of the building occupants during an emergency scenario, it is first 
necessary to consider the characteristics of the occupants as this can affect the evacuation time.  There 
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are four basic characteristics used to describe occupants in NFPA 101; they include sensibility, reactivity, 
mobility, and susceptibility.  NFPA 101 defines these characteristics in section A.5.4.5.2 as follows: 
“(1) Sensibility to physical cues, which is the ability to sense the sounding of an alarm and can 
also include discernment and discrimination of visual and olfactory cues in addition to auditory 
emanations from the fire itself  
(2) Reactivity, which is the ability to interpret cues correctly and take appropriate action and can 
be a function of cognitive capacity, speed of instinctive reaction, or group dynamics; might need 
to consider reliability or likelihood of a wrong decision, as in situations where familiarity with the 
premises influences wayfinding 
(3) Mobility (speed of movement), which is determined by individual capabilities, as well as 
crowding phenomena, such as arching at doorways 
(4) Susceptibility to products of combustion, which includes metabolism, lung capacity, 
pulmonary disease, allergies, or other physical limitations that affect survivability in afire 
environment” 
Additional characteristics are discussed in the SFPE Guide to Human Behavior in Fire.  The occupant 
characteristics discussed in the SFPE guide include: 
(1) Population numbers and density (9) Location 
(2) Condition of being alone or with others (10) Commitment 
(3) Familiarity with the building (11) Focal point 
(4) Distribution and activities (12) Occupant condition 
(5) Alertness (13) Gender 
(6) Physical and cognitive ability (14) Culture 
(7) Social affiliation (15) Age 
(8) Role and responsibility  
 
Evaluating each of these characteristics for the occupants of the Chicago Hotel can help to estimate their 
evacuation capabilities.  The occupants of the Chicago hotel will be of varied age, culture, and gender.  
Physical and cognitive abilities may vary widely as hotel guests are not restricted to any age or group of 
persons.  There may be elderly people that are slow to move or hard of hearing or there could be 
families with little children.  Occupants could be intoxicated or asleep during a fire.  Occupants on the 
floors with restaurant/bar or mercantile space are most likely awake and alert.  Employees of the 
restaurant/bar, mercantile and hotel spaces would be familiar with their surroundings but transient 
customers and guests staying at the hotel are not familiar with the building.  There are ADA accessible 
hotel rooms which means that occupants could be physically impaired.  In a large city, in a mixed-use 
building that has hotel rooms, shopping, restaurants and bars, exercise rooms, and office space the 
occupants can have many different characteristics of the occupants that may impact their ability to 
evacuate.   
2.7.2 Hand Calculations of Evacuation Time 
The evacuation time of an individual is the time that elapses from the ignition of the fire until the 
occupant discharges from the building or arrives at a location of safety.  The evacuation time is 
calculated based on the delay or premovement time and the travel or movement time.   
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Evacuation Time = (Delay Time) + Travel Time 
Evacuation Time = (Time to notification + Reaction time + Pre-evacuation activity time) + Travel Time 
 
The delay time or premovement time can be broken down into three separate functions of the 
evacuation process and it can be helpful to consider the premovement time in its three distinct parts 
when estimating the required time.  The time to notification is the time period that begins when ignition 
occurs and ends when an alarm sounds or people became aware of the fire on their own through sight, 
smell, heat, sound etc.  Reaction time is the time it takes for an occupant to perceive the alarm or fire 
cue and then decide to take action.  Pre-evacuation activity time is the period that elapses while the 
occupant is preparing to leave or seek refuge.  Travel time is the time period that the occupant requires 
to move to a location of safety.   
 
Data that has been used to estimate premovement times is based on post-fire survey questionnaires 
and videotaped observations.  Based on Table 4.2.1 “Delay Time Derived from Actual Fires and 
Evacuation Exercises Reported in the Referenced Literature” in the NFPA Fire Protection Handbook, 20th 
Edition an appropriate delay time for the slowest occupants of the Chicago Hotel is 10 minutes.  This is 
based on applying a safety factor to the median delay times of high-rise hotels, mid-rise office buildings, 
and mid-rise apartment buildings in Table 4.2.1.  Occupants in mercantile or restaurant/bar spaces may 
respond faster to an alarm signal or become aware of a fire through their own senses as they are likely 
awake and alert, while hotel occupants may be sleeping. 
 
Since the premovement time has been determined as 10 minutes, the movement time must be 
calculated.  The estimation of travel time for the building is a fairly straightforward exercise for an 
individual as it is simply the product of travel distance and travel speed.  However, this calculation 
becomes more complex when groups of people are considered.  Below is the procedure used to 
estimate the travel time component.  Information on effective width and specific flows, as well as the 
general methodology for the calculation are taken from Chapter 4-2 in the NFPA Fire Protection 
Handbook, 20th Edition.   
 
1. Assumptions: Exit Stairway 1 will have the largest movement time and queueing of occupants as 
it is the most heavily used stairway.  The large number people that use the stairway will have to 
queue and wait in line and this will cause the specific flow, Fs, to be equivalent to the maximum 
specific flow, Fsm.  It is assumed that the occupants will use all the exits evenly and that all 
occupants in the building start evacuation at the same time.  Stair treads have a 7” riser and an 
11” tread.  Table 15 indicates the exit stairs that each floor can use.  Occupants exiting from the 
3rd floor through the 7th floor will not relocate from Exit Stairway 1, 2 or 3 to Exit Stairway 4 
when they reach the 2nd floor. 
 
Table 15.  Exit Stairs Used by Floor Occupants 
Occupants on Floor(s) Exit Stairs Used 
Basement 1, 4 
1st Use exterior doors 
2nd 1, 2, 3, 4 
3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th 1, 2, 3 
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2. Estimate flow capability of a stairway: The stairs have a clear width of 56”, the boundary layer 
width on both sides is 6” so the effective width is 44”.  The maximum specific flow for the 
stairway is 18.5 persons/min/ft effective width.  Therefore, the flow from each stairway is 18.5 x 
3.66 = 67.83 persons/min. 
3. Estimate flow capability of a door: The doors have a clear width of 34”, the boundary layer on 
both sides is 6” so the effective width is 22”.  The maximum specific flow for the door is 24 
persons/min/ft effective width.  Therefore, the flow through the stairway exit doors is 24 x 1.83 
= 44 persons/min. 
4. Determine Limiting Component: The limiting factor on egress will be the stairway exit doors 
because the flow capability of the doors is less than that of the stairs.  This value is 44 
persons/min. 
5. Estimate the speed of movement for estimated stairway flow:  The speed of movement down 
the stairs is 212 - (2.86 x 212 x 0.175) = 105 ft/min.  212 is a constant for 7” riser and 11” tread 
stairs, 2.86 is a constant when calculating speed in feet per minute and density in persons per 
square foot, and 0.175 is the density that occurs during maximum specific flow.  The vertical 
height between the floors is 12’.  Using a conversion factor relating line of travel distance to 
vertical travel for a 7” riser and 11” tread stair the travel distance between floors is 12 x 1.85 = 
22.2’ on the stair slope plus 10’ travel on the two landings.  This results in a total travel distance 
of 22.2’ + 20’ = 42.2’ which results in a travel time for a person moving with the flow of 38.2/105 
= 0.4 minutes/floor.  
6. Estimate building evacuation time: The total population on each floor is shown in Table 3.  The 
population that is using Exit Stairway 1 is summarized in Table 16.  Dividing the population using 
Exit Stairway 1 by the flow capability of Exit Stairway 1 of 44 persons/min. results in a total of 
12.86 minutes to discharge through the Exit Stairway Door. 
Table 16.  Summary of Occupants using Exit Stairway 1 
Occupants on Floor(s) Occupant 
Load 
Occupants using Exit 
Stairway 1 
Basement 185 93 
1st Floor 600 0 (Use exterior doors) 
2nd Floor 560 140 
3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th 994 333 
         Total Occupants using Exit Stairway 1: 566       
 
The overall estimated evacuation time can now be determined by adding the delay time (10 minutes), 
the time to move from the second floor to the exit (0.4 minutes), and the travel time (13 minutes) 
resulting in a 23.4 minute evacuation time for the building.  The 23.4 minutes can be considered the 
required safe egress time (RSET). The time to move from between a floor is added to account for 
assumed queueing of occupants that will be using the exit stairs. It is important to note that the delay 
time is a conservative estimate based on the characteristics of the occupants of the building and 
includes the associated time for notification appliance activation and response.  This estimation of 
evacuation time should be considered an approximate evacuation time.   
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3. Suppression System Analysis  
A wet automatic sprinkler system is located on all floors of the building and in the basement parking 
garage.  Three wet standpipes are provided in the building and are spaced evenly in the north-west 
direction in each of the exit stairways that span most of the building.  The standpipe in the middle of the 
building is a combination standpipe and riser that supplies the sprinkler system.  Appendix D contains 
drawings with markups detailing the location of the standpipes.  A fire pump is provided in the 
basement. The sprinkler system is designed and installed in accordance with NFPA 13 2016. 
3.1 Automatic Sprinkler Systems 
An automatic sprinkler system in accordance with 2016 NFPA 13 and 2017 NFPA 25 is installed 
throughout the building.  The system is equipped with several types of sprinkler heads, as shown in the 
sprinkler legend in Figure 11. Most sprinklers are quick response, ½ inch orifice, K=5.6 spray sprinklers.  
Various sprinkler head types are provided including concealed, pendent, upright and horizontal sidewall.  
 
Figure 11. Sprinkler Legend 
3.1.1 Classification of Sprinkler System Occupancy Hazard Groups 
The sprinkler system occupancy hazard groups in the Chicago Hotel include Light Hazard, Ordinary 
Hazard Group 1, or Ordinary Hazard Group 2 per NFPA 13 Chapter 5.  Portions of the building classified 
into each group are summarized in the list below.  Markups on the drawings in Appendix D show the 
classification of each space.  The sprinkler system occupancy hazard groups are based on the anticipated 
quantity and/or combustibility of the contents within each space. 
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• Light Hazard:  Corridors, hotel rooms, offices, restrooms, restaurant and bar seating areas, hotel 
lobby, residential 
• Ordinary Hazard Group 1: Parking garage, restaurant and hotel service areas, laundry areas, 
trash rooms, mechanical and electrical rooms, storage rooms 
• Ordinary Hazard Group 2: Exterior loading dock, mercantile, tenant spaces (for future flexibility 
and to avoid upgrading the system if tenants change) 
3.1.2 System Design Criteria 
The design criteria for the systems are required to be in accordance with NFPA 13 Figure 11.2.3.1.1.  
Applicable design criteria for the Chicago Hotel are summarized below.  Due to the use of quick 
response sprinklers and a ceiling height of 12 feet, the design area can be reduced according to NFPA 13 
11.2.3.2.3.1 by 37%.  Typically, the design areas for light hazard and ordinary hazard are 1500 sqft, but 
with the reduction for quick response sprinklers the design area used will be 945 sqft. 
• Light Hazard: 0.10 gpm/sqft over 945 sqft.  Hose allowance of 250 gpm.  Water supply for 60 
minutes 
• Ordinary Hazard Group 1: 0.15 gpm/sqft over 945 sqft. Hose allowance of 250 gpm.  Water 
supply for 60 minutes 
• Ordinary Hazard Group 2: 0.20 gpm/sqft over 945 sqft. Hose allowance of 250 gpm.  Water 
supply for 60 minutes 
3.2 Water Supply 
The Chicago Water Department provides the water supply available to the Chicago Hotel.  The water 
supply has the following characteristics as determined during flow testing. 
• Static PSI: 39 
• Residual PSI: 36 
• Flow (GPM): 4250 
The water supply is adequate for the required duration and flowrates.  NFPA 13 11.2.3.1.2 requires 250 
gpm for the hose stream requires for 60-90 minutes to be provided for Ordinary Hazard occupancies.  
3.3 Fire Pump 
The fire pump room is located in the parking garage in the basement of the building.  The fire pump has 
the following characteristics: 
• Type: Horizontal Split-Case 
• Flow (GPM): 1,000 
• Rated Head Capacity (PSI): 110 
• Churn (%): 120 
• Motor Data (V/PH/HZ): 480/3/60 
• Motor (HP): 100 
• Motor (RPM): 3550 
3.4 Fire Department Connections 
There are three fire department connections on the perimeter of the Chicago Hotel.  These locations are 
indicated in the drawing in Appendix D.  
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3.5 Hydraulic Calculation 
Two areas were calculated to ensure that the most demanding hydraulically remote location in the 
building is evaluated.  The areas are both on the 7th floor, with one on the far North side and one on the 
far South side.  The area on the North side is in a mechanical penthouse room. The area on the South 
side is in a tenant space.  These areas are summarized in Table 17 and are shown in the drawings located 
in Appendix D. 
Table 17.  Hydraulic Calculation Design Areas 
Area Occupancy Design 
Area 
Discharge Density 
Mechanical Penthouse Ordinary Hazard Group 1 945 sqft 0.15 gpm/sqft 
Tenant Space Ordinary Hazard Group 2 945 sqft 0.2 gpm/sqft 
 
Sprinkler head and branch lines were laid out in the areas according to NFPA 13 installation 
requirements.  The hydraulic calculation results are included in Appendix F for the mechanical 
penthouse room and in Appendix G for the tenant space.  HASS (Hydraulic Analyzer of Sprinkler 
Systems) calculation software was used for the hydraulic calculation. HASS is developed by HRS Systems, 
Inc. for professional use and is used in over 50 countries.  The calculation used is based on the Hazen-
Williams method.  The hydraulic calculation required the distance, number of elbows, size of pipes, etc. 
to determine the pressure loss as the water moves through the sprinkler pipes from the pump to the 
remote area.  At the beginning of each appendix section, there is a diagram indicating the layout of the 
hydraulic design area and the corresponding nodes that are used in the software calculation. 
The hydraulic calculation results are summarized below.  Both hydraulic design areas are acceptable as 
both the required pressure and required flow are within the available supply.  A hydraulic graph 
representing the city water supply, the fire pump, and the system demand is provided in Figure 12 and 
Figure 13 below and in Appendix H for both design areas.   
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Figure 12. Level 7 Mechanical Penthouse Hydraulic Supply and Demand Curve 
 
Figure 13. Level 7 Restaurant Tenant Hydraulic Supply and Demand Curve 
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The system flow demand for the mechanical penthouse at the discharge side of the pump is 189 gpm at 
110 psi.  An additional 250 gpm has been added as the hose allowance at the source.  A safety margin of 
73.3 psi below the combined city and fire pump curve has been provided.   
The system flow demand for the tenant space at the discharge side of the pump is 264 gpm at 84.3 
psi.  An additional 250 gpm has been added as the hose allowance at the source.  A safety margin of 
95.6 psi below the combined city and fire pump curve has been provided.   
Table 18.  Hydraulic Calculation Results 
Area Required 
Pressure 
Available 
Pressure 
Required 
Flow 
Mechanical Penthouse 110 psi 183.3 psi 439 gpm 
Tenant Space 84.3 psi 179.9 psi 514 gpm 
 
3.6 Inspection, Testing & Maintenance 
Inspection, testing and maintenance for the automatic sprinkler system is required by NFPA 13 and 
NFPA 25, Standard for the Inspection, Testing and Maintenance of Water-Based Fire Protection Systems.  
This responsibility falls on the building owner.  It is recommended to hire a sprinkler contractor with 
knowledge of sprinkler systems to assist in the required inspection, testing and maintenance.   
Table 19 provides a summary of inspection, testing and maintenance requirements for applicable 
sprinkler system equipment for the Chicago Hotel per the 2017 edition of NFPA 25.  General summary 
tables on the frequency of testing required by NFPA 25 can be found in Appendix I. 
Table 19.  Sprinkler System Inspection, Testing & Maintenance Requirements per NFPA 25 
Sprinkler System Component Inspection, Testing & Maintenance Requirements 
Sprinklers  
Inspection: 5.2.1 
Testing: 5.3.1 
Maintenance: 5.4 
Inspection frequencies shall follow NFPA 25 Table 5.1.1.2 (attached 
below). 
 
Sprinklers shall be inspected from the floor level annually and 
checked for signs of leakage, corrosion, physical damage, loss of fluid 
in the glass bulb, loading, or paint.  Spare sprinkler supply shall be 
checked annually. 
 
Fast-response sprinklers should be tested at 20 years after 
installation, and then at 10-year intervals.  Not less than 4 sprinklers 
or 1 percent of the number of sprinkler per individual sprinkler 
sample, whichever is greater. 
 
A supply of at least 6 spare sprinklers shall be maintained 
 
Components requiring maintenance action shall conform to NFPA 25 
Table 5.5.1 (included in Appendix I) 
Pipe and Fittings 
Inspection: 5.2.2 
Maintenance: 5.4 
Inspected from the floor level annually and checked for mechanical 
damage, leakage, and corrosion.  No external loads shall be put on 
the piping. 
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Sprinkler System Component Inspection, Testing & Maintenance Requirements 
Components requiring maintenance action shall conform to NFPA 25 
Table 5.5.1 (included in Appendix I) 
Hangers, Braces, and Supports 
Inspection: 5.2.3 
Maintenance: 5.4 
Inspected annually from the floor level and checked to ensure that 
they are not damaged, loose, or unattached. 
Waterflow Alarm and 
Supervisory Signal Initiating 
Device 
Inspection: 5.2.4 
Testing: 5.3.2 
Maintenance: 5.4 
Inspected quarterly to verify they are free of physical damage 
 
Mechanical waterflow alarm devices shall be tested quarterly.  Vane-
type and pressure switch-type shall be tested semiannually. 
 
Components requiring maintenance action shall conform to NFPA 25 
Table 5.5.1 (included in Appendix I) 
Signs 
Inspection: 5.2.5-5.2.9 
Signs shall be inspected annually to verify they are present, securely 
attached, and legible. 
 
Components requiring maintenance action shall conform to NFPA 25 
Table 5.5.1 (included in Appendix I) 
Standpipe and Hose System 
Inspection: 6.2 
Testing: 6.3 
Maintenance: 6.4 
 
Inspection frequencies shall follow Table 6.1.1.2 of NFPA 25 
(attached below) 
 
A flow test shall be conducted every 5 years on all automatic 
standpipe systems to verify that the required flow and pressure are 
available at the hydraulically most remote hose valve outlets while 
flowing the standpipe system demand. 
 
Equipment that does not pass inspection or testing shall be repaired 
and tested again or replaced. 
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4. Fire Alarm and Detection  
A fire alarm system is required by the IBC due to the hotel occupancy (R-1) and the buildings high-rise 
classification. 
Fire alarm design drawings of the building are included in Appendix J.  It is important to note that the 
fire alarm drawings provided for the Chicago Hotel were developed according to the Chicago Building 
Code which may have differences compared to the International Building Code and installation 
requirements of NFPA 72.  
4.1 Operating Characteristics of the Fire Alarm System 
According to IBC 907.2.8 and IBC 403.4.2 R-1 occupancies (hotel) and high-rise buildings require a fire 
alarm system.  Additionally, per IBC 403.4, high-rise buildings require an approved emergency 
voice/alarm communication system that can broadcast pre-recorded voice instructions or live voice 
commands from the fire command center.   
 
The system uses addressable initiating devices including smoke detectors, heat detectors, duct 
detectors, and waterflow switches.  The system uses various notification appliances including 
combination strobe and speaker units, strobe only unit, or speaker only units.  The notification 
appliances are also used for the emergency voice/alarm communication system.  IBC 907.2.11 requires 
smoke alarms that sound a local alarm only in each guest room.  The smoke alarms may be addressable 
to the fire alarm control panel to indicate the location of the activated smoke alarm.  Automatic smoke 
detection must be provided for the interior corridors that serve the sleeping units (rooms) of the hotel. 
The high-rise designation requires a fire command center located in an approved location.   
 
The fire alarm system requires secondary power in case the main power supply is interrupted.  The fire 
alarm system will activate from automatic fire detectors, automatic sprinkler system waterflow devices, 
manual fire alarm boxes, and automatic fire-extinguishing systems.   
 
4.2 Fire Alarm Control Panel and Fire Command Center 
The fire command center contains the fire alarm control panel, an elevator panel, and the firefighter 
smoke control panel for elevator and stairway pressurization systems.  Per section 911.1.1 in the IBC, 
the location and accessibility of the fire command center shall be approved by the fire chief.     
 
The fire command center and fire alarm control panel is located on the first floor, in the main entrance 
lobby on the east side of the building.  The fire alarm control panel is a Siemens FireFinder XLS.  
Additionally, there is an XLS remote panel on the 5th floor in the electrical room on the north side of the 
building.   
 
The location of the fire command center in the open lobby of the main entrance on drawings differs 
notably from the requirements of the IBC.  This may be due to the building being designed per the 
Chicago Building Code.  In Section 911 of the IBC, the fire command center is required to be located in a 
room, not less than 200 square feet with a minimum dimension of 10 feet, that is separated from the 
remainder of the building by not less than 1-hour fire construction.  IBC Section 911.6 contains a list of 
all 18 required features for the fire command center. 
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4.3 Fire Detection and Initiating Devices 
The Chicago Hotel is provided with addressable smoke detectors, heat detectors, and duct smoke 
detectors.  Table 20, below, lists the detection devices, their symbol, and the model of the device.  
Smoke alarms, which are not connected to the fire alarm system, are also provided. 
Table 20.  Installed Fire Detection Devices 
Symbol Detection Device Model Quantity 
 
Addressable Smoke Detector FD0421 W/ DB-11 52 
 
Addressable Heat Detector FDT421 W/ DB-11 8 
 
Addressable Duct Smoke Detector FDBZ492/FDO421/ST-100 5 
 
Sprinkler Waterflow Switch By Others 12 
 
Fire detection/initiating devices have location, spacing, and placement requirements according to NFPA 
72 and the IBC.  Table 21 and Table 22 summarize the location, spacing, and placement requirements 
and lists the corresponding code section.  Detection devices are provided in the proper locations of the 
building except for required smoke detectors in interior corridors serving sleeping units, as shown on 
the fire alarm drawings in Appendix J.  Duct detector locations were not verified due to absence of 
mechanical drawings and knowledge of the HVAC system. 
 
Table 21.  Required Locations of Fire Detection Devices 
Required Location Code Section 
In R-1 occupancies, single- or multiple-stations smoke alarms shall be provided in 
sleeping areas, every room in the path of the means of egress from the sleeping 
area to the door leading from the sleeping unit, in each story within the sleeping 
unit 
IBC 907.2.11.1 
In high-rise buildings, smoke detectors shall be provided in each mechanical 
equipment, electrical, transformer, telephone equipment or similar room that is 
not provided with sprinkler protection and in each elevator machine room, 
machinery space, control room and control space and in elevator lobbies. 
IBC 907.2.13.1.1 
In high-rise buildings, duct smoke detectors complying with section 907.3.11 
shall be located in: 
1.  The main return air and exhaust air plenum of each air-conditioning system 
having a capacity greater than 2,000 cubic feet per minute (cfm) (0.94 m3/s). 
Such detectors shall be located in a serviceable area downstream of the last duct 
inlet.   
2. At each connection to a vertical duct or riser serving two or more stories from 
a return air duct or plenum of an air-conditioning system. In Group R-1 and R-2 
occupancies, a smoke detector is allowed to be used in each return air riser 
carrying not more than 5,000 cfm (2.4m3/s) and serving not more than 10 air-
inlet openings. 
IBC 907.2.13.1.2 
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Required Location Code Section 
In R-1 occupancies, an automatic smoke detection system that activates the 
occupant notification system in accordance with Section 907.5 shall be installed 
throughout all interior corridors serving sleeping units. 
IBC 907.2.8.2  
Not fewer than one manual fire alarm box shall be provided in an approved 
location to initiate a fire alarm signal for fire alarm systems employing automatic 
fire detectors or waterflow detection devices.   
IBC 907.2.8.1 
 
 
Table 22.  Spacing and Placement Requirements of Fire Detection Devices 
Spacing/Placement Requirement Code Section 
Initiating devices must be installed in accessible areas for periodic 
maintenance 
NFPA 72 17.4.2 and 
17.4.5 
Initiating devices must be protected when subject to mechanical damage NFPA 72 17.4.3 
Detectors cannot be recessed into a mounting surface unless they are listed 
for such mounting 
NFPA 72 17.5.1 
Spaces separated by partitions must be considered as separate rooms where 
partitions extend to within 15% of the ceiling height  
NFPA 72 17.5.2 
Heat sensing detectors are spaced according to the listed space based on fire 
testing specified in UL 521.  The spacing depends on the shape of the space, 
height of the ceiling, slope of the ceiling, beam construction, and solid joist 
construction. 
NFPA 72 17.6.3 
On smooth ceiling heat sensing detectors must not exceed their listed 
spacing, and there shall be detectors within a distance of one-half the listed 
spacing, measured at right angles from all walls or partitions extending 
upward to within the top 15 percent of the ceiling height.  All points on the 
ceiling shall have a detector within a distance equal to or less than 0.7 times 
the listed spacing (0.7S). 
 
NFPA 72 17.6.3.1.1 
On ceilings 10 ft to 30 ft (3.0 m to 9.1 m) high, heat detector spacing is 
required to be reduced in accordance with Table 17.6.3.5.1 prior to any 
additional reductions for beams, joists, or slope, where applicable. 
NFPA 72 17.6.3.5.1 
Spot-type smoke detectors must be located on the ceiling or, if on a sidewall, 
between the ceiling and 300 mm (12 in.) down from the ceiling to the top of 
the detector.  
NFPA 72 17.7.3.2.1 
On smooth ceilings, smoke detectors must not exceed a nominal spacing of 
30 ft (9.1 m) and there shall be detectors within a distance of one-half the 
nominal spacing, measured at right angles from all walls or partitions 
extending upward to within the top 15 percent of the ceiling height.  All 
points on the ceiling shall have a detector within a distance equal to or less 
than 0.7 times the nominal 30 ft (9.1 m) spacing (0.7S) 
NFPA 72 17.7.3.2.3.1 
Other spacing of smoke detectors is permitted depending on ceiling height, 
different conditions, or response requirements. 
NFPA 72 17.7.3.2.3.3 
NFPA 72 17.7.3.2 
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4.4 Fire Scenario and Expected Response 
In this section of the report, an appropriate fire scenario is identified and analyzed to determine the 
expected response of the fire detection devices installed in the Chicago Hotel.  Additionally, the size of 
the fire will be calculated at the time of detector activation.  A fire originating in a hotel room poses an 
expected and reasonable fire location.  Ceiling heights in the hotel rooms are 10 feet.  Hotel rooms are 
typically occupied during normal sleeping hours and are less occupied during the day.  Staff are present 
at all times, but during the night it is likely that there are fewer staff working.  Potential ignition sources 
include faulty electronics, smoking, heating equipment, and arson among others.  In this fire scenario, a 
26 inch king-size mattress is assumed to be ignited.    The fire grows as a slow t-squared fire with a fire 
growth coefficient of α=0.003 kW/s2. 
In order to understand the impact of the fire on the building and building occupants, it is necessary to 
calculate when a sprinkler would activate, which subsequently would activate the notification 
appliances via the waterflow switch.  While there are smoke alarms in the sleeping units, they are not 
connected to the fire alarm system and do not activate the notification appliances.  The DETACT method 
is used to calculate the anticipated response.  The inputs necessary to run the calculation include ceiling 
height, radial distance based on the spacing of the smoke detectors, ambient temperature, fire growth 
power, fire growth coefficient, and the response time index (RTI).  Figure 14 shows the typical layout of 
a guest room with an estimated distance of 8 feet 9 inches (2.7 m) from the location of the bed to the 
sidewall sprinkler.  This value of 2.7 m is used as the radial distance, R.   
 
Figure 14.  Typical Hotel Room Layout 
Table 23 shows the inputs/assumptions used for this calculation.  The ceiling height is actually based off 
of the ignition location; since the ignition source was 26 inches above the floor on a bed the distance for 
this input is the 26 inch bed subtracted from the 10 foot ceiling height (10’ – 2’ 2” = 2.39 m).  The 
activation temperature of the sprinkler is 68 degrees Celsius.  There was no response time index (RTI) 
provided on the manufacturer data sheet so an RTI of 50 (m*s)1/2, which is typical for quick-response 
sprinklers, was chosen. 
Table 23.  Input Parameters for DETACT Calculation 
INPUT PARAMETERS     CALC. PARAMETERS 
Ceiling height (H) 2.3876 m R/H 1.117 
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INPUT PARAMETERS     CALC. PARAMETERS 
Radial distance (R) 2.7 m dT(cj)/dT(pl) 0.279 
Ambient temperature (To) 20 C u(cj)/u(pl) 0.182 
Actuation temperature 
(Td) 68 C   
Response time index 
(RTI) 50 (m-s)1/2   
Fire growth power (n) 2 -   
Fire growth coefficient (k) 0.003 kW/s^n   
Time step (dt) 0.5 s   
 
Table 24.  DETACT Calculation Results 
Calculation time (s) HRR Gas 
temp 
Gas velocity Det temp dT/dt 
360 388.8 78.8 1.00 67.95 0.2169 
360.5 389.9 78.9 1.00 68.06 0.2170 
 
Based on the calculations obtained from the DETACT model, the sprinkler would activate approximately 
361 seconds after ignition.  Upon activation of the sprinkler, the fire would have grown to a heat release 
rate of 390 kW.  After activation of the sprinkler, the waterflow switch would initiate the notification 
appliances throughout the Chicago Hotel. 
4.5 Alarm, Supervisory, and Trouble Signals 
The requirements for the disposition of alarm, supervisory and trouble signals are in NFPA 72 Chapter 
10.  This involves the fire alarm control panel receiving alarm, supervisory, and trouble signals from 
throughout the Chicago Hotel, the necessary response from the panel, and other associated 
requirements.  Priority alarms, fire alarms, supervisory signals, and trouble signals are required to be 
distinctively and descriptively annunciated in accordance with NFPA 72 10.10.1. 
Alarm Signal 
Per NFPA 72 10.11.1, actuation of alarm notification appliances or emergency voice communications, 
emergency control function interface devices, and annunciation at the protected premises is required to 
occur within 10 seconds after the activation of an initiating device.  Protected premises fire alarm 
control units are required to be capable of being reset or silenced only from the fire alarm control unit 
at the protected premises according to NFPA 72 23.8.2.9.  If the AHJ approves it, remote resetting from 
another location is allowed according to NFPA 72 23.8.2.10.  Resetting procedures are required to be 
documented and permanently posted beside each control unit and annunciator.    
When an alarm signal has been deactivated at the protected premise, the audible and visible alarm 
signal at the control panel only is required to automatically reactivate every 24 hours or less until alarm 
signal conditions are restored to normal according to NFPA 72 10.11.8.1.  The audible and visible alarm 
sign is required to operate until it is manually silenced or acknowledged according to NFPA 72 10.11.8.2. 
When an alarm signal has already been received, subsequent actuation of addressable and 
nonaddressable initiating devices are required to reactivate the notification appliances in accordance 
with NFPA 72 10.12.5.1 and 10.12.5.2. 
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If the fire alarm notification appliances are deactivated and the deactivation means remains in the 
deactivated position when there is no alarm condition, it is required by NFPA 72 10.12.6 to operate an 
audible trouble notification appliance until the means is restored to normal. 
Supervisory Signal 
According to NFPA 72 10.13.1 and 10.13.2, self-restoring and latching supervisory signals are required to 
provide visible and audible indication with 90 seconds at the fire alarm control unit for local fire alarm 
systems, the building fire command center for in-building fire emergency voice/alarm communication 
systems, and the supervising station location.   
If the supervisory notification appliances are deactivated and the deactivation means remains in the 
deactivated position when there is no supervisory condition, it is required by NFPA 72 10.13.7.5 to 
operate an audible trouble notification appliance until the means is restored to normal. 
Trouble Signal 
Trouble signals are required to be indicated within 200 seconds at the fire alarm control unit for local 
fire alarm systems, the building fire command center for in-building fire emergency voice/alarm 
communication systems, and the supervising station location according to NFPA 72 10.14.1, 10.14.7 and 
10.14.8.  An audible trouble signal is allowed to be intermittent provided it sounds at least once every 
10 seconds with a minimum duration of ½ second. A single audible trouble signal is permitted to indicate 
multiple fault conditions. 
When a trouble signal has been deactivated at the protected premise, the audible and visible trouble 
signal at the control panel only is required to automatically reactivate every 24 hours or less until 
trouble signal conditions are restored to normal according to NFPA 72 10.14.9.1.   
When a trouble signal has already been received, subsequent trouble signals are required to reactivate 
the notification appliances as required by the system input/output matrix in accordance with NFPA 72 
10.14.10.5.   
If the trouble notification appliances are deactivated and the deactivation means remains in the 
deactivated position when there is no trouble condition, it is required by NFPA 72 10.14.10.6 to operate 
an audible trouble notification appliance until the means is restored to normal. 
4.6 Notification Devices 
Notification devices are installed to provide stimuli for initiating emergency action and provide 
information to users, emergency response personnel, and occupants.  The Chicago Hotel has several 
forms of notification devices installed.  Table 25 lists the notification device, symbol, model, and 
quantity installed. 
Table 25.  Installed Notification Devices 
Symbol Notification Device Model Quantity 
 
Wall Mount Speaker/Strobe Unit – Red SE-MC-R 107 
 
Ceiling Mount Speaker/Strobe Unit – Red SE-MC-CR 57 
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Symbol Notification Device Model Quantity 
 
Wall Mount Speaker Unit – Red SE-R 171 
 
Ceiling Mount Speaker Unit – Red SEC-R 34 
 
Wall Mount Strobe Unit – Red  ZR-MC-R 15 
Notification devices have location, spacing, and placement requirements according to NFPA 72 and the 
IBC.  Tables 26 and 27 summarize the location, spacing, and placement requirements and lists the 
corresponding code section.  Since visible, audible, and audible/visible notification appliances are used 
in the Chicago Hotel it is necessary to evaluate the spacing for both audibility requirements and visibility 
requirements.   
Table 26.  Required Locations of Notification Devices 
Required Location Code Section 
Audible notification appliances are required to provide an alarm 15 dBA above 
average ambient sound levels in every occupiable space within the building  
IBC 907.5.2.1.1 
Visible alarm notification appliances are required to be 
provided in public use areas and common use areas. 
IBC 907.5.2.3.1 
R-1 dwelling units or sleeping units in accordance with Table 907.5.2.3.2 shall be 
provided with a visible alarm notification appliance, activated by both the in-room 
smoke alarm and the building fire alarm system.  Since the Chicago Hotel has 179 
sleeping units, 14 sleeping accommodations with visible alarm notification 
appliances are required in accordance with Table 907.5.2.3.2. 
IBC 907.5.2.3.2 
 
Table 27.  Spacing and Placement Requirements of Notification Devices 
Spacing/Placement Requirement Code Section 
Public mode audible requirements: 
At least 15 dBA above average ambient sound 
At least 5 dBA above maximum sound having a duration of at least 1 minute  
Measured 5 ft above floor in area served by the system 
NFPA 72 18.4.3 
 
Private mode audible requirements: 
At least 10 dBA above average ambient sound 
At least 5 dBA above maximum sound having a duration of at least 1 minute  
Measured 5 ft above floor in area served by the system 
NFPA 72 18.4.4 
Sleeping area audible requirements: 
At least 15 dBA above average ambient sound 
At least 5 dBA above maximum sound having a duration of at least 1 minute  
At least 75 dBA 
Measured at pillow level in area served by the system 
NFPA 72 18.4.5 
If ceiling heights allow, wall-mounted audible appliances shall have tops located 
not less than 90 inches above finished floor and not less than 6 inches below 
finished ceiling 
NFPA 72 18.4.8.1 
Wall-mounted visible appliances is required to be located such that the entire 
lens is between 80 – 96 inches above finished floor  
NFPA 72 18.5.5.1 
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Spacing/Placement Requirement Code Section 
Visible appliance spacing is required to be in accordance with either Table 
18.5.5.4.1(a) and Figure 18.5.5.4.1 or Table 18.5.5.4.1(b) 
NFPA 72 18.5.5.4.1 
In corridors less than 20 ft in width, visible notification appliances shall be not 
more than 15 ft (4.57 m) from the end of the corridor with a separation not 
greater than 100 ft (30.5 m) between appliances 
NFPA 72 18.5.5.5.1 
NFPA 72 18.5.5.5.5 
 
Figure 15 provides a visual for required fire alarm mounting heights and locations in accordance with 
NFPA 72.  Tables 26 and 27 list the requirements for spacing of visible notification appliances based on 
the candela level and the size of the room and if the device is wall mounted or ceiling mounted.  When 
spacing audible notification appliances, the main requirement is that the sound level produced by the 
notification appliance is 15 dBA above average ambient level.  A common rule of thumb used to 
evaluate audible system requirements is the 6 dBA rule of thumb.  Essentially, whenever the distance 
from a source of sound is doubled, the sound level will drop 6 dBA.  For example, Table 28 shows how 
the dBA level will change as the distance from a speaker set at 90 dBA is increased. 
 
Table 28.  Example Sound Level Output Based on Distance from Notification Appliance set at 90 dBA 
Distance from Notification Appliance Sound Level 
10’ 90 dBA 
20’ 84 dBA 
40’ 78 dBA 
50’ >72 dBA 
 
Table A.18.4.3 from NFPA 72 provides the average ambient sound level according to location.  Most of 
the spaces found in the Chicago Hotel will range from 30 to 55 dBA average ambient sound levels.  
Mechanical rooms have an average ambient sound level of 85 dBA and are the only location in the 
Chicago Hotel with a sound level above 55 dBA.  Using the information from this table, the 6 dBA rule of 
thumb, and applying the code requirements on sound level for notification appliances the Chicago Hotel 
can be analyzed to determine the expected performance of the system. 
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Figure 15.  Fire Alarm Mounting Locations  
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Tables 29 and 30.  NFPA 72 Tables for Required Room Spacing for Visible Appliances 
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Upon reviewing the notification appliance coverage provided for the Chicago Hotel on the design phase 
drawings, the coverage is deemed to be accurate and meet most code requirements.  The only issues 
found are in some of the tenant spaces where the candela level is not adequate.  See Figure 16, of a 
tenant space on the first floor, showing incorrect placement, the candela is set at 110 candela which 
according to Table 18.5.5.4.1(a) of NFPA 72 provides adequate visibility for a 54 x 54 foot space.  This 
space is shown with red hatching.  By adding the two additional speaker visuals shown in red, the space 
would be in accordance with code requirements.  There are several other issues in the large tenant 
spaces throughout the building related to visual notification appliance spacing.   
 
 
Figure 16.  Inadequate Visible Spacing of Notification Appliance 
 
Some common notification appliances installations are the audible devices provided in the guest rooms.  
These are set at a ½ watt tap which corresponds to a 82.5 dBA level.  This is greater than the minimum 
required 75 dBA for sleeping units and provides adequate coverage throughout the guest room.  
Audible/visible notification appliances in corridors less than 20 feet wide are set at 15 candela and 
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spaced less than 100 feet in accordance with NFPA 72 18.5.5.5.1 and 18.5.5.5.5.  Audible notification 
appliances in corridors are set at an 82.5 dBA level which provides adequate coverage in the corridors.  
Notification appliances in the basement parking garage are provided at an adequate level and are evenly 
spaced in the main section.  
Since the Chicago Hotel is a high-rise building, the required emergency voice/alarm communication 
system needs to be analyzed for intelligibility.  The intelligibility of the EVAC system is impacted by many 
factors and thus is difficult to evaluate only from drawings.  The characteristics of the person speaking 
can affect the intelligibility of the system as well as factors like the gender, accent, microphone 
technique, sound quality of the message, etc.  
The audibility and intelligibility of the speakers can be impacted by the tap/setting at which the speaker 
is connected and should meet the audibility requirements of the Code while still producing an intelligible 
message.  If a high tap setting is selected to meet the audibility requirements, the intelligibility of the 
message could be distorted. The background noise can make it difficult for intelligibility requirements to 
be achieved. In an acoustically distinguishable space (ADS) where the ambient noise level exceeds 85 dB, 
it is recognized and acknowledged that intelligibility might not be attainable, and an alternate means of 
notification is required.  Acoustically challenging spaces have large amounts of hard material such as tile 
or granite. 
Without using a computer acoustical or speaker modeling program the following recommendations can 
be made to improve the intelligibility of the system from its current design.  Provide more speakers 
throughout the building particularly in the level 7 south tenant space, level 2 north tenant space, level 1 
second most southern tenant space, and level 1 two northern most tenant spaces.  These spaces are 
only provided with 1 or 2 speakers for a large area.  Providing more speakers spread out and set at a 
lower dBA level will help to improve the intelligibility.   The Hotel lobby entrance is provided with two 
speakers which should provide adequate intelligibility even though the surfaces in this area are likely 
hard surfaces.  If intelligibility is found to be poor during testing of the system in any area, the 
recommendation to add more speakers and reduce the dBA setting will help alleviate the issue.   
4.7 Secondary Power Supply Requirements 
The fire alarm system is required per NFPA 72 10.6.7.1 to have a secondary power supply in case the 
primary power supply is interrupted.  The secondary power supply is required to have the capacity to 
operate the system under ianctive load for a minimum of 24 hours and, at the end of that period, is 
required to be capable of operating all alarm notification appliances for 15 minutes.  Typically, only 5 
minutes of alarm operation is required, however since the Chicago Hotel is a high-rise building and 
requires an emergency voice/alarm communication system, the requirement is 15 minutes.  In 
accordance with NFPA 72 10.6.7.2.2 the secondary supply capacity will include all power supply loads 
that are not automatically disconnected upon the transfer to secondary power supply.  Secondary 
power supply is typically provided via standby batteries and this is the case for the Chicago Hotel. 
In the Chicago Hotel, there are two fire alarm control panels and so there will be two secondary battery 
power supplies.  Each battery will have a calculation performed to determine the necessary capacity.  
The 1st floor fire alarm control panel requires a battery with a minimum capacity of 88.48 amphours and 
is provided with two 100 amphour batteries providing sufficient capacity.  The 5th floor fire alarm control 
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panel requires a battery with a minimum capacity of 62.45 amphours and is provided with two 80 
amphour batteries providing sufficient capacity.    
Table 31.  Battery Capacity Calculation for 1st Floor Fire Alarm Control Panel 
Description Total Quantity 
Alarm Current 
(A) 
Supervisory 
Current (A) 
Digital Audio Card 1 0.23 0.23 
Device Loop Card  3 0.3 0.435 
Photo Detector 37 0.0104 0.0104 
Thermal Detector 7 0.002 0.002 
Single Input Module 10 0.013 0.013 
Dual Input Module 10 0.013 0.013 
Single Input/Single Relay Module 13 0.0169 0.0169 
Firefighter Master Telephone 1 0.07 0.15 
LED Control Module 12 0.168 0.168 
Active LED’s 192 0.192 0.192 
Local Page Board 1 0.095 0.05 
Live Voice Module 1 0.051 0.051 
Active Switch 2 0.002 0.002 
Network Interface Card 1 0.12 0.12 
Control Panel 1 0.125 0.125 
Switch Control Module 4 0.056 0.056 
Active Pushbutton Switch 32 0.032 0.032 
Zone Amplifier Card – 180W 1 0.3 0.3 
Total Speaker Wattage 80 4.253 0 
Zone Indicating Cards 4 18.947 0.42 
Total (Amps) 24.5065 A 2.8172 A  
Total (Amphours) 
Time Factor:    24 Hour Standby 
                     15 Minutes in Alarm 
24.5065 x 0.25 
= 6.13 AH 
2.8172 x 24 = 
67.61 AH 
         Sub Total (Amphours) = 67.61 + 6.13 Amphours 
                                                 = 73.74 Amphours 
                      +20% Derating = 88.48 Amphours 
 Battery Capacity Required = 88.48 Amphours 
 
Table 32.  Battery Capacity Calculation for 5th Floor Remote Fire Alarm Control Panel 
Description Total Quantity 
Alarm Current 
(A) 
Supervisory 
Current (A) 
Digital Audio Card 1 0.23 0.23 
Device Loop Card  3 0.2 0.29 
Photo Detector 20 0.0056 0.056 
Thermal Detector 1 0.003 0.003 
Dual Input Module 10 0.0052 0.0052 
Single Input/Single Relay Module 13 0.0091 0.0091 
Network Interface Card 1 0.12 0.12 
Telephone Zone Card 1 0.315 0.28 
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Description Total Quantity 
Alarm Current 
(A) 
Supervisory 
Current (A) 
Zone Amplifier Card – 180W 1 0.3 0.3 
Total Speaker Wattage 108 5.724 0 
Zone Indicating Cards 4 11.396 0.42 
Total (Amps) 17.955 A 1.9812 A  
Total (Amphours) 
Time Factor:    24 Hour Standby 
                     15 Minutes in Alarm 
17.955 x 0.25 
= 4.49 AH 
1.9812 x 24 = 
47.55 AH 
         Sub Total (Amphours) = 47.55 + 4.49 Amphours 
                                                 = 52.04 Amphours 
                      +20% Derating = 62.45 Amphours 
 Battery Capacity Required = 62.45 Amphours 
 
4.8 Required Records and Documentation 
Documentation for a fire alarm system design is required to be in accordance with NFPA 72.  Section 7.2 
of NFPA 72 details the Minimum Required Documentation (SIG-FUN).  Per NFPA 72 7.2.1, the following 
list represent the minimum documentation required for new fire alarm systems, including any additions 
or alterations to existing systems.  Table 33 indicates which documentation is provided in this report. 
Table 33.  Minimum Required Documentation per NFPA 72 7.2.1 
Required Documentation Contained in 
this report 
(1)*Written narrative providing intent and system description Yes 
(2) Riser diagram Yes 
(3) Floor plan layout showing locations of all devices, control equipment, and 
supervising station and shared communications equipment with each sheet showing 
the following: 
     (a) Point of compass (north arrow) 
     (b) A graphic representation of the scale used 
     (c) Room use identification 
     (d) Building features that will affect the placement of initiating devices and 
notification appliances 
Yes 
(4) Sequence of operation in either an input/output matrix or narrative form No 
(5) Equipment technical data sheets No 
(6) Manufacturers’ published instructions, including operation and maintenance 
instructions 
No 
(7) Battery capacity and de-rating calculations (where batteries are provided) Yes 
(8) Voltage drop calculations for notification appliance circuits  No 
(9) Mounting height elevation for wall-mounted devices and appliances Yes 
(10) Where occupant notification is required, minimum sound pressure levels that 
must be produced by the audible notification appliances in applicable covered areas 
Yes 
(11) Pathway diagrams between the control unit and the supervising station and 
shared communications equipment 
Yes 
(12) Completed record of completion in accordance with 7.5.6 and 7.8.2 No 
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Required Documentation Contained in 
this report 
(13) For software-based systems, a copy of site-specific software, including specific 
instructions on how to obtain the means of system and software access (password)  
No 
(14) Record (as-built) drawings No 
(15) Records, record retention, and record maintenance in accordance with Section 
7.7 
No 
(16) Completed record of inspection and testing in accordance with 7.6.6 and 7.8.2 No 
 
In accordance with IBC 907.7.2, a record of completion in accordance with NFPA 72 verifying that the 
system has been installed and tested in accordance with the approved plans and specifications shall be 
provided.  NFPA 72 7.5.6.1 requires a record of completion to be documented using either the record of 
completion forms, Figure 7.8.2(a) through 7.8.2(f), or an alternative document that contains only the 
elements of Figure 7.8.2(a) thought Figure 7.8.2(f) that are applicable to the installed system. 
A partially completed record of completion has been provided in Appendix K.  Given that the drawings 
for the fire alarm system are not as-built drawings and there is limited information on some of the 
equipment and power systems provided it was not practical to fill the forms out completely.   
4.9 Inspection, Testing and Maintenance Requirements  
The inspection, testing, and maintenance requirements of the fire alarm system are found in Chapter 14 
of NFPA 72.  The purpose of the initial and continued periodic testing, inspections, and maintenance is 
to ensure code compliant system operation in accordance with NFPA 72 and to ensure operational 
integrity of the system.  The building owner or the owner’s designated representative is responsible for 
the inspection, testing, and maintenance of the system and for any alterations or additions to the 
system.   
Inspection 
Visual inspection of the fire alarm system is required periodically by NFPA 72.  NFPA 72 Table 14.3.1 lists 
the required inspection frequency for each component of the system.  Depending on the component, 
inspection frequency ranges from weekly to annually.   
Testing 
Initial testing and periodic functional testing of the fire alarm system is required by NFPA 72.  NFPA 72 
Table 14.43.2 lists the required testing frequency for each component of the system.  The table also 
contains information on the testing method to be used.  Depending on the component, inspection 
frequency ranges from weekly to annually.  Additionally, whenever an initiating device, notification 
appliance, or control relay is added to the system it is required to be functionally tested per NFPA 72 
14.4.2.1.  Whenever a change to the system executive software is made, 10 percent of the system is 
required to be functionally tested (including a test of at least one device on each input and output 
circuit) per NFPA 72 14.4.2.5. 
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Maintenance 
Per NFPA 72 14.5.1, system equipment is required to be maintained in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s published instructions.  The frequency of maintenance and cleaning is dependent on the 
type of equipment and the local ambient conditions (NFPA 72 14.5.2 and 14.5.3). 
Out of Service Systems 
Per Section 901.7 of the IFC, when a required fire protection system is out of service, the fire 
department and the fire code official shall be notified immediately and, where required by the fire code 
official, the building shall be either evacuated or an approved fire watch shall be provided for all 
occupants left unprotected by the shutdown until the fire protection system has been returned to 
service. Where utilized, fire watches shall be provided with not less than one approved means for 
notification of the fire department and their only duty shall be to perform constant patrols of the 
protected premises and keep watch for fires. 
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5. Structural Fire Protection  
The following section includes code requirements focused on the fire-resistance ratings and 
construction of structural elements of the building and evaluation of three design fire scenario impacts 
on the structure.   
Building height and area information is summarized below.  The Chicago Hotel is built to Type I-A 
construction per the IBC which permits an unlimited area, height and number of stories. 
Table 34. Building Height and Area Information 
Level Area (sqft) Height 
Basement 43,120 Below grade 
1 37,481 0’ 0” 
2 33,814 16’ 8” 
3 27,507 34’ 2” 
4 26,010 44’ 2” 
5 26,010 54’ 2” 
6 26,010 64’ 2” 
7 18,040 76’ 2” 
 
The fire safety strategy of the building relies on providing high hourly fire resistance ratings for 
structural members so that they can retain structural integrity through fire exposure for long periods of 
time.  The structural members (both primary and secondary) are designed to be non-combustible and 
protected.  By providing the structural elements with high hourly fire resistance ratings, the building is 
less likely to experience structural failure in the event of a fire.  Fire resistance ratings for elements of 
the building that are not structural or load bearing, such as shafts or occupancy separations, are 
implemented to provide separation between the occupants of the building and smoke and fire products 
and are not discussed in the life safety section of this report.   
5.1 Code Required Fire Resistance Ratings 
Fire resistance requirements for Type I-A construction per IBC Table 601 are included in the Table 35. 
Since the building is of Type I-A construction, the height, area, and stories are permitted to be unlimited 
for all occupancy types found in the Chicago Hotel.   
High-rise buildings of Type I-A construction, not greater than 420 feet in height, are permitted to have 
structural elements be reduced to the minimum fire resistance ratings for the building elements in Type 
I-B construction except for the fire resistance of columns supporting floors (IBC 403.2.1.1).  This 
reduction in fire resistance does not impact the allowable area, height and number of stories. 
Table 35. Structural Fire Resistance Requirements for Type I-A Construction 
Building Element Required Rating 
Primary Structural Frame 2a (reduced from 3 per IBC 403.2.1.1 except 
for columns supporting floors which require 
3 hours still) 
Bearing Walls 
Exterior 
Interior 
 
2 (reduced from 3 per IBC 403.2.1.1) 
2a (reduced from 3 per IBC 403.2.1.1) 
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Building Element Required Rating 
Nonbearing walls and partitions, Exterior 
 
Interior 
Based on separation distance between 
buildings per IBC Table 602c 
As required by other sections of the code 
Floor construction and associated secondary members 2 
Roof construction and associated secondary members 1b (reduced from 1 ½ per IBC 403.2.1.1) 
a: Fire-resistance ratings of primary structural frame and bearing walls are permitted to be reduced by 
1 hour where supporting a roof only. 
 
b: Except in Group F-1, H, M and S-1 occupancies, fire protection of structural members shall not be 
required, including protection of roof framing and decking where every part of the roof construction 
is 20 feet or more above any floor immediately below. Fire-retardant-treated wood members shall be 
allowed to be used for such unprotected members. 
 
c:  Based on IBC Table 602, exterior nonbearing walls will require a 1 hour fire resistance rating along 
the west-side of the building and 0 hours on all other sides of the building. The west exterior wall is 
approximately 14 feet from residential buildings across an alley. 
The diagram below shows the fire resistance requirements for primary structural columns, floors, 
beams, and the roof.  Note that a structural set of drawings was not provided and that some of the 
structural elements are not indicated or shown in Figure 17.  The figure is a representation of how the 
fire resistance requirements of IBC Table 601 (summarized in Table 35 of this report) are applied to the 
building.  
 
Figure 17.  Diagram of Required Fire Resistance Ratings for Structural Elements 
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5.2 Construction Materials 
As-built drawings or detailed information on the construction materials used in the building are not 
available.  Table 36 lists the anticipated construction materials or typical construction materials used for 
various building components. 
Table 36.  Construction Materials Used 
Building 
Component 
Material 
Columns Cast in place concrete columns are provided throughout the building.  All columns 
in the building from the basement to the roof are 24” x 24”, or 12” x 24”.  Steel 
columns are provided in addition to concrete columns to support the roof slab.  
Beams Cast in place concrete beams and post-tensioned concrete beams of varying sizes 
are provided throughout the structure.  Sizes include 24”x22”, 12”x24”, 32”x20”, 
24”x46”, 12”x16”, 24”x44”, 36”x56”, 20”x60”, 24”x72” beams. 
Floor assemblies The floor assemblies are comprised of 10” thick cast in place concrete on the 
ground level and level 1.  Post-tensioned concrete of varying thicknesses is used 
from levels 3 to the roof.  Levels 3, 4, 5, and 6 are 8” thick and level 7 is 1’ thick. 
Roof assembly The roof assembly is constructed of 8” thick post-tensioned concrete.   
Exterior walls 12” or 8” thick concrete walls 
Interior walls Interior wall design varies depending on the location throughout the hotel but 
typically consists of one or two layers of 5/8” gypsum board on both sides of 
noncombustible metal studs.  The height of the gypsum boards is also dependent 
on the location of the wall.   
Door openings Doors and door openings are protected by appropriately rated UL listed 
components.  Doors in walls that have a required fire resistance rating are 
required to have a fire resistance rating in accordance with Table 716.5 of the IBC. 
Joints Joints are required to be approved assemblies that pass the ASTM E1966 or UL 
2079 tests in accordance with IBC 715.3 
Penetrations Floor/ceiling and wall penetrations are protected by appropriately rated UL Listed 
firestopping assemblies. 
Partitions Design of partitions in the Chicago Hotel vary depending on the required fire 
resistance rating.  The partitions are constructed of multiple layers of gypsum 
board ranging from one to three layers thick on either side of noncombustible 
metal studs.  All partitions are UL approved assemblies and are provided with 
appropriate sealant and firestopping. 
 
5.3 Impact of Design Fire Scenarios on Structural Integrity 
To evaluate the impact of a fire on the structure, three design fire scenarios are chosen and their impact 
on the structural member nearest to them are analyzed.  These fires are based on “worst-case scenario” 
events with the potential to pose the biggest hazard to the structural integrity of the building.  
Assumptions made about materials, variables involving the fire design, heat transfer and other 
assumptions necessary for the following calculations will be noted throughout this section.  As these are 
worst-case scenario events, it is assumed that the sprinkler system is impaired for maintenance and will 
not operate during the fire.  The analysis will follow three main steps:   
1. Quantify and plot the time-temperature curve of the design fire. 
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2. Use a finite nodal heat transfer analysis to determine the temperature of the structural 
members above the fire. 
3. Evaluate the impact of the increased temperature of the structural member to determine if 
it fails under its anticipated load. 
Heat transfer boundary conditions and equations used to determine the temperature of the concrete 
slabs are included in Appendix L.  Calculations are included in Appendix M, which contains the summary 
of the structural analysis inputs and results and Appendix N, which contains screenshots of the heat 
transfer analysis that determines the temperature of the concrete slabs. 
5.3.1 Design Fire Analyses 
 
Design Fire 1: 
In the first fire scenario, the king-size mattress is assumed to be ignited.   
 
Figure 18. Typical Hotel Room (Location of Design Fire 1)  
Since the fire is located within a compartment with limited openings, the fire will be ventilation 
controlled.  To allow for some ventilation to be available, the balcony door is assumed to be open.  The 
ventilation is only capable of providing enough oxygen for the fire to reach a certain temperature after 
which the fire is unable to grow any larger.   
Empirical correlations on compartments fires with ventilation openings were developed in the 1970s by 
Phillip Thomas that are based on experiments burning wood cribs in near-cubical compartments with 
ventilation openings and characteristic dimensions of the compartment ranging from 0.5 to 3 meters.  
The experiments developed a ventilation factor that can be used to estimate the maximum temperature 
of the compartment and the ventilation-controlled mass burning rate.  It should be noted that this is a 
correlation based on specific testing conditions that are not replicated in the hotel room and the 
analysis serves as a first order estimate into the conditions that the hotel room may experience. 
The correlation assumes that the initial growth period of the fire produces minimal thermal effects 
compared to the period of maximum temperature.  Due to this assumption the initial growth phase of 
the fire will not be estimated.  To find the maximum temperature of the compartment fire, the 
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ventilation factor is calculated according to the correlations which are based on the compartment 
dimensions and ventilation opening size.  It is assumed that the balcony door left open is 7 feet tall and 
4 feet wide and the ceiling height is 9 feet 4 inches.  The ventilation factor is defined as: 
Ventilation Factor =
At
Av√Hv
= 29.11 m−1/2 
Where 
At = Total Area = 110.63 m
2 
Av = Area of Ventilation Opening = 7
′ ∗ 4′ = 28 sqft = 2.6 m2 
Hv = Height of Ventilation Opening = 7
′ = 2.136 m  
 
Using the ventilation factor and the Thomas plot to find the approximate maximum temperature: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 19.  Thomas Plot for Design Fire 1 
The next step of the analysis is to determine the time to burnout of the fire.  The burnout time of the 
fire is the time it takes for the fuel load to be consumed by the fire and the Thomas method assumes 
that the maximum temperature of the fire is sustained for this duration.  This is found by calculating the 
fuel load of the area of interest, in this case the estimated fuel load of the hotel room, divided by the 
corresponding ventilation-controlled heat release rate for steady state burning.  The fire load has been 
conservatively estimated as 403 MJ/m2 based on information from SFPE Handbook Table 35.3 that 
estimates the fire load density of hotel rooms as 310 MJ/m2 with a standard deviation of 93 MJ/m2.   The 
burnout time is defined as: 
VF=29.11 m^-1/2 
Tmax = ~840°C 
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Burnout Time =  tb =
E
Qvent
=
13133.77 MJ
8.15 MW
= 1611.5 s = 26.86 minutes 
Where 
E = energy content of fuel available for combustion = 403
MJ
m2
∗ 32.59m2 = 13,133.77 MJ 
Qvent = ventilation controlled heat release rate =  ṁ∆Hc = 0.349
kg
s
∗ 23.35
MJ
kg
= 8.15 MW 
ṁ = 0.092Av√Hv = 0.092 ∗ 2.6m
2 ∗ √2.136m = 0.349 kg/s 
 
The value for the heat of combustion used is calculated based on an average of anticipated materials in 
the hotel room are.  Note that this value is an approximation. 
Table 37. Heat of Combustion of Materials found in Hotel Rooms 
Material Heat of Combustion*, ∆Hc (MJ/kg) 
Polyurethane 28.64 
Cotton 20.4 
Wood 21 
Average 23.35 
*According to SFPE Handbook, 5th Ed. Table A.39 
 
It is assumed that the fire will cool at a rate of 10°C per minute after the burnout time. 
The interior temperature of the slab has been calculated based on a 1-dimensional finite nodal analysis 
(boundary conditions and equations included in Appendix L).  These calculations are shown in Appendix 
N.  The time-temperature curve of the hot gases generated by the fire and the temperature at various 
distances into the concrete slab are shown below in Figure 20. 
 
Figure 20.  Fire Scenario 1 Time-Temperature Curve of Fire Gases and Concrete at Various Depths 
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Design Fire 2: 
The second fire scenario is assumed to start in the hotel linen closet on the first floor with a fire 
involving a stack of hotel linens.  Design Fire 2 is analyzed using the same Thomas correlation used for 
Design Fire 1.  The doors are assumed to be propped open and are 5’11” wide and 7’ tall.  The ceiling 
height of the back of house area is 8’ high.  Note that there is no data available for an estimate of the 
fuel load in hotel linen storage areas, so an assumption has been made based on the data with 
estimated fire loads for various occupancies in Table 35.3 of the SFPE Handbook.  The fuel load of a 
hotel linen closet is conservatively assumed to be 1,000 MJ/m2.  The fire cools at a rate of 10°C after the 
burnout time. 
 
Figure 21. Hotel Linen Room (Location of Design Fire 2) 
Ventilation Factor =
At
Av√Hv
= 12.77 m−1/2 
Where 
At = Total Area =  71.84 m
2 
Av = Area of Ventilation Opening = 7
′ ∗ 5′11" = 28 sqft = 3.85 m2 
Hv = Height of Ventilation Opening = 7
′ = 2.136 m  
 
Burnout Time =  tb =
E
Qvent
=
32,450 MJ
12.7 MW
= 2555 s = 42.58 minutes 
Where 
E = energy content of fuel available for combustion = 1000
MJ
m2
∗ 32.45m2 = 32,450 MJ 
Qvent = ventilation controlled heat release rate =  ṁ∆Hc = 0.518
kg
s
∗ 24.52
MJ
kg
= 12.7 MW 
ṁ = 0.092Av√Hv = 0.092 ∗ 3.85m
2 ∗ √2.136m = 0.518 kg/s 
 
Table 38. Heat of Combustion of Materials found in Linen Closet 
Material Heat of Combustion*, ∆Hc (MJ/kg) 
Polyurethane 28.64 
Cotton 20.4 
Average 24.52 
*According to SFPE Handbook, 5th Ed. Table A.39 
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Using the ventilation factor and the Thomas plot to find the approximate maximum temperature: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 22.  Thomas Plot for Design Fire 2 
The interior temperature of the slab has been calculated based on a 1-dimensional finite nodal analysis.  
These calculations are contained in the Excel calculation document.  The time-temperature curve of the 
hot gases generated by the fire and the temperature at various distances into the concrete slab are 
shown below in Figure 23. 
 
Figure 23.  Fire Scenario 2 Time-Temperature Curve of Fire Gases and Concrete at Various Depths 
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Design Fire 3: 
In the third fire scenario, a car in the basement parking garage experiences engine failure and ignites 
itself and another vehicle.  The time-temperature curve will need to be approximated using 
experimental data that provides the heat release rate of a car.  The experimental heat release rate of 
the car will be used with Alpert’s ceiling jet correlation to obtain the temperature of the ceiling jet.  The 
experimental data in Figure 24 below is found in the SFPE Handbook.  The experiment is based on two 
vehicles being placed next to each other and ignited.  To obtain an average of the heat release rate 
curves of the two tests, various points were selected between the two curves and then data was 
extrapolated between these points.  This extrapolation and averaging are found in Appendix N and the 
curve generated can be seen in Figure 25.   
 
Figure 24. Two Car Experimental Heat Release Rates (Figure 26.91 of the SFPE Handbook) 
 
Figure 25. Averaged Two Car Heat Release Rate Curve 
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Now that the heat release rate curve for a two car scenario has been calculated, the heat release rate 
can be used in Alpert’s ceiling jet correlation to obtain the temperature of the ceiling jet.  Alpert’s 
correlation is defined as: 
 
Where 
H = height of the ceiling in meters (m) = 11 feet = 3.353 m 
r = radial distance from the fire origin (m) = 0.5 m 
Q̇= heat release rate (kW/s) 
Tcj = temperature of the ceiling jet (K) 
T∞ = ambient temperature (K) 
 
Note that this correlation is for a “small” plume turning region which means that the equation is valid 
for areas close to the origin of the fire, before the plume spreads out along the ceiling.   
In order to provide an accurate heat transfer analysis, it is necessary to know the velocity of the hot 
gases at the ceiling.  The velocity of gas will affect the heat transferred through convection.  This will be 
realized through an increase in the value of the convective heat transfer coefficient.  Alpert’s correlation 
provides a ceiling jet velocity correlation shown below. 
 
As calculated in Appendix N, the maximum velocity of the ceiling jet will reach 12 m/s.  The heat transfer 
coefficient is then assumed to be 55 W/m2K based on research conducted in Dr. Allen Jowsey’s thesis 
from the University of Edinburgh “Fire Imposed Heat Fluxes for Structural Analysis”.  As part of his 
thesis, Jowsey evaluated the dependence of the convective heat transfer coefficient on velocity, 
temperature, and scale.  His research shows that as the temperature of the gas rises the heat transfer 
coefficient drops but stabilizes around a consistent value above typical ambient temperature of 20°C.  
He found that gas velocity increased the heat transfer coefficient.  For a flat plate, with turbulent gas 
flow at 12 m/s over it, the heat transfer coefficient is approximately 44 W/m2K.  A safety factor of 1.25 is 
chosen resulting in a value of 55 W/m2K which will be used in the heat transfer analysis.  This value is 
also conservative because the velocity of the gas in the ceiling jet (and thus the value of the heat 
transfer coefficient) changes with time and 12 m/s is the maximum velocity achieved.     
The interior temperature of the slab has been calculated based on a 1-dimensional finite nodal analysis.  
These calculations are contained in Appendix N.  The time-temperature curve of the hot gases 
generated by the fire and the temperature at various distances into the concrete slab are shown below 
in Figure 26. 
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Figure 26.  Fire Scenario 3 Time-Temperature Curve of Fire Gases and Concrete at Various Depths 
5.3.2 Structural Analysis Under Fire Conditions 
The following structural analysis will be based on the temperature of the structural members as 
estimated in the previous design fire scenario section.  At higher temperatures concrete begins to lose 
strength.  One method from EN 1992-1-2 used to evaluate concrete structures is called the 500°C 
isotherm method.  The simplified calculation is based on reducing the effective cross-section of the 
structural component with respect to a heat damaged zone (above 500°C) at the concrete surface.  It is 
assumed that once when concrete reaches a temperature of 500°C it has zero strength and has no 
structural benefit.  Temperature of the member is lower as the distance from the fire exposed surface 
increases (i.e at a further depth into the concrete slab).  In the 500°C isotherm method, temperatures 
under 500°C do not experience any strength reduction due to increased temperature and retain 100% of 
the initial strength.   
All of the design fire scenarios discussed above affect reinforced concrete slabs.  Thus, the structural 
analysis will follow the same isotherm method for all three scenarios.  This approach follows the steps 
below.  The calculations have been tabulated in Appendix M.  It is important to note that this is a 
simplified hand calculation of the structure and should only be used a first-order approximation of the 
structural integrity of the building.  In order to provide a more accurate analysis of the structure a 
computer program is required for more intensive calculations. 
Structural Analysis Procedure 
1. The maximum moment of the slab under fire conditions is calculated as: 
Mmax,fire =
(1.2Dead + 0.5Live) ∗ 𝐿2
8
 
Where 
L = span of the slab (ft) 
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Live = Live Load (lbs/ft) 
Dead = Superimposed Dead Load + Self Weight of the Slab (lbs/ft) 
 
2. The moment capacity of the slab is calculated as: 
Mf = As ∗ fy,T (df −
af
2
) 
af =
As ∗ fy,T
0.85 ∗ fc
′ ∗ b
 
Where 
As = area of the reinforcing steel (in
2) 
fy,T = yield stress of the reinforicing steel reduced for temperature (ksi) 
fc
′ = compressive strength of the concrete (ksi) 
df = effective depth of the beam (inches) 
b =  characteristic width of the slab (3 ft) 
 
3. The comparison Mmax,fire <  Mf is checked to ensure that the slab does not fail due to the 
induced moment. 
 
4. In addition to verifying that the moment capacity of the beam is not exceeded, it is necessary to 
ensure that the compression capacity is not reduced so low as to cause a sudden compression 
failure.  This can be ensured by checking that 
As ∗ fy,T
𝑏𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑇
′ < 0.30 
5. Determine the safety factor, Mf/Mmax,fire 
Design Fire 1 Structural Analysis:  
In the first fire scenario, a mattress is ignited in one of the hotel rooms.  The source of the fire is located 
on the 4th floor.  The 5th floor above is an 8 inch thick post tensioned concrete slab. 
The temperature reaches 493°C 10 mm into the slab and 577°C 5 mm into the slab.  Even though the 
method calls for the 500°C isotherm to be the cutoff between 100% and 0% strength for concrete, it is 
assumed that the 500°C isotherm lies 10 mm into the slab as the heat transfer analysis only calculated 
temperatures at 5 mm increments.  This means that the 8 inch slab (approximated from 203.2 mm to 
200 mm due to the heat transfer analysis using 5 mm increments) has a new effective depth of 190 mm 
or 7.48 inches.  
Table 39.  Isotherms in Concrete Slab based on Design Fire Scenarios 
Depth of Isotherm Temperature of Isotherm (°C) 
5 mm 577 
10 mm 493 
Assumed 500°C Isotherm Depth 10 mm 
Effective Thickness of Slab 190 mm (7.48 inches) 
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The temperature of the reinforcing steel bars is approximated as the temperature of the concrete at the 
location of the steel bar.  The steel bars are covered by 1.5 inches (38.1 mm) of concrete which can be 
approximated as the temperature at 35 mm to be conservative.  The tensile steel bars are then 
estimated to be at 255°C under fire conditions.  Steel strength degrades as temperature increases.  
Based on EN 1992-1-2 Table 3.2a the steel in tension at 255°C has the same yield strength as steel at 
ambient temperature.  The concrete has an ultimate compressive strength of 6 ksi and the steel has a 
yield strength of 60 ksi under fire conditions. 
The live load is estimated at 125 pounds per linear foot and the dead load is estimated as 125 pounds 
per linear foot.  A factored fire design load of 1.2*Dead Load + 0.5*Live Load is used.  In order to 
determine the induced moment on the slab a characteristic width of 3 ft of the slab is taken.  This 3 ft 
width of the slab is assumed to be a one-way spanning element.  This is a conservative approach as a 
two-way spanning slab or beam is provided with additional support. The slab has a span of 21’8” as 
measured on the architectural set of drawings.  The steel reinforcement bars are assumed to be #4 with 
a diameter of 0.5 inches and are spaced 4 inches apart.    
These assumptions and the above analysis procedure produces the following results: 
1. The maximum moment of the slab under fire conditions is calculated below.   
Mmax,fire =
(1.2Dead + 0.5Live) ∗ 𝐿2
8
= 32,670 lb ∗ ft  
2. The moment capacity of the slab is calculated as: 
Mf = As ∗ fy,T (df −
af
2
) = 63,543 lb ∗ ft 
 
3. The comparison Mmax,fire <  Mf is checked to ensure that the slab does not fail due to the 
induced moment.  The inequality is valid; therefore, the slab does not fail. 
 
4. In addition to verifying that the moment capacity of the beam is not exceeded, it is necessary to 
ensure that the compression capacity is not reduced so low as to cause a sudden compression 
failure.  This can be ensured by checking the below inequality.  The inequality is valid; 
therefore, the slab does not fail. 
As ∗ fy,T
𝑏𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑇
′ =  0.0656 < 0.30 
5. The safety factor is 1.94. 
Design Fire 2 Structural Analysis: 
In the second fire scenario, a faulty iron in the hotel linen closet on the first floor ignites a stack of hotel 
linens.  The second floor slab is constructed of 10 inch thick cast in place concrete. 
The temperature reaches 493°C 25 mm into the slab and 556°C 20 mm into the slab.  It is assumed that 
the 500°C isotherm lies 25 mm into the slab.  This means that the 10 inch slab (255 mm) has a new 
effective depth of 230 mm or 9.055 inches.  
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Table 40.  Isotherms in Concrete Slab based on Design Fire Scenarios 
Depth of Isotherm Temperature of Isotherm (°C) 
5 mm 823 
10 mm 720 
15 mm 631 
20 mm 556 
25 mm 493 
Assumed 500°C Isotherm Depth 25 mm 
Effective Thickness of Slab 230 mm (9.055 inches) 
 
The temperature of the reinforcing steel bars is approximated as the temperature of the concrete at the 
location of the steel bar.  The steel bars are covered by 1.5 inches (38.1 mm) which can be approximated 
as the temperature at 35 mm.  The tensile steel bars are then estimated to be at 393°C under fire 
conditions.  Steel strength degrades as temperature increases.  Based on EN 1992-1-2 Table 3.2a the 
steel in tension at 393°C yield strength degrades by approximately 6%.  The concrete has an ultimate 
compressive strength of 6 ksi and the steel has a yield strength of 60 ksi * 0.94 = 56.4 ksi under fire 
conditions. 
The live load is estimated at 125 pounds per linear foot and the dead load is estimated as 125 pounds 
per linear foot.  A factored fire design load of 1.2*Dead Load + 0.5*Live Load is used.  In order to 
determine the induced moment on the slab a characteristic width of 3 ft of the slab is taken.  This 3 ft 
width of the slab is assumed to be a one-way spanning element.  The slab has a span of 28’4” as 
measured on the architectural set of drawings.  The steel reinforcement bars are assumed to be #5 with 
a diameter of 0.625 inches and are spaced 5 inches apart.   
These assumptions and the above analysis procedure produces the following results: 
1. The maximum moment of the slab under fire conditions is calculated below.   
Mmax,fire =
(1.2Dead + 0.5Live) ∗ 𝐿2
8
= 64,532 lb ∗ ft  
2. The moment capacity of the slab is calculated as: 
Mf = As ∗ fy,T (df −
af
2
) = 88,068 lb ∗ ft 
 
3. The comparison Mmax,fire <  Mf is checked to ensure that the slab does not fail due to the 
induced moment.  The inequality is valid; therefore, the slab does not fail. 
 
4. In addition to verifying that the moment capacity of the beam is not exceeded, it is necessary to 
ensure that the compression capacity is not reduced so low as to cause a sudden compression 
failure.  This can be ensured by checking that.  The inequality is valid; therefore, the slab does 
not fail. 
As ∗ fy,T
𝑏𝑑𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑇
′ =  0.0619 < 0.30 
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5. The safety factor is 1.36. 
Design Fire 3 Structural Analysis: 
In the third fire scenario, a car in the basement parking garage experiences engine failure and ignites 
itself.  The ground floor slab above the fire is constructed of 10 inch thick cast in place concrete.  In this 
calculation the temperature of the exposed surface of the concrete slab never exceeds 500°C.  This 
means that the concrete is assumed to have 100% of its original strength.  The tensile reinforcement 
steel, covered by 1.5” (38.1 mm), reaches a temperature of 51°C.  Per EN 1992-1-2 Section 4.2.4.3 the 
steel keeps 100% of its original strength.  Without facing any strength reduction from this fire scenario, 
the structural element is not expected to fail. 
5.3.3 Protective Design for Structural Members 
Concrete slabs and columns are the primary structural members found throughout the Chicago Hotel.  
These types of structural elements do not require commonly found protective designs such as gypsum 
board covers, spray-on fireproofing, or intumescent paint.  This is because the fire-resistance of the 
element is due to the inherent properties of concrete.  Concrete is non-combustible and has a low 
thermal conductivity.  Concrete tends to remain in place under fire conditions.  The cover layer of 
concrete protects the reinforcing steel and the cooler inner core of the concrete continues to carry the 
structural load while the exterior may lose strength due to increased temperatures from fire exposure.  
Based on the design fire scenarios which indicate that the structural elements will not fail under the 
assumed conditions and calculations, no protection scheme is required or recommended.  Including a 
protection scheme would likely increase construction costs and is unnecessary. 
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6. Fire Safety Management Plan  
This section contains a partial fire safety management plan for the Chicago Hotel.  The fire safety 
management plan’s purpose is to provide information for the building owner and management to assist 
them in providing, maintaining, and oversee the fire safety of the building and the building occupants 
and to instruct the owner and building management of their obligations.  
6.1 Fire Safety Plan 
An approved fire safety and evacuation plan in accordance with section 404 of the 2015 International 
Fire Code is required for hotels (IFC 403.10.1).  The fire safety and evacuation plan is required to be 
reviewed or updated annually or as necessitated by changes in staff assignments, occupancy or the 
physical arrangement of the building.  The fire safety and evacuation plan is required to be located in 
the workplace for reference and review by employees.  Copies of the fire safety and evacuation plan 
shall be provided for the fire code official for review upon request.  The building owner is required to 
produce a fire safety and evacuation plan that includes the following topics: 
Fire Evacuation Topics 
1. Emergency egress or escape routes and whether evacuation of the building is to be completed 
by selected floors or areas only or with a defend-in-place response. 
2. Procedures for employees who must remain to operate critical equipment before evacuating. 
3. Procedures for assisted rescue for persons unable to use the general means of egress 
unassisted. 
4. Procedures for accounting for employees and occupants after evacuation has been completed. 
5. Identification and assignment of personnel responsible for rescue or emergency medical aid. 
6. The preferred and any alternative means of notifying occupants of a fire or emergency. 
7. The preferred and any alternative means of reporting fires and other emergencies to the fire 
department or designated emergency response organization. 
8. Identification and assignment of personnel who can be contacted for further information or 
explanation of duties under the plan. 
9. A description of the emergency voice/alarm communication system alert tone and 
preprogrammed voice messages, where provided. 
Fire Safety Plan Topics 
1. The procedure for reporting a fire or other emergency 
2. The life safety strategy including the following: 
a. Procedures for notifying occupants, including areas with a private mode alarm system. 
b. Procedures for occupants under a defend-in-place response. 
c. Procedures for evacuating occupants, including those who need evacuation assistance. 
3. Site plans indicating the following: 
a. The occupancy assembly point. 
b. The locations of fire hydrants. 
c. The normal routes of fire department vehicle access. 
4. Floor plans identifying the locations of the following: 
a. Exits. 
b. Primary evacuation routes. 
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c. Secondary evacuation routes. 
d. Accessible egress routes. 
i. Areas of refuge. 
ii. Exterior areas for assisted rescue. 
e. Refuge areas associated with smoke barriers and horizontal exits. 
f. Manual fire alarm boxes. 
g. Portable fire extinguishers. 
h. Occupant-use hose stations. 
i. Fire alarm annunciators and controls. 
5. A list of major fire hazards associated with the normal use and occupancy of the premises, 
including maintenance and housekeeping procedures. 
6. Identification and assignment of personnel responsible for maintenance of systems and 
equipment installed to prevent or control fires. 
7. Identification and assignment of personnel responsible for maintenance, housekeeping and 
controlling fuel hazard sources.   
6.2  General Fire Safety Requirements During Occupancy 
The provisions of Chapter 3 of the International Fire Code contain requirements for the occupancy and 
maintenance of structures and premises for precautions against fire, the spread of fire and general fire 
safety requirements.  As such, it is important for the building owner and staff to understand and adhere 
to these requirements.  Applicable and important subjects have been summarized below.  Refer to 
Chapter 3 of the IFC for the requirements in their entirety. 
• Combustible waste material, including vegetation, should not be allowed to accumulate in the 
building or upon the premises.  This applies to less obvious building areas such as roofs, courts, 
alleys, and parking lots. 
• Clearance between ignition sources, such as luminaires, heaters, flame-producing devices and 
combustible materials, shall be maintained in an approved manner. 
• Open flames are required to be in accordance with Section 308 of the IFC.  This includes candles, 
open-flame cooking devices, torches, flaming food and beverage preparation, and open-flame 
decorative devices.  Ensure that restaurants in the hotel operate in accordance with this section. 
• If powered industrial trucks and equipment (forklifts, floor scrubbers, floor buffers, etc.) are 
used in the loading dock or throughout the hotel they are required to be maintained in 
accordance with IFC Section 309. 
• Smoking is prohibited where conditions make smoking a hazard.  “No Smoking” signs are 
required in these areas and the signs themselves shall not be obscured, removed, defaced, 
mutilated or destroyed.  Ash trays are required to be provided where smoking is permitted. 
• In the event of a tenant turnover or for any reason in which parts of the hotel may become 
vacant, the areas are required to be safeguarded and maintained per Section 311 of the IFC.   
• General storage is required to be orderly and stable when stacked.  Storage of combustible 
materials are required to be separated from heater or heating devices by distance or shielding 
to prevent ignition.  Storage is required to be not less than 18 inches below sprinkler head 
deflectors in sprinklered areas of the building.  Combustible material may not be stored in exits 
or enclosures for stairways and ramps.  Combustible material may not be stored in boiler rooms, 
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mechanical rooms, electrical equipment rooms, or in/near the fire command center.  Storage is 
not permitted in plenums. 
• The following hazards to firefighters shall be maintained/avoided: 
o Trapdoors and scuttle covers are to be kept closed at all times except when in use. 
o Outside openings accessible to the fire department and that open directly on a hoistway 
or shaftway communicating between two or more floors in a building shall be plainly 
marked with the word SHAFTWAY in red letters not less than 6 inches high on a white 
background. Such warning signs shall be placed so as to be readily discernible from the 
outside of the building. 
o Door or window openings to a hoistway or shaftway from the interior of the building 
shall be plainly marked with the word SHAFT-WAY in red letters not less than 6 inches 
(152 mm) high on a white background. Such warning signs shall be placed so as to be 
readily discernible. 
o Any security device or system that emits any medium that could obscure a means of 
egress in any building, structure or premise is prohibited. 
o Wires, cables, ropes, antennas, or other suspended obstructions installed on the roof of 
a building having a roof slope of less than 30 degrees (0.52 rad) must not create an 
obstruction that is less than 7 feet (2133 mm) high above the surface of the roof.   
6.3 Emergency Procedures 
In the event of a fire, occupants should follow the acronym CALM that the Chicago fire department 
developed for emergency situations in high-rise buildings.  CALM stands for Call, Alert, Listen, and Move.  
When an emergency strikes, people tend to panic.  Keeping calm in an emergency helps lead everyone 
to safety and allows occupants to think clearly and take the correct action.  Remembering the acronym 
CALM can help the fire department keep the occupants of the building safe. 
C.A.L.M.   
• Call 911 First 
• Alert building management/security 
• Listen for instructions/public address system 
• Move to safety and evacuate if you are in danger 
There are three “don’ts” that should never be done in the event of a fire. 
• Don’t go to the roof 
• Don’t use the elevators 
• Don’t break windows 
Stairs or exits accessible on each floor for egress use during an emergency are listed in Table 41: 
Table 41.  Exit Stairs Used by Floor Occupants 
Occupants on Floor(s) Exit Stairs Used 
Basement 1, 4 
1st Use exterior doors 
2nd 1, 2, 3, 4 
3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th 1, 2, 3 
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6.4  Emergency Drills 
In accordance with the International Fire Code, emergency evacuation drills are required to be 
performed each quarter on each shift for employees.  Due to the hotel accommodating transient guests, 
it is not necessary for the guests themselves to participate in the drill. 
The drills are to be at unexpected times and under varying conditions to simulate the unusual conditions 
that occur in a fire scenario.  Responsibility for the planning and conduct of drills is to be assigned to 
competent persons designated to exercise leadership.  The fire alarm system is to be activated to initiate 
the drill.  Records of the drills are to be maintained and include the following information: 
1. Identity of the person conducting the drill. 
2. Date and time of the drill. 
3. Notification method used. 
4. Employees on duty and participating. 
5. Number of occupants evacuated. 
6. Special conditions simulated. 
7. Problems encountered. 
8. Weather conditions when occupants were evacuated. 
9. Time required to accomplish complete evacuation. 
6.5 Staff Training 
In conjunction with the International Fire Code requiring a fire safety and evacuation plan, employees 
are required to be trained in fire emergency procedures.  Training is required to be provided as part of 
new employee orientation and not less than annually thereafter.  Records of training are required to be 
maintained. 
Employees are required to receive training in the following areas and topics: 
Table 42. Required Employee Fire Safety Training 
Training Subject Required Training 
Fire Prevention Employees shall be apprised of the fire hazards of the materials and processes to 
which they are exposed. Each employee shall be instructed in the proper 
procedures for preventing fires in the conduct of their assigned duties. 
Evacuation Employees shall be familiarized with the fire alarm and evacuation signals, their 
assigned duties in the event of an alarm or emergency, evacuation routes, areas of 
refuge, exterior assembly areas and procedures for evacuation. 
Fire Safety Employees assigned fire-fighting duties shall be trained to know the locations and 
proper use of portable fire extinguishers or other manual fire-fighting equipment 
and the protective clothing or equipment required for its safe and proper use. 
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7. Performance Based Evaluation 
This section of the report contains a performance-based evaluation of the egress system of the building. 
As the Chicago Hotel has already been fully designed, the purpose of this analysis is to evaluate the 
prescriptive design of the egress system to determine if it is adequate and allows for safe egress of 
occupants under two design fire scenarios in consideration of the associated design fire scenario and 
computational modeling assumptions.   
Performance based design is defined by the SFPE Engineering Guide to Performance-Based Fire 
Protection as “an engineering approach to fire protection design based on (1) agreed upon fire safety 
goals and objectives, (2) deterministic and/or probabilistic analysis of fire scenarios, and (3) quantitative 
basement of design alternatives gains the fire safety goals and objectives using accepted engineering 
tools, methodologies, and performance criteria.” 
The performance-based evaluation will consider two design fire scenarios: 
1. Parking garage fire of parked vehicles 
2. 7th floor restaurant and bar space fire involving polystyrene takeout containers and paper 
bags 
These design fire scenarios were chosen in consideration of the NFPA 101 Life Safety Code Chapter 5  
which covers performance based design.  Particularly, the parking garage fire was chosen based on 
Section 5.5.3.1 of NFPA 101 which requires a an occupancy-specific design fire representative of a 
typical fire for the occupancy that accounts for occupant activities, number and location of occupants, 
room size, contents and furnishings, fuel properties and ignition sources, ventilation conditions and 
identification of the first item ignited and its location.  The 7th floor restaurant and bar space was chosen 
based on Section 5.5.3.3 of NFPA 101 which requires a fire that starts in a normally unoccupied room, 
potentially endangering a large number of occupants in a large room or other area.  It addresses the 
concern regarding a fire starting in a normally unoccupied room and migrating into the space that 
potentially holds the greatest number of occupants in the building. 
The evaluation, explained in detail below, will be conducted using two software programs, Fire 
Dynamics Simulator (FDS) (through the graphical user interface software Pyrosim), and an egress 
simulation program called Pathfinder.  Each of the design fire scenarios identified in Section 7.4 and 7.5 
of this report will be evaluated to determine whether or not occupants can safely evacuate before the 
onset of untenable conditions caused by byproducts of the fire scenarios as defined in Section 8.3 of this 
report. 
In any cases where Pyrosim and Pathfinder screenshots are shown, the scale is located at the right side.  
As the color of the tenability criteria slice approaches orange and red the tenability criteria is exceeded 
due to the settings of the scale and color options chosen. 
7.1 Fire Modeling 
7.1.1 Fire Modeling Software 
The Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) computational fluid dynamics computer model, Version 6, will be 
used to evaluate the heat and smoke spread through the building and the hazard to the occupants. 
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FDS is a computer fire model developed by the National Institute of Standards & Technology (NIST). It is 
widely used in the fire protection engineering industry to predict thermodynamic conditions for the 
surrounding environment resulting from an input fire or similar fluid flow driven event and to evaluate 
the results against specific performance criteria. The FDS model has the capability to evaluate the time 
dependent distribution of smoke and fire gases resulting from a user specified fire, including the 
resulting temperatures, visibility, and toxic products of combustion, throughout a compartment or 
building. 
The model divides a given geometry into a series of small control volumes. Each of the small volumes is 
then individually evaluated by the model via a series of conservation equations for mass, heat, and 
momentum transfer. Once the calculations are completed for each time interval, the results are 
compiled to form the numerical and visual results of the model. The model can also consider the flow of 
air and gases through vents and other openings, and species concentrations for products of combustion. 
The FDS model presents an idealized representation of a real compartment fire, but one that has proven 
to be very useful and accurate for many engineering applications. The model has been subjected to a 
wide range of engineering scrutiny and comparisons with experimental data. FDS has been developed by 
a recognized government authority and is not biased or influenced by any specific financial interest or 
association to a particular industry. Documentation of the model, including validation studies, is readily 
available. The latest official version of FDS, Version 6.7.3, will be utilized for this analysis. 
7.1.2 Assumptions Related to FDS Fire Simulations 
The FDS model has been created via the graphical user interface software PyroSim 2019 that was 
developed by the company ThunderHead Engineering Consultants, Inc.  As no building model in Revit or 
3D AutoCAD was available for the building, only the floors where the fire origin is located were created 
in Pyrosim and are evaluated.  This is acceptable, as the intent of the fire model is not to evaluate the 
structural integrity of the building and smoke or heat transmission between floors but to evaluate the 
tenability of occupants on the floor of the fire origin during their evacuation.  Additionally, it is assumed 
that once occupants enter an exit, including exit stairways, they are considered safe and removed from 
the model.  Ceiling, walls and floors of the model are assumed to be inert.  
Smokeview, the companion software of FDS that allows for the visualization of the calculated results, 
can produce 2D visualizations or “slices” within the FDS computational domain of various 
thermodynamic and fire properties. For this project, slices containing information on temperature, 
visibility and CO volume fraction will be included in the simulations to provide 2D information for 
horizontal planes that are 6 feet above walking surfaces to evaluate if tenability conditions are 
maintained for occupants.  Vertical slices near exits will also be included in the model to evaluate if an 
exit should be considered unusable by the occupants.   
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7.2   Egress Modeling 
7.2.1 Egress Modeling Software 
An egress analysis using Pathfinder is performed in conjunction with fire modeling in order to 
demonstrate if occupants are able to egress out of the spaces open to the fire origin which may 
experience untenable conditions from the combustion products. Pathfinder is an agent-based 
emergency evacuation simulator developed by Thunderhead Engineering Consultants, Inc. Pathfinder 
uses a 3-D geometry with a navigation mesh to control occupant motion during egress.  
The simulation can be performed using either SFPE mode or an advanced steering mode. The SFPE mode 
is based on widely utilized flow calculations found in the Emergency Movement chapter of the SFPE 
Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering. These equations include parameters such as occupant density, 
speed, and boundary layers through specified building openings and result in an estimate of the 
minimum required evacuation movement time. The SFPE simulation can be run with optional collision 
handling that enhances the visual output without altering the results significantly.  
The advanced steering mode of Pathfinder incorporates individually defined agent (occupant) behaviors, 
collision handling, and human movement derived from animal flocking and herding simulations to model 
occupant egress. This mode uses an artificial intelligence technique, inverse steering, to more accurately 
model occupant movement by advancing beyond basic flow calculations and taking into consideration 
individual decision-making, movement speed, and occupant radius. For this analysis, the advanced 
steering mode of Pathfinder will be used. An extensive validation and verification guide is published for 
Pathfinder, which compares the model results to a range of data gathered from real life tests. The latest 
official version of Pathfinder, Version 2020.1.0219, will be utilized for this analysis. 
7.3  Tenability Criteria 
In order to demonstrate the acceptability of the building design for this performance-based evaluation, 
the models must show that the exposure of occupants to the effects of the selected design fire scenarios 
are maintained below critical tenability criteria values that will be defined in this section of the report. 
The analysis considers the effect of acute exposures to smoke, toxic products and heat, which are 
produced during the corresponding design fire scenario durations. 
The Society of Fire Protection Engineers Guide to Performance-Based Fire Protection indicates visibility 
as a life safety tenability criterion, because “visibility through smoke can affect the ability of occupants 
to safely exit a building or portion thereof.”  This criterion should be considered as a general indicator of 
reduced visibility rather than an absolute indicator of tenability conditions since visibility distance values 
below 9.1 m may be still adequate for occupant safety in environments of low Carbon Monoxide (CO) 
and low temperature. 
The following tenability criteria have been chosen as the basis for the analysis of the fire modeling data 
presented in this report. The criteria have to be considered as “screening” tenability criteria.  As such, 
every portion of the building which remains under these criteria can be declared “constantly” safe for 
the duration of the design fire scenarios: 
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Table 43. Tenability Performance Criteria 
Tenability Parameter Performance Criteria 
Visibility 10 meters (32.8 feet) 
Temperature 60°C (140°F) 
Carbon monoxide 1,000 ppm 
 
Choosing these conservative criteria allows focusing the analysis of the portions of the building where 
one or several of the criteria are temporarily reached. Choosing these threshold performance criteria 
values is a conservative approximation at the effects the consequences of the fire would have on the 
occupants.  A more accurate value to base this analysis on would be the Fractional Effective Dose (FED) 
that each occupant receives.  The FED takes into consideration the effect (e.g. CO volume fraction and 
temperature) as well as the exposure duration to determine the cumulative effect to each occupant.  
However, FED evaluations require a thorough analysis because the doses are both time and space 
dependent and are directly linked to the routes that occupants would take during the building 
evacuation process.  Because of this complexity, the conservative performance criteria values above are 
chosen. 
In this analysis, a visibility of 10 meters feet (32.8 feet), at 6 ft. above each walking surface is deemed 
appropriate for providing occupants a means to move away from the fire while still being able to identify 
and walk to an exit. 
Visibility: Visibility is a measure of the density of smoke that occupants experience during evacuation. 
The proposed criterion is a visibility of 10 meters (32.8 feet). The 5th Edition of the SFPE Handbook Table 
63.5 (Section 63: Assessment of Hazards to Occupants from Smoke, Toxic Gases, and Heat; page 2339) 
gives ranges of visibility criteria for typical building applications and identifies 10 meters as the 
suggested tenability limit for large enclosures and travel distances. The visibility criterion is within the 
range of the SFPE values. Although this criterion assumes a single point failure, i.e., failure is 
instantaneous when the visibility drops below the distance criteria, visibility in the fire analysis will be 
assessed in consideration of the affected area and whether objects can see through the affected area.  
For example, if occupants are already queued at an exit, the occupants do not need to see greater than 
10 meters to the exit and this situation may be considered tenable even if visibility conditions drop 
below 10 meters. 
Temperature: Temperature is a parameter used to estimate the heat that occupants are exposed to 
during evacuation. The temperature criteria value chosen for exposure of occupants to elevated 
temperatures is 60°C, six (6) feet above the egress paths. The 5th Edition of the SFPE Handbook (Section 
63: Assessment of Hazards to Occupants from Smoke, Toxic Gases, and Heat; page 2377) indicates that 
60°C is the highest temperature at which 100% humidity air can be breathed. As fires can produce large 
amounts of water vapor due to the combustion process (without monitoring any sprinkler system 
discharge), this criterion for 100% humidity air was conservatively identified as the temperature 
tenability limit.  
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Carbon monoxide: Carbon monoxide (CO) concentration is used as a measure of the toxicity of smoke 
that occupants are exposed to during evacuation. Carbon monoxide inhalation causes the formation of 
carboxyhemoglobin in the bloodstream. The relationship between exposure time and the concentration 
of carbon monoxide can be found in the 5th Edition of the SFPE Handbook (Section 63: Assessment of 
Hazards to Occupants from Smoke, Toxic Gases, and Heat; page 2352). Figure 63.20 of the SFPE 
Handbook indicates that occupant exposure to a carbon monoxide concentration of 1,000 parts per 
million (ppm) can be experienced up to 20 minutes. Based on this relationship, a single point value of 
1,000 ppm is to be used in this analysis. In this analysis, this criterion is conservatively assumed to be 
single point failure, i.e., the system design is deemed unacceptable when the carbon monoxide 
concentration reaches 1,000 ppm at 6 feet above any walkable location. 
7.4 Design Fire Scenario 1 – Basement Parking Garage Car Fire 
The first fire scenario analyzed includes a vehicle fire located in the underground parking garage.  The 
chosen vehicle locations are near an exit stairway.  The fire origin near an exit is assumed to make the 
exit unusable.  The parking garage is only provided with two exits causing all occupants to then use the 
one exit that is remote from the fire origin that is not rapidly exposed to harmful products of 
combustion.  The basement is enclosed, allowing smoke filling to pose a hazard to the occupants. 
  
Figure 27.  Location of Design Fire 1 shown in the Red Square (exits marked with red arrows) 
7.4.1  Fuel Load and Heat Release Rate of Design Fire 1 
The time-temperature curve is estimated using experimental data that provides the heat release rate of 
vehicle fires.  Two experiments are used, one where two cars are ignited and one where only a single car 
is ignited.  The first experimental heat release rate is based on two vehicles being placed next to each 
other and ignited and was performed twice.  To obtain an average of the heat release rate curves of the 
vehicle fires, various points were selected between the two curves and data was extrapolated between 
these points.  To add an extra layer of conservatism, it is then assumed that a third car will ignite due to 
exposure from the ongoing two car fire.  This car’s heat release rate is also based on experimental data 
and is assumed to ignite at the peak heat release rate of the two-car fire.  The experiment on single cars 
was performed multiple times and the chosen test is indicated by a red tracing in Figure 29 below.  Both 
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experiments were performed by CTICM, Le Centre Technique Industriel de la Construction Métallique, 
which in English, is the Industrial Technical Center for Metal Construction.  The experimental data in 
Figure 28 and 29 is found in the SFPE Handbook 5th Edition.   
 
Figure 28. Two Car Experimental Heat Release Rates (Figure 26.91 of the SFPE Handbook) 
 
 
Figure 29. One Car Experimental Heat Release Rates (Figure 26.89 of the SFPE Handbook) 
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Figure 30. Design Fire 3 Heat Release Rate Curve 
This estimation of the heat release rate is considered conservative.  Multiple studies and research 
experiments have been performed to evaluate if fire spread between cars would occur from a single car 
that was ignited.  A 1993 study by the Parking Market Research Company analyzed over 400 real parking 
garage fires found that “multiple vehicle involvement occurred in only seven percent of the incidents 
and was chiefly confined to a single adjacent vehicle”.  Given that there is a possibility for fire spread, 
the involvement of three cars in the design fire was chosen to represent a severe fire scenario.   
7.4.2 Sprinkler System Impact on Design Fire 1 
While the experimental data above shows that the heat release rate of a vehicle fire will vary over time, 
it is necessary to account for the activation of the sprinkler system, which will be assumed to control the 
growth of the fire but not suppress it.  This means that when the sprinkler system operates, the heat 
release rate of the fire at the time of sprinkler operation will remain constant for the remainder of the 
duration of the fire modeling scenario. 
Assuming the growth and heat release rate of the fire is controlled by the sprinkler system is supported 
by a 2010 study performed by the Building Research Establishment (BRE) that evaluated parking garage 
fires in the UK between 1994 and 1995 and experimental research on vehicle fires.  The study found 
that: 
• [sprinklers are] “effective at controlling a developing fire” 
• [sprinklers are] “equally as effective at controlling a fully developed fire” 
• “with sprinklers spread of fire is unlikely” 
• “With sprinklers, dangerous levels of smoke are likely for long periods” 
• Of 162 fires in car parks with sprinkler systems between 1994 and 2005 
o 16 (9.9%) operated and extinguished the fire 
o 84 (51.9%) operated and contained/controlled the fire,  
o 1 (0.6%) operated but did not contain/control the fire and 
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o 61 (37.6%) did not operate. (likely because the fire was too small.)  
The calculations used to determine sprinkler system activation are based on experimental correlations.  
The first step is to calculate the temperature and velocity of the ceiling jet of the fire at the location of 
the sprinkler head using Alpert’s ceiling jet correlation.  The ceiling jet temperature and velocity is then 
used in a heat transfer analysis calculated on a time-step basis to provide an estimation of the 
convective heat transfer to the sprinkler head.  Based upon the response time index of the sprinkler 
head, which is a function of the physical characteristics of the head, the temperature will increase based 
on the estimated heat transfer.  If the temperature of the sprinkler head exceeds the activation 
temperature of the sprinkler, it will be assumed that the sprinkler will activate and control the fire at a 
constant heat release rate for the remainder of the fire scenario.  
Alpert’s correlation has two applicable regions, a small plume turning region and a large plume turning 
region.  This is based on the distance from the origin of the fire to the point of interest, in this case to 
the nearest sprinkler head, and the height from the seat of the fire to the ceiling which the 
plume/ceiling jet will be traveling along. 
 
Figure 31. Alpert’s Ceiling Jet Correlation for SMALL plume turning regions 
 
Figure 32. Alpert’s Ceiling Jet Correlation for LARGE plume turning regions 
Where 
Q̇ = Heat Release Rate (kW) 
H = Height of Compartment (m) 
r = distance from fire orgin (m) 
T𝑐𝑗 = Temperature of Ceiling Jet (K)  
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u𝑐𝑗 = Velocity of Ceiling Jet (m/s)  
Assuming the fire origin in the car is in the center of the four sprinklers, the distance from the origin of 
the fire to the nearest sprinkler is the largest distance possible to a sprinkler which is 8 feet 2 inches.  
The height of the ceiling is 11 feet.  This results in r/H of 0.64 which indicates that the large plume 
turning correlation is the applicable one.  Using the heat release rate as shown above, the temperature 
and velocity of the ceiling jet is calculated using the large plume turning equations. 
 
Figure 33. Estimation of Distance from Origin of Design Fire 1 to Closest Sprinkler Head 
With Alpert’s correlation providing the temperature and the velocity, a heat transfer analysis is then 
used to determine the change in temperature of the sprinkler head bulb to determine if it will activate. 
The following equation is the numerical solution to an ordinary differential equation which uses the 
ceiling jet/gas temperature and the velocity of the ceiling jet to determine the temperature of a 
detector with a specified RTI value and specified sprinkler head spacing.  The numerical solution involves 
calculating the temperature of the bulb based on the heat transfer from the hot gasses to the bulb over 
a specified time step.  A time step of 5 seconds was used for this analysis.    
Ordinary Differential Equation:  
𝑑𝑇𝑑
𝑑𝑡
=
√𝑢𝑔
𝑅𝑇𝐼
(𝑇𝑔 − 𝑇𝑑) 
Numerical Solution:   𝑇𝑑
𝑖+1 = 𝑇𝑑
𝑖 +
√𝑢𝑔
𝑖
𝑅𝑇𝐼
(𝑇𝑔
𝑖 − 𝑇𝑑
𝑖 )∆𝑡 
The response-time index (RTI) of a sprinkler head is a measure of how fast the temperature of the bulb 
rises (i.e how fast it will activate) and is based on physical properties of the sprinkler head.  The RTI is 
calculated as: 
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𝑅𝑇𝐼 =
𝑚𝑐𝑝
𝐶𝐴𝑠
 
Where 
m = Mass of the fluid in the sprinkler head bulb 
C = Coefficient used to determine convective heat transfer coefficient 
𝑐𝑝 = Specific heat of the fluid in the sprinkler head bulb  
𝐴𝑠 = Surface area of the sprinkler head bulb  
The hotel is equipped with quick-response sprinklers throughout.  Based on this knowledge, it can be 
assumed that the RTI of the sprinkler is 90 (m*s)1/2 and the activation temperature is known to be 155°F. 
Applying the above methodology results in the below plot of ceiling jet temperature and sprinkler bulb 
temperature. 
 
Figure 34.  Estimated Ceiling Jet Temperature and Bulb Temperature 
The 155°F (341.5 K) activation temperature of the sprinkler is reached at a HRR of 1,083.3 kW 160 
seconds after ignition.  To add conservatism to the fire size, it is assumed that the fire continues to grow 
for another minute after sprinkler activation before the effects of the sprinkler control the fire.  At 220 
seconds, a minute after sprinkler activation, the HRR of the fire is 2,766.7 kW. 
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Figure 35. Heat Release Rate of Design Fire 1 with Sprinkler System Impact 
7.4.3 Products of Combustion of Design Fire 1 
Productions of combustion values are necessary inputs for the fire and egress modeling of the scenario 
to properly evaluate how much soot, carbon monoxide, and heat is produced by the fire scenario.  These 
inputs are chosen based on assumed distributions of materials and available data from research and fire 
testing. 
According to EuPC (European Plastics Converters) 4, “many types of polymers are used in more than 
1,000 different parts of all shapes and sizes. Although up to 13 different polymers may be used in a 
single car model, just three "families" make up some 66 % of the total plastics used in a car: 
polypropylene (32%), polyurethane (17%) and PVC (16%)”.  EuPC provides the information summarized 
in Table 44 listing the types of plastics that are used for different car components and the average 
weight of the component in a vehicle. 
Table 44. Plastics Used in a Typical Car 
Component Main types of plastics Weight in average car (kg) 
Bumpers PP, ABS, PC/PBT 10 
Seating PUR, PP, PVC, ABS, PA 13 
Dashboard PP, ABS, SMA, PPE, PC 7 
Fuel systems HDPE, POM, PA, PP, PBT 6 
Body (including panels) PP, PPE, UP 6 
Under-bonnet components PA, PP, PBT 9 
Interior trim PP, ABS, PET, POM, PVC 20 
Electrical components PP, PE, PBT, PA, PVC 7 
Exterior trim ABS, PA, PBT,POM, ASA, PP 4 
Lighting PC, PBT, ABS, PMMA, UP 5 
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Component Main types of plastics Weight in average car (kg) 
Upholstery PVC, PUR, PP, PE 8 
Liquid reservoirs PP, PE, PA 1 
Total  105 
 
Two different polymers (polyurethane and polypropylene) and a liquid hydrocarbon to account for the 
gasoline in the tank are considered to make up the design fire fuel load.  Each material of the fire fuel 
load is equally weighted, and their fuel properties are averaged. 
- polyurethane (PU) is the main component of upholstery and this chemical substance is known to 
produce lots of smoke during its combustion 
- polypropylene (PP) is the main type of plastics used in cars for lots of different parts and this 
substance would produce less smoke than polyurethane for comparison. 
- Liquid hydrocarbon properties are chosen in consideration of the gasoline the vehicles will hold.  
The chemical formula used in FDS is gasoline’s, C8H18.   
The corresponding information needed to characterize the combustion of these three materials is 
presented in Table 45 and averaged in a row that contains the fuel parameters used in the FDS model. 
Although PVC is a widely-used polymer in the manufacturing of a car, it was not considered in the fuel 
definition because of a much smaller heat of combustion than the two other polymers (16,400 kJ.kg-1). 
The soot yield is the ratio of soot mass produced per mass of fuel consumed and the CO yield is the ratio 
of CO mass produced per mass of fuel consumed.   
Table 45. Fuel Parameters used for Design Fire Scenario 1 
Material Chemical formula Heat of combustion (kJ.kg-1) Soot yield CO yield 
Polyurethane*  C25H42N2O6 25,700 0.13 0.031 
Polypropylene C3H6 43,400 0.058 0.024 
Liquid Hydrocarbon C8H18 43,900 0.059 0.019 
Fuel Parameters for 
FDS 
C12H22O2N 37,666 0.082 0.025 
*Average of Polyurethane (flexible) foams and Polyurethane (rigid) foams found in Table A.39 of the 
SFPE Handbook 
 
7.4.4 Design Fire Scenario 1 - Fire and Egress Modeling 
The Pyrosim (FDS) model for Design Fire Scenario 1 was set up using 3-meshes, each approximately the 
same size, and each with the same cell size of 0.25 m3.  The car fire was selected as a burner with the 
fuel parameters specified in Table 45, above.  The burner surface was applied to three rectangle tops 
that were approximated to have dimensions of a vehicle.  The heat release rate area was set to ramp up 
such that at 220 seconds, a minute after sprinkler activation, the HRR of the fire is 2,766 kW and 
remains constant for the duration of the scenario.  Sprinkler systems were not modeled in FDS. 
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Figure 36. Heat Release Rate Curve in FDS 
The Pathfinder model was setup with a random placement of occupants in the open area of the parking 
garage.  Other occupants were placed in each enclosed room, which are primarily storage or MEP 
rooms.  The total occupant load in the model is 192.  The various colored rectangles are “rooms” placed 
in Pathfinder to approximate the effect that parked vehicles would have on the route of travel of the 
occupants. 
 
Figure 37. Pathfinder Model 
The bullets below detail important assumptions about the behavior of the occupants in the Pathfinder 
model.  Some of the assumptions are related to results from the FDS model. 
• Occupants near the fire origin are assumed to be able to identify the fire through their sense 
(sight, smell, etc.) 30 seconds into the fire scenario.  The rest of the occupants in the space are 
assumed to begin exiting 40 seconds into the scenario, as occupants that sensed the fire alert 
them to the emergency.   
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• The exit near the fire origin is assumed to be closed 30 seconds into the fire scenario and 
unusable for any occupants.  This occurs when smoke is first visible above the vehicle as shown 
in Figure 38, below. The red arrow in the figure below indicates the exit door that is considered 
unusable at 30 seconds. 
 
Figure 38.  Initial Visibility Decrease Six Feet Above the Floor 30 Seconds into the Scenario 
• Occupants in enclosed rooms, including MEP and storage rooms, are not able to observe the 
effects of the fire and do not begin to evacuate until the fire alarm system is activated from the 
sprinkler system waterflow switch.  Sprinkler activation occurs at 160 seconds into the fire 
scenario as previously calculated.  A 90 second delay for the waterflow switch to activate has 
been provided as required by Section 17.12.2 of the 2016 edition of NFPA 72. Section 10.11.1 of 
the 2016 edition of NFPA 72 states that actuation of alarm notification appliances shall occur 
within 10 seconds after the activation of an initiating device. Therefore, 100 seconds will be 
added to the time to smoke detection (td + ta) in order to define the total time elapsed after 
ignition before occupant notification and evacuation of occupants remote from the fire origin 
begins.  This results in occupants in enclosed rooms who are entirely separated from the fire 
origin beginning to evacuate at 260 seconds into the fire scenario. 
• By the time 260 seconds is reached, the visibility is reduced below 10 meters throughout much 
of the parking garage resulting in untenable conditions for the remaining occupants. 
As the exit near the origin is unusable all occupants that are originally located in the open parking 
garage walk across the parking garage and reach the exit door on the other side of the building 
(occupants in enclosed rooms wait until the fire alarm).  The still developing fire consequences do NOT 
result in untenable conditions developing in their exit access travel route and untenable conditions are 
NOT observed at the exit stair remote from the fire origin until after all occupants have entered the 
stairway. 
The figures below show the temperature and visibility slices 245 seconds into the fire scenario, which is 
when only several occupants from the open area remain outside and queued to enter the only usable 
exit stairway.  The occupants in enclosed rooms still remain in place as the fire alarm system has not 
activated the notification appliances yet.  
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Figure 39. Visibility Slice 245 Seconds into Scenario 1 
 
Figure 40. Temperature Slice 245 Seconds into Scenario 1 
Occupants originally located in enclosed rooms, who are unable to identify the fire through their senses 
and begin to exit 260 seconds into the scenario at fire alarm notification, the conditions within the 
enclosed parking garage have deteriorated significantly.  Approximately 75% of the open space of the 
garage has decreased below 10 meters of visibility.  However, the temperature conditions do not reach 
untenable conditions (greater than 60°C) in most of the parking garage even 350 seconds into the fire 
scenario.  This indicates that the hot gases produced by the fire have had a sufficient volume of ambient 
air to mix with over the fire scenario to keep temperatures within safe levels for the egressing 
occupants.  Over the duration of the fire scenario, carbon monoxide concentrations do not reach 
untenable levels in areas that would affect the egress simulation. 
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Figure 41. Visibility Slice 260 Seconds into Scenario 1 
 
Figure 42. Temperature Slice 260 Seconds into Scenario 1 
 
 
 
7.4.4.1 Design Fire Scenario 1 – Modeling Results Screenshot Timeline 
The table below contains the results of the FDS model and Pathfinder model overlaid onto each other.  What may appear to be dots in the 
model represent the occupants, over time they can be seen to move towards the usable exit.   
The scale for each slice is located at the right side; temperature and visibility have different scales.  As the color of the tenability criteria slice 
approaches orange and red the tenability criteria is exceeded due to the settings of the scale and color options chosen.  Black represents 10-12 
meters of visibility or temperatures of 60-65°C (140-149°F).  This was done to show a slight boundary around the hot gases and accumulated 
smoke where conditions are becoming untenable. 
Time (sec) Visibility Slice (6 feet above walking surface) Temperature Slice (6 feet above walking surface) 
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7.5  Design Fire Scenario 2 – Level 7 Restaurant/Bar Fire 
Design Fire Scenario 2 will consider a fire in the restaurant and bar that is located on Level 7, which is 
the highest floor of the building.  The restaurant and bar have a large outside deck and eating space 
which is considered an assembly space.  This will drive a high occupant load on the floor that will stress 
the exit capacity available during modeling. 
The NFPA research article “Structure Fires in Eating and Drinking Establishments” considers 7,410 
structure fires from between 2010 and 2014 to determine statistical data and trends on fire causes and 
their impacts in eating and drinking establishments. 
 
Figure 43.  Common Ignition Sources of Fires in Eating and Drinking Establishment 
Table 46. Fire, Death, Injury and Property Damage Statistics by Property Use 
 
According to the NFPA article “Structure Fire in Eating and Drinking Establishments”: 
• Deep fryers were involved in one of five fires (21%) and ranges or cooktops were involved in 
14% of fires. 
• Two-thirds (68%) of fires in eating and drinking establishments were small and did not spread 
beyond the object of origin.  
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• Cooking materials were the item first ignited in 43% of the fires in eating and drinking 
establishments.  
• Failure to clean was a factor in 22% of the fires in these properties. 
While the data indicates that an oil or cooking equipment fire is most likely, the restaurant will be 
equipped with an Ansul kitchen hood suppression system which should control and suppress a stovetop 
fire.  A stovetop or cooking fire may also represent a scenario that does not significantly impact the 
evacuation of occupants and as such it will not be evaluated. 
The other primary causes of a fire in eating and drinking establishments include electrical distribution 
and lighting equipment, heating equipment, and smoking materials and one of these is assumed to start 
a fire.  As the bar is assumed to be densely occupied during the fire scenario, it is unlikely that any fire 
growing from an incipient stage is not noticed and extinguished manually.   
For this reason, a fire in a small storage area open to the guest occupied areas will be considered.  The 
storage commodity ignited is assumed to be equal weight proportions of expanded polystyrene takeout 
containers and paper bags. 
 
Figure 44.  Polystyrene Foam Containers and Paper Takeout Bags 
The fire is assumed to start in a small back of house area of the restaurant and bar, which would 
potentially allow time for it to grow undetected.  The back of house area is also open to the restaurant 
which allows for the combustion products to spread throughout the entire space exposing occupants to 
potentially hazardous conditions. 
 
Figure 45. Location of Design Fire 2 shown in the Red Square (exits marked with red arrows) 
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7.5.1 Fuel Load and Heat Release Rate of Design Fire 2 
Based on the fuel load characteristics and comparisons with fuel loads from the 2018 Edition of NFPA 92 
Annex Table B.5.2(b) and Figure B.7.2(c), the fire is assumed to grow at a fast t2 rate, with an alpha value 
of 0.047 kW/s2, until sprinkler activation occurs.  Sprinkler activation is calculated in the next section and 
occurs at approximately 175 seconds into the fire scenario at a heat release rate of 1,439 kW.  To add 
conservatism to the heat release rate, it is assumed that the fire continues to grow for another minute 
after sprinkler activation before the fire is controlled.  At 235 seconds, a minute after sprinkler 
activation, the HRR of the fire is 2,595 kW. 
 
Figure 46. Heat Release Rate of Design Fire 2 with Sprinkler System Impact 
7.5.2 Sprinkler System Impact on Design Fire 2 
Sprinkler activation is calculated using the same methodology as used for Design Fire 1, which involves 
calculating the ceiling jet temperature at the location of the sprinkler head using Alpert’s ceiling jet 
correlation and then performing a heat transfer calculation to determine the temperature of the 
sprinkler bulb over time.   
Assuming the fire origin in the car is near the exterior wall of the exit stair, the distance from the origin 
of the fire to the nearest sprinkler is the largest possible to a sprinkler which is 9 feet 6 inches.  The 
height of the ceiling is 14 feet.  This results in r/H of 0.68 which indicates that the large plume turning 
correlation is the applicable one.  Using the heat release rate as shown above, the temperature and 
velocity of the ceiling jet is calculated using the large plume turning equations. 
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Figure 47.  Estimation of Distance from Origin of Design Fire 2 to Closest Sprinkler Head 
The hotel is equipped with quick-response sprinklers throughout.  Based on this knowledge, it can be 
assumed that the RTI of the sprinkler is 90 (m*s)1/2 and the activation temperature is known to be 155°F. 
Applying the above methodology results in the below plot of ceiling jet temperature and sprinkler bulb 
temperature.  The 155°F (341.5 K) activation temperature of the sprinkler is reached at a HRR of 1,439 
kW 175 seconds after ignition.  To add conservatism to the fire size, it is assumed that the fire continues 
to grow for another minute after sprinkler activation before the effects of the sprinkler control the fire.  
At 235 seconds, a minute after sprinkler activation, the HRR of the fire is 2,595 kW. 
 
 
Figure 48. Estimated Ceiling Jet Temperature and Bulb Temperature 
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7.5.3 Products of Combustion of Design Fire 2 
The fuel load is assumed to be composed equally of polystyrene foam and paper bags to resemble a 
shelf used to store supplies used for takeout orders.  Table 47 contains the fuel parameters that are 
used in FDS.  The fuel parameters were found in the SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering in 
Table A.39.   
Table 47. Fuel Parameters used for Design Fire Scenario 2 
Material Chemical 
formula 
Heat of combustion (kJ.kg-1) Soot yield CO yield 
Polystyrene foams1  C8H8 37,400 0.194 0.061 
Paper Bags2 C6H10O5 
(cellulose) 
20,000 0.02 0.008 
Fuel Parameters for 
FDS 
C14H18O5 28,700 0.107 0.069 
1: Average of polystyrene foams found in Table A.39 of the SFPE Handbook 
2: Approximation of soot yield and CO yield taken from wood products in Table A.39 of the SFPE 
Handbook (values increased about 25% from wood averages to be conservative) 
 
7.5.4 Design Fire Scenario 2 - Fire and Egress Modeling 
The Pyrosim (FDS) model for Design Fire Scenario 2 was set up using 2-meshes, each with the same cell 
size of 0.25 m3.  The polystyrene and paper bag fire was selected as a burner with the fuel parameters 
specified in Table 47, above.  The burner surface was applied to a single rectangle top that was 
approximated to represent a storage shelfing unit.  The heat release rate area was set to ramp up such 
that at 235 seconds, a minute after sprinkler activation, the HRR of the fire is 2,595 kW and the burner is 
set to remains constant for the duration of the scenario.  Sprinkler systems were not modeled in FDS. 
It should be noted that the FDS model began to increase in HRR (as shown in the Figure 49) even though 
the burner was specified to remain constant at 2,595 kW.  This may be due to the entire model having 
no ventilation; it is essentially a closed box with a fire inside consuming oxygen and producing products 
of combustion. 
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Figure 49. Heat Release Rate Curve in FDS 
The Pathfinder model was setup with a random placement of occupants in the open area of the 
restaurant and the outdoor terrace.  Occupants were manually moved away from the back of house 
area, where the fire origin is located.  Other occupants were placed in each enclosed room, which are 
primarily storage and MEP rooms or spaces for employees like a breakroom, locker rooms, engineer’s 
office, etc.  The total occupant load in the model is 540.   
 
Figure 50. Pathfinder Model 
The bullets below detail important assumptions about the behavior of the occupants in the Pathfinder 
model.  Some of the assumptions are related to results from the FDS model. 
• Occupants in the restaurant section are assumed to be able to identify the fire through their 
sense (sight, smell, etc.) at 50 seconds as the smoke produced by the fire reaches spaces that 
are open to customers of the restaurant venue.  The occupants and any employees in the 
restaurant space are then assumed to announce an evacuation so that all occupants of the 
restaurant space begin to move towards exits.  Two exit stairways are accessible from the inside 
of the restaurant.  A door also leads to the exterior deck which then has an exit access door to 
the BOH corridor, which leads to two exit stairways.  
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Figure 51. Visible Smoke 50 Seconds into Scenario 2 
 
• The occupants on the exterior roof deck are assumed to be unaware of the fire scenario 
developing until occupants begin to exit onto the deck from the indoor area and announce a fire 
has occurred.  This is assumed to happen 60 seconds into the fire scenario when several 
occupants from the restaurant space discharge onto the deck.  It is assumed that employees 
direct the occupants of the deck to use the exit remote from the fire that discharges into the 
back of house corridor that is separated from the fire byproducts. 
• The exit nearest the fire origin is assumed to be closed 85 seconds into the fire scenario and 
unusable for any occupants.  This occurs when smoke first begins to accumulate in and near the 
short and narrow hallway that leads to the exit. The red arrow in Figure 52 indicates the exit 
door that is considered unusable at 85 seconds.  Some occupants are able to use the exit during 
the initial 85 seconds before it is closed.  When it is closed, the queued occupants leave the exit 
and head to the door leading to the deck or to the remaining exit stairway in the restaurant 
area. 
 
Figure 52. Initial Visibility Decrease Six Feet Above the Floor 85 Seconds into the Scenario 
• Occupants to the left, in the back of house area, are not able to observe the effects of the fire 
and do not begin to evacuate until the fire alarm system is activated from the sprinkler system 
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waterflow switch. The occupants in these spaces are employees and are directed to use the exit 
stairway at the far left of level 7, which is assumed to be included in their employee training. 
Sprinkler activation occurs at 175 seconds into the fire scenario as previously calculated.  A 90 
second delay for the waterflow switch to activate has been provided as required by Section 
17.12.2 of the 2016 edition of NFPA 72. Section 10.11.1 of the 2016 edition of NFPA 72 states 
that actuation of alarm notification appliances shall occur within 10 seconds after the activation 
of an initiating device. Therefore, 100 seconds will be added to the time to smoke detection (td + 
ta) in order to define the total time elapsed after ignition before occupant notification and 
evacuation of occupants remote from the fire origin begins.  This results in occupants in the 
back of house area who are entirely separated from the fire origin beginning to evacuate at 275 
seconds into the fire scenario. 
Occupants located inside the restaurant and bar that are exposed to the fire products are able to exit 
prior to untenable conditions developing in their egress travel route.  Most occupants from the 
restaurant space exit into the right exit stairway or exit onto the deck, joining the occupants initially 
located on the deck in a large queue to enter the BOH corridor.  The still developing fire consequences 
do NOT result in untenable conditions developing in their exit access travel route and untenable 
conditions are NOT observed at the exit stair remote from the fire origin until after all occupants have 
entered the stairway.  Occupants who have queued on the exterior deck are assumed to be safe from 
the fire effects while they wait to enter the BOH corridor. 
The figures below show the temperature and visibility slices 215 seconds into the fire scenario, which is 
when all occupants originally located inside the restaurant and bar space have exited.  The occupants in 
enclosed rooms still remain in place as the fire alarm system has not activated the notification 
appliances yet.  
 
Figure 53. Visibility Slice 215 Seconds into Scenario 2 
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Figure 54. Temperature Slice 215 Seconds into Scenario 2 
Occupants originally located in enclosed rooms in the back of house area, who are unable to identify the 
fire through their senses begin to exit 275 seconds into the scenario at fire alarm notification.  The back 
of house area is not exposed for fire products as the exterior deck and fire rated exit stairway separate 
the fire origin from the back of house area.   
Over the duration of the fire scenario, carbon monoxide concentrations do not reach untenable levels in 
areas that would affect the egress simulation.  Visibility loss caused by the production of soot from the 
fire reduces visibility below 30 meters prior to temperature or CO concentration reaching untenable 
conditions.  Over time, the interior of the restaurant decreases below 30 meters of visibility throughout 
the entire space.  Temperature increases reach untenable levels over time near the fire origin, but not 
the entire compartment. 
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7.5.4.1 Design Fire Scenario 2 – Modeling Results Screenshot Timeline 
The table below contains the results of the FDS model and Pathfinder model overlaid onto each other.  What may appear to be dots in the 
model represent the occupants, over time they can be seen to move towards the usable exit.   
The scale for each slice is located at the right side; temperature and visibility have different scales.  As the color of the tenability criteria slice 
approaches orange and red the tenability criteria is exceeded due to the settings of the scale and color options chosen.  Black represents 10-12 
meters of visibility or temperatures of 60-65°C (140-149°F).  This was done to show a slight boundary around the hot gases and accumulated 
smoke where conditions are becoming untenable. 
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8. Conclusion 
This report contains analysis of the prescriptive code requirements and provided fire protection and life 
safety features of the Chicago Hotel.  The prescriptive analysis is based on the 2015 International 
Building Code and the 2015 Life Safety Code (NFPA 101).  Topics covered include means of egress, 
suppression system, fire alarm and detection and structural fire protection.  
It should be noted that the design phase drawings that are included in various appendices of this report 
were developed by professional architects and engineers according to the Chicago Building Code.  As 
this report is an academic exercise, this report evaluates the International Code Council model building 
and fire codes and the National Fire Protection Associations codes and standards which are adopted on 
a much more widespread basis than the Chicago Building Code.  The building is largely in compliance 
with the International Building Code and NFPA standards; two deficiencies are noted in the report 
related to exit capacity on Level 7 and visual notification appliance spacing and recommendations to 
remediate these issues are made in Section 8.1 below. 
This report also contains a performance-based evaluation.  The performance-based evaluation included 
in Section 7 of the report evaluates two design fire scenarios to determine the capability of occupants to 
safely evacuate in the event of the fire scenario. The results can be summarized as follows: 
• Design Fire Scenario 1: The vehicle fire in the underground enclosed parking garage showed 
that safe evacuation is possible for occupants who are initially located in the open parking 
garage area as they are able to sense the fire (sight, smell, etc.) and begin to exit prior the 
activation of the fire alarm notification appliances.  Occupants who are located in enclosed 
rooms and dependent on the fire alarm system experience untenable conditions during their 
egress.  Ventilation openings or a smoke exhaust system are recommended to be considered to 
limit the reduction in visibility loss in the event of a fire in the basement. 
• Design Fire Scenario 2: The polystyrene foam takeout container and paper bag fire on Level 7 in 
the restaurant and bar area allows for safe evacuation of all occupants.  Occupants take 
advantage of the exterior deck where they are remote from the fire products and occupants in 
the back of house area are adequately separated from the fire products by fire rated 
construction allowing sufficient time to exit. 
8.1 Recommendations 
Through the analysis, several items were identified that could be improved to meet minimum code 
requirements.  The recommendations listed below summarizes these deficiencies and the 
recommended method of correction. 
1. The occupant load of level 7 exceeds the exit capacity by one and is not in compliance with 
NFPA 101.  To fix this noncompliance, it is recommended that the doors for Stair 01 and Stair 03 
as shown in Table 9, above, be increased in width.  This would permit an additional 31 units of 
exit capacity per stair to be provided as the stairway egress system is limited by the width of the 
doors entering into the stairway (not the width of the stairs). 
2. Upon reviewing the fire alarm notification appliance coverage, the visible spacing was found to 
be inadequate in some of the tenant spaces.  The candela level output, or luminous intensity, of 
the provided speaker visual appliance provided on the fire alarm design drawings is not 
adequate per NFPA 72.  See Figure 16, of a tenant space on the first floor, showing incorrect 
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placement, the candela is set at 110 candela which according to Table 18.5.5.4.1(a) of NFPA 72 
provides adequate visibility for a 54 x 54 foot space.  This space is shown with red hatching.  By 
adding two additional speaker visuals appliances, the space would be in accordance with code 
requirements.   
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Appendix A: Life Safety Drawings 
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Occupant Load - More conservative loading between IBC & LSC 2015
Accessory Storage, Mechanical Rooms - 300 SF Gross
Assembly 
   - Standing 5 SF Net
   - Concentrated (chairs only, not fixed) 7 SF Net
   - Unconcentrated (tables & chairs) 15 SF Net
   - Fixed Seats - 1004.4 IBC or count seats
Parking - 200 SF Gross
Business - 100 SF Gross
Exercise Rooms, w/ Equipment - 50 SF Gross
Kitchens- 100 SF Gross
Residential (including hotels) - 200 SF Gross
Mercantile
   - Sales on street floor - 30 SF Gross
   - Sales on floors above street floor - 60 SF Gross
Locker Rooms - 50 SF Gross
601 sf
40 sf
98 sf
99 sf
446 sf
111 sf
1,879 sf508 sf
355 sf 113 sf
1,103 sf
249 sf
338 sf 214 sf 439 sf
45 sf
278 sf
11 sf
666 sf
14 sf
515 sf
12 sf
634 sf
647 sf
903 sf
31,982 sf
7,410 sf
312 sf
1,467 sf
1,017 sf 1,973 sf
4,554 sf
5,596 sf
Tenants are mercantile occupancies with 60% of the
area dedicated to FOH operations and 40% to BOH
operations according to the designer.
EXT. DOOR 4
Egress Capacity: 360
Clear Width: 72"
Capacity Factor: 0.2" per person
EXT. DOOR 3
Egress Capacity: 360
Clear Width: 72"
Capacity Factor: 0.2" per person
EXT. DOOR 2
Egress Capacity: 360
Clear Width: 72"
Capacity Factor: 0.2" per person
EXT. DOOR 1
Egress Capacity: 170
Clear Width: 34"
Capacity Factor: 0.2" per person
EXT. DOOR 11
Egress Capacity: 360
Clear Width: 72"
Capacity Factor: 0.2" per person
EXT. DOOR 10
Egress Capacity: 360
Clear Width: 72"
Capacity Factor: 0.2" per person
EXT. DOOR 9
Egress Capacity: 360
Clear Width: 72"
Capacity Factor: 0.2" per person
EXT. DOOR 8 
Egress Capacity: 360
Clear Width: 72"
Capacity Factor: 0.2" per person
EXT. DOOR 7
Egress Capacity: 360
Clear Width: 72"
Capacity Factor: 0.2" per person
EXT. DOOR 6
Egress Capacity: 360
Clear Width: 72"
Capacity Factor: 0.2" per person
EXT. DOOR 5
Egress Capacity: 360
Clear Width: 72"
Capacity Factor: 0.2" per person
STAIR 01
Egress Capacity: 201
Clear Width: 56"
Capacity Factor: NFPA 101 7.3.3.2
STAIR 01 DOOR
Egress Capacity: 170
Clear Width: 34"
Capacity Factor: 0.2" per person
EXT. DOOR 12
Egress Capacity: 170
Clear Width: 34"
Capacity Factor: 0.2" per person
STAIR 02
Egress Capacity: 201
Clear Width: 56"
Capacity Factor: NFPA 101 7.3.3.2
STAIR 02 DOOR
Egress Capacity: 170
Clear Width: 34"
Capacity Factor: 0.2" per person
STAIR 03
Egress Capacity: 201
Clear Width: 56"
Capacity Factor: NFPA 101 7.3.3.2
STAIR 03 DOOR
Egress Capacity: 170
Clear Width: 34"
Capacity Factor: 0.2" per person
STAIR 04
Egress Capacity: 201
Clear Width: 56"
Capacity Factor: NFPA 101 7.3.3.2
STAIR 04 DOOR
Egress Capacity: 170
Clear Width: 34"
Capacity Factor: 0.2" per person
STAIR 01
Egress Capacity: 201
Clear Width: 56"
Capacity Factor: NFPA 101 7.3.3.2
STAIR 01 DOOR
Egress Capacity: 170
Clear Width: 34"
Capacity Factor: 0.2" per person
STAIR 04
Egress Capacity: 201
Clear Width: 56"
Capacity Factor: NFPA 101 7.3.3.2
STAIR 04 DOOR
Egress Capacity: 170
Clear Width: 34"
Capacity Factor: 0.2" per person
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       Smoke Partition
1/2 Hour Fire Rating
   1 Hour Fire Rating
   2 Hour Fire Rating
   3 Hour Fire Rating 949 sf
Vertical Exits
Exit Access
Corridors
Potential for
vehicle fire
These
markers serve
as indicators
of potential fire
hazards
Large fuel load
in linen closet
storage
Potential exists for fires
in tenant spaces -
particularly restaraunts
Electrical
ignition hazard
Potential large
fuel load
Vehicle fire poses
a severe fire size
risk
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116 sf
170 sf
123 sf 119 sf
197 sf
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740 sf
83 sf
65 sf
12 sf
96 sf
11 sf
1,060 sf
337 sf
374 sf
350 sf 371 sf 365 sf 368 sf 346 sf 351 sf
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1,480 sf
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Tenants are mercantile occupancies with 60% of the
are dedicated to FOH operations and 40% to BOH
operations according to the designer.
160 sf
STAIR 01
Egress Capacity: 201
Clear Width: 56"
Capacity Factor: NFPA 101 7.3.3.2
STAIR 01 DOOR
Egress Capacity: 170
Clear Width: 34"
Capacity Factor: 0.2" per person
STAIR 02
Egress Capacity: 201
Clear Width: 56"
Capacity Factor: NFPA 101 7.3.3.2
STAIR 02 DOOR
Egress Capacity: 170
Clear Width: 34"
Capacity Factor: 0.2" per person
STAIR 03
Egress Capacity: 201
Clear Width: 56"
Capacity Factor: NFPA 101 7.3.3.2
STAIR 03 DOOR
Egress Capacity: 170
Clear Width: 34"
Capacity Factor: 0.2" per person
STAIR 01
Egress Capacity: 201
Clear Width: 56"
Capacity Factor: NFPA 101 7.3.3.2
STAIR 01 DOORS
Egress Capacity: 170x2=340
Clear Width: 34", 34"
Capacity Factor: 0.2" per person
STAIR 02
Egress Capacity: 201
Clear Width: 56"
Capacity Factor: NFPA 101 7.3.3.2
STAIR 02 DOOR
Egress Capacity: 170
Clear Width: 34"
Capacity Factor: 0.2" per person
STAIR 03
Egress Capacity: 201
Clear Width: 56"
Capacity Factor: NFPA 101 7.3.3.2
STAIR 03 DOORS
Egress Capacity: 170x2=340
Clear Width: 34", 34"
Capacity Factor: 0.2" per person
STAIR 04
Egress Capacity: 201
Clear Width: 56"
Capacity Factor: NFPA 101 7.3.3.2
STAIR 04 DOOR
Egress Capacity: 170
Clear Width: 34"
Capacity Factor: 0.2" per person
153'-3" 100'-1"
80'-6"
161'-1"
12
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23 sf
172 sf
Toilet
42 sf
Occupant Load - More conservative loading between IBC & LSC 2015
Accessory Storage, Mechanical Rooms - 300 SF Gross
Assembly 
   - Standing 5 SF Net
   - Concentrated (chairs only, not fixed) 7 SF Net
   - Unconcentrated (tables & chairs) 15 SF Net
   - Fixed Seats - 1004.4 IBC or count seats
Parking - 200 SF Gross
Business - 100 SF Gross
Exercise Rooms, w/ Equipment - 50 SF Gross
Kitchens- 100 SF Gross
Residential (including hotels) - 200 SF Gross
Mercantile
   - Sales on street floor - 30 SF Gross
   - Sales on floors above street floor - 60 SF Gross
Locker Rooms - 50 SF Gross
       Smoke Partition
1/2 Hour Fire Rating
   1 Hour Fire Rating
   2 Hour Fire Rating
   3 Hour Fire Rating
Vertical Exits
Exit Access
Corridors
Potential exists for
hotel room fires due
to human risk factor
Fires in restaurants or
mercantile tenants pose a
risk depending.  Fuel load
would depend on the
nature of the tenant.
Storage and
back of house
areas could
have high fuel
loads
These
markers serve
as indicators
of potential fire
hazards
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Occupant Load - More conservative loading between IBC & LSC 2015
Accessory Storage, Mechanical Rooms - 300 SF Gross
Assembly 
   - Standing 5 SF Net
   - Concentrated (chairs only, not fixed) 7 SF Net
   - Unconcentrated (tables & chairs) 15 SF Net
   - Fixed Seats - 1004.4 IBC or count seats
Parking - 200 SF Gross
Business - 100 SF Gross
Exercise Rooms, w/ Equipment - 50 SF Gross
Kitchens- 100 SF Gross
Residential (including hotels) - 200 SF Gross
Mercantile
   - Sales on street floor - 30 SF Gross
   - Sales on floors above street floor - 60 SF Gross
Locker Rooms - 50 SF Gross
       Smoke Partition
1/2 Hour Fire Rating
   1 Hour Fire Rating
   2 Hour Fire Rating
   3 Hour Fire Rating
Vertical Exits
Exit Access
Corridors
Mechanical
and electrical
spaces are an
ignition hazard
Storage
spaces could
have high fuel
loads
These
markers serve
as indicators
of potential fire
hazards
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Occupant Load - More conservative loading between IBC & LSC 2015
Accessory Storage, Mechanical Rooms - 300 SF Gross
Assembly 
   - Standing 5 SF Net
   - Concentrated (chairs only, not fixed) 7 SF Net
   - Unconcentrated (tables & chairs) 15 SF Net
   - Fixed Seats - 1004.4 IBC or count seats
Parking - 200 SF Gross
Business - 100 SF Gross
Exercise Rooms, w/ Equipment - 50 SF Gross
Kitchens- 100 SF Gross
Residential (including hotels) - 200 SF Gross
Mercantile
   - Sales on street floor - 30 SF Gross
   - Sales on floors above street floor - 60 SF Gross
Locker Rooms - 50 SF Gross
       Smoke Partition
1/2 Hour Fire Rating
   1 Hour Fire Rating
   2 Hour Fire Rating
   3 Hour Fire Rating
Vertical Exits
Exit Access
Corridors
These
markers serve
as indicators
of potential fire
hazards
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Appendix C: Occupant Load Calculation 
In this section are the tables used to calculate the occupant load for each floor.  In the tables, each 
individual room is broken down into the occupancy classification, loading factor, area, and occupant 
load. 
Table C-1.  Basement Floor Occupant Load Calculation 
Room Name 
Occupancy Classification 
Load Factor 
(person/ft2) 
Area 
(ft2) 
Occupant 
Load 
Domestic Water/Fire 
Pump 
Storage/Mechanical 
S-1, S-2 
300 515 2 
El. Mach Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 14 1 
Retail Tenant Storage Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 666 3 
Eng. Store Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 278 1 
El. Mach Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 11 1 
El. Mach Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 45 1 
Emerg. Gen.  Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 439 2 
ATS Room Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 214 1 
Fan Room Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 338 2 
El. Mach Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 12 1 
Retail BOH/Storage Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 647 3 
Retail BOH/Storage Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 634 3 
Retail BOH/Storage Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 903 4 
Parking Parking Garage S-1, S-2 200 31982 160  
   Total: 185 
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Table C-2. 1st Floor Occupant Load Calculation 
Room Name 
Occupancy Classification 
Load Factor 
(person/ft2) 
Area (ft2) 
Occupant 
Load 
Tenant 7 & 6*    7410  
    60% Front of House Mercantile M 30 4446 149 
    40% Back of House Storage S-1, S-2 300 2964 10 
Tenant 5*    1467  
    60% Front of House Mercantile M 30 880.2 30 
    40% Back of House Storage S-1, S-2 300 586.8 2 
Tenant 4*    1017  
    60% Front of House Mercantile M 30 610.2 21 
    40% Back of House Storage S-1, S-2 300 406.8 2 
Tenant 3*    1973  
    60% Front of House Mercantile M 30 1183.8 40 
    40% Back of House Storage S-1, S-2 300 789.2 3 
Tenant 2*    4554  
    60% Front of House Mercantile M 30 2732.4 92 
    40% Back of House Storage S-1, S-2 300 1821.6 7 
Tenant 1*    5596  
    60% Front of House Mercantile M 30 3357.6 112 
    40% Back of House Storage S-1, S-2 300 2238.4 8 
Linen Chute Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 58 1 
M/E Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 40 1 
Lugg. Stor.  Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 99 1 
Hotel Linen Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 355 2 
Loading Dock Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 1,879 7 
Trash Room Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 508 2 
Chilled Trash Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 312 2 
Electric Switchgear Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 601 3 
Data Service Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 98 1 
Dock Office Business B 100 111 2 
Hotel HR Business B 100 113 2 
Hotel HK Office Business B 100 446 5 
Hotel Lobby Assembly B 15 1103 74 
Retail Lobby Assembly B 15 249 17 
Terrace Storage Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 949 4   
 
 
Total: 600 
*According to the designer tenant spaces are 60% front of house operations and 40% back of house 
operations 
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Table C-3.  2nd Floor Occupant Load Calculation 
Room Name Occupancy Classification 
Load Factor 
(person/ft2) 
Area 
(ft2) 
Occupant 
Load 
Tenant 7 & 6*    9249  
    60% Front of House Mercantile M 60 5549.4 93 
    40% Back of House Storage S-1, S-2 300 3699.6 13 
Tenant 5*    1480  
    60% Front of House Mercantile M 60 888 15 
    40% Back of House Storage S-1, S-2 300 592 2 
Tenant 8 & Hotel Lobby*    8859  
    60% Front of House Assembly M 15 5315.4 355 
    40% Back of House Storage S-1, S-2 300 3543.6 12 
Tenant 1*    4219  
    60% Front of House Mercantile M 60 2531.4 43 
    40% Back of House Storage S-1, S-2 300 1687.6 6 
M/E Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 114 1 
TBD Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 484 2 
Elect. Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 50 1 
Front Office Work Room Business B 100 194 2 
Hotel Service/BOH Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 632 3 
TBD Business B 100 254 3 
Hotel F&B Service Kitchen B 100 845 9 
    Total: 560 
*According to the designer tenant spaces are 60% front of house operations and 40% back of 
house operations 
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Table C-4. 3rd Floor Occupant Load Calculation 
Room Name Occupancy Classification 
Load Factor 
(person/ft2) 
Area 
(ft2) 
Occupant 
Load 
K3 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 337 2 
K2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 374 2 
K2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 350 2 
QQ2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 371 2 
QQ2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 365 2 
QQ2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 368 2 
K2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 346 2 
K2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 351 2 
HS1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 717 4 
HS2 ADA Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 512 3 
QQ2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 367 2 
K2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 346 2 
K2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 347 2 
K2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 335 2 
QQ2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 363 2 
QQ2 ADA Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 352 2 
QQ2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 370 2 
QQ2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 364 2 
K2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 354 2 
HS3 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 599 3 
K5 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 343 2 
HS5 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 737 4 
Q1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 215 2 
Q1 ADA Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 216 2 
HS4 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 608 4 
K4A Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 241 2 
K1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 289 2 
K1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 291 2 
QQ1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 319 2 
QQ1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 319 2 
QQ1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 320 2 
QQ1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 319 2 
K4A Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 312 2 
QQ1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 315 2 
QQ1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 319 2 
K1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 301 2 
K1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 298 2 
QQ1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 324 2 
QQ1 ADA Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 369 2 
QQ1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 322 2 
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Room Name Occupancy Classification 
Load Factor 
(person/ft2) 
Area 
(ft2) 
Occupant 
Load 
K4A Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 294 2 
Guest Fitness Exercise Rooms R-1 50 1060 22 
Elect. Storage/Mechanical R-1 300 12 1 
Mech Storage/Mechanical R-1 300 83 1 
Stor Storage/Mechanical R-1 300 65 1 
HK Storage/Mechanical R-1 300 96 1 
IDF CL. Storage/Mechanical R-1 300 23 1 
Elec Storage/Mechanical R-1 300 11 1 
Gen. Mgr.  Business B 100 170 2 
Mtg. Mgr.  Business B 100 123 2 
Sales Mgr. Business B 100 119 2 
Sales Dir. Business B 100 197 2 
Cont. Business B 100 123 2 
Rev. Mgr. Business B 100 116 2 
Open Office Business B 100 740 8 
MDF Room Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 172 1  
   Total: 139 
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Table C-5. 4th, 5th, 6th Floor Occupancy Load Calculation 
Room Name Occupancy Classification 
Load Factor 
(person/ft2) 
Area 
(ft2) 
Occupant 
Load 
K3 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 321 2 
K2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 377 2 
K2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 346 2 
QQ2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 362 2 
QQ2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 367 2 
QQ2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 366 2 
K2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 346 2 
K2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 345 2 
HS1 ADA Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 710 4 
HS2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 510 3 
QQ2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 364 2 
K2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 347 2 
K2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 347 2 
K2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 333 2 
QQ2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 362 2 
QQ2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 360 2 
QQ2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 368 2 
QQ2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 365 2 
K2 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 351 2 
HS3 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 583 3 
K5 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 297 2 
HS5 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 770 4 
Q1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 215 2 
Q1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 227 2 
ADA HS4 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 601 4 
K4A Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 241 2 
K1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 296 2 
K1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 304 2 
QQ1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 319 2 
QQ1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 320 2 
QQ1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 319 2 
QQ1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 320 2 
K4 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 316 2 
QQ1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 312 2 
QQ1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 322 2 
K1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 299 2 
K1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 301 2 
QQ1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 321 2 
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Room Name Occupancy Classification 
Load Factor 
(person/ft2) 
Area 
(ft2) 
Occupant 
Load 
QQ1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 320 2 
QQ1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 328 2 
K4 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 297 2 
K1 ADA Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 286 2 
K1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 297 2 
QQ1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 335 2 
QQ1 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 319 2 
K3 Residential (Hotel) R-1 200 241 2 
Elect.  Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 12 1  
Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 42 1 
HK Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 95 1 
IDF CL. Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 22 1 
Elec. Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 11 1   
 
 
Total: 105 
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Table C-6. 7th Floor Occupant Load Calculation 
Room Name Occupancy Classification 
Load Factor 
(person/ft2) 
Area (ft2) 
Occupant 
Load 
Mech PH Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 1179 4 
Storage Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 403 2 
Elev. Mach. Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 204 1 
Stor. Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 253 1 
Stor. Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 53 1 
Janitors Closet Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 41 1 
Serv Lobby Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 177 1 
Stor. Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 94 1 
Elect. Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 49 1 
Mechanical Penthouse Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 2065 7 
Cooling Tower Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 1331 5 
Storage Storage/Mechanical S-1, S-2 300 586 2 
EMP LCKR MEN Locker Rooms B 50 196 4 
EMP LCKR WOMEN Locker Rooms B 50 210 5 
Tenant 09    10064  
    70% Front of House Assembly A-3 15 7044.8 470 
    30% Back of House Storage S-1, S-2 300 3019.2 11 
Hotel Bldg Eng. Business B 100 268 3 
Break Room Business B 15 323 22  
   Total: 542 
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Appendix D: Suppression System Occupancy Classification, Standpipe/Riser 
Location & Hydraulically Remote Design Area Sprinkler Layout Drawings 
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Appendix E: Hydraulically Remote Design Area Node Layouts 
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Appendix F: Mechanical Penthouse Hydraulic Calculation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                             JENSEN HUGHES, INC.
                       3610 COMMERCE DRIVE, SUITE 817
                             BALTIMORE,MD 21227
 
                         HYDRAULIC CALCULATIONS FOR
                                                              
                                                              
                                                              
 
            DRAWING NUMBER:                DATE:  MAR 22, 2018 
                                -DESIGN DATA-
      REMOTE AREA NUMBER:            REMOTE AREA LOCATION: Mechanical Penthouse 
 
 
      OCCUPANCY CLASSIFICATION:    Ordinary Hazard Group 1     
      DENSITY:    0.15   gpm/sq. ft.
      AREA OF APPLICATION:    945    sq. ft.
 
      COVERAGE PER SPRINKLER:                 sq. ft.
      TYPE OF SPRINKLERS CALCULATED:               
      NUMBER OF SPRINKLERS CALCULATED:  8             
 
     *IN-RACK SPRINKLER DEMAND:                gpm
      HOSE-STREAM DEMAND:                 gpm
      TOTAL WATER REQUIRED (INCLUDING HOSE):  438.9   gpm
      FLOW AND PRESSURE (AT BASE OF RISER):    gpm @       psi
 
      TYPE OF SYSTEM:                   
     *VOLUME OF DRY OR PREACTION SYSTEM:                 
     *DETAILS:                
      WATER SUPPLY
         Source:          Test Date:          Test By:         
         Location:                                             
         Static:   193   psi Residual:  148   psi Flow:   1000.0   gpm
         Source Elevation Relative to Finished Flow Level:       ft.
 
      INSTALLING CONTRACTOR
         Name:                                              
         Address:                                           
         Phone:                  Certification number:            
 
      NAME OF DESIGNER: Tom Hampton                
      AUTHORITY HAVING JURISDICTION:                              
 
      NOTES:                                                      
      Calculations performed by HASS under license #  27050933     ,
      granted by HRS SYSTEMS, INC.
              (Notes continue after pipe calculations results.)
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DATE: 3/22/201823 PROJECT\HASS\FPE 523 PROJECT - MECHANICAL PENTHOUSE.SDF
JOB TITLE: FPE 523 Project - Mechanical Room          
 
WATER SUPPLY ANALYSIS
Static: 193.00 psi Resid: 148.29 psi Flow: 1000.0 gpm
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FLOW (GPM)
Note: (1) Dashed Lines indicate extrapolated values from Test Results
             (2) On Site pressures are based on hose stream deduction at the source
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1 Available pressure
183.25 psi @ 438.9 gpm
2 Required pressure
110.04 psi @ 438.9 gpm
1A Avail. OnSite Demand Press.
183.25 psi @ 188.9 gpm
2A Req. OnSite Demand Press.
110.04 psi @ 188.9 gpm
A. Source Supply Curve
B. System Demand Curve
C. Available at Source
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DATE: 3/22/201823 PROJECT\HASS\FPE 523 PROJECT - MECHANICAL PENTHOUSE.SDF
JOB TITLE: FPE 523 Project - Mechanical Room          
 
NFPA WATER SUPPLY DATA
 
SOURCE     STATIC    RESID.    FLOW     AVAIL.    TOTAL    REQ'D
 NODE      PRESS.    PRESS.  @          PRESS.  @ DEMAND   PRESS.
 TAG       (PSI)     (PSI)     (GPM)    (PSI)     (GPM)    (PSI)
 
FP         193.0     148.3    1000.0    183.3     438.9   110.0
AGGREGATE FLOW ANALYSIS:
 
 
TOTAL FLOW AT SOURCE                    438.9 GPM
TOTAL HOSE STREAM ALLOWANCE AT SOURCE   250.0 GPM
OTHER HOSE STREAM ALLOWANCES              0.0 GPM
TOTAL DISCHARGE FROM ACTIVE SPRINKLERS  188.9 GPM
NODE ANALYSIS DATA
NODE TAG   ELEVATION     NODE TYPE     PRESSURE   DISCHARGE   NOTES
             (FT)                       (PSI)       (GPM)
S1          101.0         K= 5.60        12.1        19.5 
S2          101.0         K= 5.60        13.4        20.5 
S3          101.0         K= 5.60        17.5        23.4 
S4          101.0         K= 5.60        18.2        23.9 
S5          101.0         K= 5.60        14.5        21.3 
S6          101.0         K= 5.60        15.7        22.2 
S7          101.0         K= 5.60        20.4        25.3 
S8          101.0         K= 5.60        34.1        32.7 
L1          101.0         - - - -        36.4       - - - 
L2          101.0         - - - -        36.4       - - - 
L3          101.0         - - - -        37.4       - - - 
L1A         101.0         - - - -        19.5       - - - 
TOR         101.0         - - - -        63.2       - - - 
FP            0.0         SOURCE        110.0       188.9 
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DATE: 3/22/201823 PROJECT\HASS\FPE 523 PROJECT - MECHANICAL PENTHOUSE.SDF
JOB TITLE: FPE 523 Project - Mechanical Room          
 
NFPA PIPE DATA
Pipe Tag          K-fac    Add Fl Add Fl To          Fit:     L      C      (Pt)
Frm Node  El (ft)    PT    (q)     Node/  Nom ID    Eq.Ln.    F             (Pe)     Notes
To Node   El (ft)    PT    Tot.(Q) Disch  Act ID    (ft.)     T    Pf/ft.   (Pf)
Pipe: 1            5.60     19.5  Disch                      10.33  120       1.3 
S2       101.0     13.4      0.0            1.000    ----     0.00            0.0 
S1       101.0     12.1     19.5            1.049            10.33  0.124     1.3 
Pipe: 2            5.60     20.5  Disch                      13.00  120       6.1 
L1A      101.0     19.5     19.5            1.000    ----     0.00            0.0 
S2       101.0     13.4     40.0            1.049            13.00  0.469     6.1 
Pipe: 3            5.60     23.4  Disch                       6.50  120       2.0 
L1A      101.0     19.5      0.0            1.000  T: 5.0     5.00            0.0 
S3       101.0     17.5     23.4            1.049            11.50  0.174     2.0 
Pipe: 4            5.60     23.9  Disch                       2.00  120       1.3 
L1A      101.0     19.5      0.0            1.000  T: 5.0     5.00            0.0 
S4       101.0     18.2     23.9            1.049             7.00  0.181     1.3 
Pipe: 5             0.0     40.0  S2                          3.50  120      16.9 
L1       101.0     36.4     47.3  S3        1.000  T: 5.0     5.00            0.0 
L1A      101.0     19.5     87.4            1.049             8.50  1.990    16.9 
Pipe: 6             0.0      0.0                              1.00  120       0.0 
L2       101.0     36.4     87.4  L1A       2.500    ----     0.00            0.0 
L1       101.0     36.4     87.4            2.635             1.00  0.022     0.0 
Pipe: 7            5.60     21.3  Disch                       8.58  120       1.3 
S6       101.0     15.7      0.0            1.000    ----     0.00            0.0 
S5       101.0     14.5     21.3            1.049             8.58  0.146     1.3 
Pipe: 8            5.60     22.2  Disch                       8.58  120       4.7 
S7       101.0     20.4     21.3  S5        1.000    ----     0.00            0.0 
S6       101.0     15.7     43.5            1.049             8.58  0.548     4.7 
Pipe: 9            5.60     25.3  Disch                       7.50  120      16.0 
L2       101.0     36.4     43.5  S6        1.000  T: 5.0     5.00            0.0 
S7       101.0     20.4     68.8            1.049            12.50  1.281    16.0 
Pipe: 10            0.0     68.8  S7                         14.00  120       0.9 
L3       101.0     37.4     87.4  L1        2.500    ----     0.00            0.0 
L2       101.0     36.4    156.2            2.635            14.00  0.066     0.9 
Pipe: 11           5.60     32.7  Disch                       5.00  120       3.2 
L3       101.0     37.4      0.0            1.000  T: 5.0     5.00            0.0 
S8       101.0     34.1     32.7            1.049            10.00  0.323     3.2 
Pipe: 12            0.0    156.2  L2                        234.00  120      25.8 
TOR      101.0     63.2     32.7  S8        2.500 4E:32.9    42.56            0.0 
L3       101.0     37.4    188.9            2.635  B: 9.6   276.56  0.093    25.8 
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DATE: 3/22/201823 PROJECT\HASS\FPE 523 PROJECT - MECHANICAL PENTHOUSE.SDF
JOB TITLE: FPE 523 Project - Mechanical Room          
 
Pipe Tag          K-fac    Add Fl Add Fl To          Fit:     L      C      (Pt)
Frm Node  El (ft)    PT    (q)     Node/  Nom ID    Eq.Ln.    F             (Pe)     Notes
To Node   El (ft)    PT    Tot.(Q) Disch  Act ID    (ft.)     T    Pf/ft.   (Pf)
Pipe: 13         Source      0.0                     3ECBG  255.00  120      46.8 
FP         0.0    110.0    188.9  L3        4.000            86.90           43.8  
TOR      101.0     63.2    188.9            4.260           341.90  0.009     3.1 
NOTES (HASS):
 (1) Calculations were performed by the HASS 8.7 computer program
     in accordance with NFPA13 (2017)
     under license no. 27050933   granted by
                    HRS Systems, Inc.
                    208 Southside Square
                    Petersburg, TN  37144
                       (931) 659-9760
 (2) The system has been calculated to provide an average
     imbalance at each node of 0.005 gpm and a maximum
     imbalance at any node of 0.062 gpm.
 (3) Total pressure at each node is used in balancing the system.
     Maximum water velocity is 32.4 ft/sec at pipe 5.
 (4) Items listed in bold print on the cover sheet  
    are automatically transferred from the calculation report.
 (5) Available pressure at source node FP under full flow conditions is 
      179.39 psi with a flow of 525.71 gpm.
 (6) PIPE FITTINGS TABLE
Pipe Table Name: STANDARD.PIP
PAGE: *    MATERIAL: S40    HWC: 120
Diameter          Equivalent Fitting Lengths in Feet
  (in)       E      T      L      C      B      G      A      D      N
             Ell    Tee LngEll ChkVlv BfyVlv GatVlv AlmChk  DPVlv  NPTee 
  2.635      8.24  16.47   5.49  19.22   9.61   1.37  13.73  13.73  16.47
  4.260     13.17  26.33   7.90  28.97  15.80   2.63  26.33  26.33  26.33
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DATE: 3/22/201823 PROJECT\HASS\FPE 523 PROJECT - MECHANICAL PENTHOUSE.SDF
JOB TITLE: FPE 523 Project - Mechanical Room          
 
PAGE: A    MATERIAL: S40    HWC: 120
Diameter          Equivalent Fitting Lengths in Feet
  (in)       E      T      L      C      B      G      A      D      N
             Ell    Tee LngEll ChkVlv BfyVlv GatVlv AlmChk  DPVlv  NPTee 
  1.049      2.00   5.00   2.00   5.00   6.00   1.00  10.00   2.00   5.00
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Appendix G: Tenant Space Hydraulic Calculation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                             JENSEN HUGHES, INC.
                       3610 COMMERCE DRIVE, SUITE 817
                             BALTIMORE,MD 21227
 
                         HYDRAULIC CALCULATIONS FOR
                                                              
                                                              
                                                              
 
            DRAWING NUMBER:                DATE:  MAR 22, 2018 
                                -DESIGN DATA-
      REMOTE AREA NUMBER:            REMOTE AREA LOCATION: Tenant Space 
 
      OCCUPANCY CLASSIFICATION:  Ordinary Hazard Group 2             
      DENSITY:   0.2    gpm/sq. ft.
      AREA OF APPLICATION:  945  sq. ft.
 
      COVERAGE PER SPRINKLER:                 sq. ft.
      TYPE OF SPRINKLERS CALCULATED:               
      NUMBER OF SPRINKLERS CALCULATED:  9             
 
     *IN-RACK SPRINKLER DEMAND:                gpm
      HOSE-STREAM DEMAND:                 gpm
      TOTAL WATER REQUIRED (INCLUDING HOSE):  513.9   gpm
      FLOW AND PRESSURE (AT BASE OF RISER):    gpm @       psi
 
      TYPE OF SYSTEM:                   
     *VOLUME OF DRY OR PREACTION SYSTEM:                 
     *DETAILS:                
      WATER SUPPLY
         Source:          Test Date:          Test By:         
         Location:                                             
         Static:   193   psi Residual:  148   psi Flow:   1000.0   gpm
         Source Elevation Relative to Finished Flow Level:       ft.
 
      INSTALLING CONTRACTOR
         Name:                                              
         Address:                                           
         Phone:                  Certification number:            
 
      NAME OF DESIGNER:   Tom Hampton                       
      AUTHORITY HAVING JURISDICTION:                              
 
      NOTES:                                                      
      Calculations performed by HASS under license #  27050933     ,
      granted by HRS SYSTEMS, INC.
              (Notes continue after pipe calculations results.)
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DATE: 3/22/2018LY\FPE 523 PROJECT\HASS\FPE 523 PROJECT - TENANT SPACE.SDF
JOB TITLE: FPE 523 Project - Tenant Space       
 
WATER SUPPLY ANALYSIS
Static: 193.00 psi Resid: 148.29 psi Flow: 1000.0 gpm
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FLOW (GPM)
Note: (1) Dashed Lines indicate extrapolated values from Test Results
             (2) On Site pressures are based on hose stream deduction at the source
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1 Available pressure
179.95 psi @ 513.9 gpm
2 Required pressure
84.34 psi @ 513.9 gpm
1A Avail. OnSite Demand Press.
179.95 psi @ 263.9 gpm
2A Req. OnSite Demand Press.
84.34 psi @ 263.9 gpm
A. Source Supply Curve
B. System Demand Curve
C. Available at Source
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DATE: 3/22/2018LY\FPE 523 PROJECT\HASS\FPE 523 PROJECT - TENANT SPACE.SDF
JOB TITLE: FPE 523 Project - Tenant Space       
 
NFPA WATER SUPPLY DATA
 
SOURCE     STATIC    RESID.    FLOW     AVAIL.    TOTAL    REQ'D
 NODE      PRESS.    PRESS.  @          PRESS.  @ DEMAND   PRESS.
 TAG       (PSI)     (PSI)     (GPM)    (PSI)     (GPM)    (PSI)
 
FP         193.0     148.3    1000.0    180.0     513.9    84.3
AGGREGATE FLOW ANALYSIS:
 
 
TOTAL FLOW AT SOURCE                    513.9 GPM
TOTAL HOSE STREAM ALLOWANCE AT SOURCE   250.0 GPM
OTHER HOSE STREAM ALLOWANCES              0.0 GPM
TOTAL DISCHARGE FROM ACTIVE SPRINKLERS  263.9 GPM
NODE ANALYSIS DATA
NODE TAG   ELEVATION     NODE TYPE     PRESSURE   DISCHARGE   NOTES
             (FT)                       (PSI)       (GPM)
S1          101.0         K= 5.60        21.6        26.0 
S2          101.0         K= 5.60        25.3        28.1 
S3          101.0         K= 5.60        25.7        28.4 
S4          101.0         K= 5.60        26.5        28.8 
S5          101.0         K= 5.60        27.6        29.4 
S6          101.0         K= 5.60        30.0        30.7 
S7          101.0         K= 5.60        30.1        30.7 
S8          101.0         K= 5.60        30.5        30.9 
S9          101.0         K= 5.60        30.5        30.9 
CM1         101.0         - - - -        30.6       - - - 
CM2         101.0         - - - -        30.7       - - - 
L1A         101.0         - - - -        25.7       - - - 
TOR         101.0         - - - -        34.9       - - - 
FP            0.0         SOURCE         84.3       263.9 
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DATE: 3/22/2018LY\FPE 523 PROJECT\HASS\FPE 523 PROJECT - TENANT SPACE.SDF
JOB TITLE: FPE 523 Project - Tenant Space       
 
NFPA PIPE DATA
Pipe Tag          K-fac    Add Fl Add Fl To          Fit:     L      C      (Pt)
Frm Node  El (ft)    PT    (q)     Node/  Nom ID    Eq.Ln.    F             (Pe)     Notes
To Node   El (ft)    PT    Tot.(Q) Disch  Act ID    (ft.)     T    Pf/ft.   (Pf)
Pipe: 1            5.60     26.0  Disch                      12.50  120       3.7 
S2       101.0     25.3      0.0            1.000  T: 5.0     5.00            0.0 
S1       101.0     21.6     26.0            1.049            17.50  0.211     3.7 
Pipe: 2            5.60     28.1  Disch                       5.50  120       0.4 
L1A      101.0     25.7     26.0            2.000  T:12.3    12.31            0.0 
S2       101.0     25.3     54.1            2.157            17.81  0.025     0.4 
Pipe: 3            5.60     28.4  Disch                       4.00  120       0.0 
L1A      101.0     25.7      0.0            2.000    ----     0.00            0.0 
S3       101.0     25.7     28.4            2.157             4.00  0.007     0.0 
Pipe: 4             0.0     54.1  S2                          8.50  120       0.8 
S4       101.0     26.5     28.4  S3        2.000  E: 6.2     6.15            0.0 
L1A      101.0     25.7     82.5            2.157            14.65  0.053     0.8 
Pipe: 5            5.60     28.8  Disch                      12.00  120       1.1 
S5       101.0     27.6     82.5  L1A       2.000    ----     0.00            0.0 
S4       101.0     26.5    111.3            2.157            12.00  0.093     1.1 
Pipe: 6            5.60     29.4  Disch                       8.33  120       3.0 
CM1      101.0     30.6    111.3  S4        2.000  T:12.3    12.31            0.0 
S5       101.0     27.6    140.7            2.157            20.64  0.144     3.0 
Pipe: 7            5.60     30.7  Disch                      12.00  120       0.1 
S7       101.0     30.1      0.0            2.000    ----     0.00            0.0 
S6       101.0     30.0     30.7            2.157            12.00  0.009     0.1 
Pipe: 8            5.60     30.7  Disch                       3.67  120       0.5 
CM1      101.0     30.6     30.7  S6        2.000  T:12.3    12.31            0.0 
S7       101.0     30.1     61.4            2.157            15.98  0.031     0.5 
Pipe: 9             0.0     61.4  S7                         10.00  120       0.1 
CM2      101.0     30.7    140.7  S5        4.000    ----     0.00            0.0 
CM1      101.0     30.6    202.1            4.260            10.00  0.010     0.1 
Pipe: 10           5.60     30.9  Disch                       3.67  120       0.1 
CM2      101.0     30.7      0.0            2.000  T:12.3    12.31            0.0 
S8       101.0     30.5     30.9            2.157            15.98  0.009     0.1 
Pipe: 11           5.60     30.9  Disch                       8.33  120       0.2 
CM2      101.0     30.7      0.0            2.000  T:12.3    12.31            0.0 
S9       101.0     30.5     30.9            2.157            20.64  0.009     0.2 
Pipe: 12            0.0    202.1  CM1             E:13.2    170.00  120       4.2 
TOR      101.0     34.9     61.9  S8        4.000 2T:52.7    81.64            0.0 
CM2      101.0     30.7    264.0            4.260  B:15.8   251.64  0.017     4.2 
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DATE: 3/22/2018LY\FPE 523 PROJECT\HASS\FPE 523 PROJECT - TENANT SPACE.SDF
JOB TITLE: FPE 523 Project - Tenant Space       
 
Pipe Tag          K-fac    Add Fl Add Fl To          Fit:     L      C      (Pt)
Frm Node  El (ft)    PT    (q)     Node/  Nom ID    Eq.Ln.    F             (Pe)     Notes
To Node   El (ft)    PT    Tot.(Q) Disch  Act ID    (ft.)     T    Pf/ft.   (Pf)
Pipe: 13         Source      0.0                     3ECBG  255.00  120      49.5 
FP         0.0     84.3    263.9  CM2       4.000            86.90           43.8  
TOR      101.0     34.9    263.9            4.260           341.90  0.017     5.7 
NOTES (HASS):
 (1) Calculations were performed by the HASS 8.7 computer program
     in accordance with NFPA13 (2017)
     under license no. 27050933   granted by
                    HRS Systems, Inc.
                    208 Southside Square
                    Petersburg, TN  37144
                       (931) 659-9760
 (2) The system has been calculated to provide an average
     imbalance at each node of 0.005 gpm and a maximum
     imbalance at any node of 0.068 gpm.
 (3) Total pressure at each node is used in balancing the system.
     Maximum water velocity is 12.4 ft/sec at pipe 6.
 (4) Items listed in bold print on the cover sheet  
    are automatically transferred from the calculation report.
 (5) Available pressure at source node FP under full flow conditions is 
      168.69 psi with a flow of 719.37 gpm.
 (6) PIPE FITTINGS TABLE
Pipe Table Name: STANDARD.PIP
PAGE: *    MATERIAL: S40    HWC: 120
Diameter          Equivalent Fitting Lengths in Feet
  (in)       E      T      L      C      B      G      A      D      N
             Ell    Tee LngEll ChkVlv BfyVlv GatVlv AlmChk  DPVlv  NPTee 
  2.157      6.15  12.31   3.69  13.54   7.38   1.23  12.31  12.31  12.31
  4.260     13.17  26.33   7.90  28.97  15.80   2.63  26.33  26.33  26.33
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DATE: 3/22/2018LY\FPE 523 PROJECT\HASS\FPE 523 PROJECT - TENANT SPACE.SDF
JOB TITLE: FPE 523 Project - Tenant Space       
 
PAGE: A    MATERIAL: S40    HWC: 120
Diameter          Equivalent Fitting Lengths in Feet
  (in)       E      T      L      C      B      G      A      D      N
             Ell    Tee LngEll ChkVlv BfyVlv GatVlv AlmChk  DPVlv  NPTee 
  1.049      2.00   5.00   2.00   5.00   6.00   1.00  10.00   2.00   5.00
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Appendix H: Hydraulic Supply and Demand Curves for Remote Areas 
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43.8 psi to account
for 101 ft. elevation
change
(101*0.433=43.8)
438.9 gpm demand
Level 7 Mechanical Penthouse
Combined Supply Curve
193 psi
38.29 psi residual
1000 gpm flow
148.29 psi 
1000 gpm flow
  
250
240
230
220
210
200
190
180
170
160
150
140
130
120
110
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
City Supply
39 psi static
Goes to
36 psi residual
4250 gpm flow
Fire Pump Curve
Goes to
Pump Overload
(150% point)
Maximum capacity
1500 gpm @ 71.5 psi
Pump Shut-Off
Pressure at zero
flow: 154 psi
Fire Pump Rated Capacity
1000 gpm at 110 psi
43.8 psi to account
for 101 ft. elevation
change
(101*0.433=43.8)
Level 7 Restaurant Tenant Space
Combined Supply Curve
193 psi
38.29 psi residual
1000 gpm flow
148.29 psi 
1000 gpm flow
System Demand
264 gpm @ 84.34
psi
250 gpm hose stream demand
514 gpm demand
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Appendix I: Suppression System Inspection, Testing & Maintenance Requirements 
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Appendix J: Fire Alarm Drawings 
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NEW INSTALLATION
EXISTING BASE JOB # ________________
DESIGN/BUILD
PER CONTRACT DOCUMENT
N/A
Fax (847) 803-2733
Mount Prospect, Illinois 60056
585 SLAWIN COURT
Tel (847) 803-2700
CHICAGO BRANCH
OTHERS ____________________________
X
TITAN ELECTRIC
1050 SPRING LAKE DRIVE
ITASCA, ILLINOIS 60143
630-530-4422
Issue for 50% CD      10/17/16
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Appendix K:  Fire Alarm Record of Completion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 NFPA 72 (p. 1 of 3)© 2012 National Fire Protection Association
SYSTEM RECORD OF COMPLETION
This form is to be completed by the system installation contractor at the time of system acceptance and approval.
It shall be permitted to modify this form as needed to provide a more complete and/or clear record.
Insert N/A in all unused lines.
Attach additional sheets, data, or calculations as necessary to provide a complete record.
Form Completion Date:                                          Supplemental Pages Attached:
1. PROPERTY INFORMATION
Name of property:
Address:
Description of property:
Name of property representative:
Address:
Phone:   Fax:  E-mail:
2. INSTALLATION, SERVICE, TESTING, AND MONITORING INFORMATION
Installation contractor:
Address:
Phone:   Fax:  E-mail:
Service organization:
Address:
Phone:   Fax:  E-mail:
Testing organization:
Address:
Phone:   Fax:  E-mail:
Effective date for test and inspection contract:
Monitoring organization:
Address:
Phone:   Fax:  E-mail:
Account number:             Phone line 1:                Phone line 2:
Means of transmission:
Entity to which alarms are retransmitted:       Phone:
3. DOCUMENTATION
On-site location of the required record documents and site-specific software:
4. DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM OR SERVICE
This is a:      ❏ New system      ❏ Modification to existing system          Permit number:
NFPA 72 edition:
4.1  Control Unit
Manufacturer:                       Model number:
4.2  Software and Firmware
Firmware revision number:
4.3  Alarm Verification ❏ This system does not incorporate alarm verification.              
Number of devices subject to alarm verification: Alarm verification set for seconds
FIGURE 7.8.2(a) System Record of Completion. (SIG-FUN)
72–37DOCUMENTATION
2013 Edition
Copyright 2012 National Fire Protection Association (NFPA).  Licensed, by agreement, for individual use and single download via the National Fire Codes Subscription Service on November 14, 2012 to
JENNIFER BLACKER for designated user HAI. No other reproduction or transmission in any form permitted without written permission of NFPA. For inquires or to report unauthorized use, contact
licensing@nfpa.org. This NFCSS subscription expires on 03/31/2013.
{C08681EB-B4DB-4265-9DC0-06584AC93D66}
Chicago Hotel
Anonymous
7-story mixed-use hotel with restaurants and mercantile tenants
6/14/18
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Anonymous
Unknown
2013
Siemens FireFinder XLS
Unknown
Anonymous
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SYSTEM RECORD OF COMPLETION  (continued)
5. SYSTEM POWER
5.1  Control Unit
5.1.1  Primary Power
Input voltage of control panel:   Control panel amps:
Overcurrent protection:   Type:   Amps:
Branch circuit disconnecting means location:  Number:
5.1.2  Secondary Power
Type of secondary power:
Location, if remote from the plant:
Calculated capacity of secondary power to drive the system:
In standby mode (hours):  In alarm mode (minutes):
5.2  Control Unit
❏  This system does not have power extender panels
❏  Power extender panels are listed on supplementary sheet A
Addressable or 
ConventionalType Quantity
Alarm or 
Supervisory
Sensing 
Technology
Manual Pull Stations
Smoke Detectors
Duct Smoke Detectors
Heat Detectors
Gas Detectors
Waterflow Switches
Tamper Switches
8. INITIATING DEVICES
Dual Media 
PathwayPathway Type
Survivability 
Level
Separate 
Pathway Class
Signaling Line
Device Power
Initiating Device
Notification Appliance
Other (specify):
6. CIRCUITS AND PATHWAYS
Type Location
7. REMOTE ANNUNCIATORS
FIGURE 7.8.2(a) Continued
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JENNIFER BLACKER for designated user HAI. No other reproduction or transmission in any form permitted without written permission of NFPA. For inquires or to report unauthorized use, contact
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120 VAC 20 A
Standby Batteries
138.19 Amphours
(24 hour duration)
12.74 Amphours 
(15 minute duration)
FireFinder XLS 5th Floor Electrical Closet
1
52
8
5
12
20
0
Addressable
Addressable
Addressable
Addressable
Addressable
Alarm
Alarm
Alarm
Alarm
Alarm
Addressable Supervisory
Level 2
Level 2
Level 2
Level 2
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SYSTEM RECORD OF COMPLETION  (continued)
11. INTERCONNECTED SYSTEMS
 ❏  This system does not have interconnected systems.
 ❏  Interconnected systems are listed on supplementary sheet                    . 
12. CERTIFICATION AND APPROVALS
 12.1  System Installation Contractor
 This system as specified herein has been installed according to all NFPA standards cited herein.
 Signed: Printed name: Date:
 Organization: Title: Phone:
 12.2  System Operational Test
 This system as specified herein has tested according to all NFPA standards cited herein.
 Signed: Printed name: Date:
 Organization: Title: Phone:
 12.3  Acceptance Test
 Date and time of acceptance test:
 Installing contractor representative:
 Testing contractor representative:
 Property representative:
 AHJ representative:
Type Quantity
Hold-Open Door Releasing Devices
HVAC Shutdown
Fire/Smoke Dampers
Door Unlocking
Elevator Recall
Elevator Shunt Trip
Audible
Visible
Combination Audible and Visible
10.  SYSTEM CONTROL FUNCTIONS
Type Quantity Description
9. NOTIFICATION APPLIANCES
FIGURE 7.8.2(a) Continued
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2013 Edition
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EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS 
SUPPLEMENTARY RECORD OF COMPLETION
This form is a supplement to the System Record of Completion. It includes systems and components 
specific to emergency communications systems.
This form is to be completed by the system installation contractor at the time of system acceptance and approval.
It shall be permitted to modify this form as needed to provide a more complete and/or clear record.
Insert N/A in all unused lines.
Form Completion Date:                                          Number of Supplemental Pages Attached:
1. PROPERTY INFORMATION
Name of property:
Address:
2. DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM OR SERVICE 
❏ Fire alarm with in-building fire emergency voice alarm communication system (EVAC)
❏ Mass notification system
❏ Combination system, with the following components:
 ❏ Fire alarm       ❏ EVACS       ❏ MNS       ❏ Two-way, in-building, emergency communications system
❏ Other (specify):
NFPA 72 edition:                              Additional description of system(s):
2.1  In-Building Fire Emergency Voice Alarm Communications System
Manufacturer:                       Model number:
Number of single voice alarm channels:  Number of multiple voice alarm channels:
Number of speakers:  Number of speaker circuits:
Location of amplification and sound processing equipment:
Location of paging microphone stations:
Location 1:
Location 2:
Location 3:
2.2  Mass Notification System
2.2.1  System Type:
❏ In-building MNS–combination
❏ In-building MNS       ❏ Wide-area MNS       ❏ Distributed recipient MNS
❏ Other (specify):
FIGURE 7.8.2(b) Emergency Communications System Supplementary Record of Completion. (SIG-FUN)
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2013 Edition
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JENNIFER BLACKER for designated user HAI. No other reproduction or transmission in any form permitted without written permission of NFPA. For inquires or to report unauthorized use, contact
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2013
Siemens FireFinder XLS
Fire Command Center and 5th Floor remote control panel
Fire Command Center
368
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EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS 
SUPPLEMENTARY RECORD OF COMPLETION  (continued)
2. DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM OR SERVICE  (continued)
2.2.2  System Features:
❏ Combination fire alarm/MNS       ❏ MNS autonomous control unit       ❏ Wide-area MNS to regional national alerting interface
❏ Local operating console (LOC)       ❏ Distributed-recipient MNS (DRMNS)       ❏ Wide-area MNS to DRMNS interface
❏ Wide-area MNS to high power speaker array (HPSA) interface       ❏ In-building MNS to wide-area MNS interface
❏ Other (specify):
2.2.3  MNS Local Operating Consoles
Location 1:
Location 2:
Location 3:
2.2.4  High Power Speaker Arrays
Number of HPSA speaker initiation zones:
Location 1:
Location 2:
Location 3:
2.2.5  Mass Notification Devices
Combination fire alarm/MNS visual devices:                  MNS-only visual devices:
Textual signs: Other (describe):
Supervision class:
2.2.6  Special Hazard Notification
❏ This system does not have special suppression predischarge notification.
❏ MNS systems DO NOT override notification appliances required to provide special suppression predischarge notification.
3. TWO-WAY EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
3.1  Telephone System
Number of telephone jacks installed:  Number of warden stations installed:
Number of telephone handsets stored on site:
Type of telephone system installed:    ❏ Electrically powered       ❏ Sound powered
3.2  Two-Way Radio Communications Enhancement System
Percentage of area covered by two-way radio service:   Critical areas                %     General building areas                %
Amplification component locations:
Inbound signal strength                         dBm Outbound signal strength                         dBm
Donor antenna isolation is                         dB above the signal booster gain.
Radio frequencies covered:
Radio system monitor panel location:
FIGURE 7.8.2(b) Continued
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EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS 
SUPPLEMENTARY RECORD OF COMPLETION  (continued)
3. TWO-WAY EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS  (continued)
3.3  Area of Refuge (Area of Rescue Assistance) Emergency Communications Systems
Number of stations:                          Location of central control point:
Days and hours when central control point is attended:
Location of alternate control point:
Days and hours when alternate control point is attended:
3.4  Elevator Emergency Communications Systems
Number of elevators with stations:                  Location of central control point:
Days and hours when central control point is attended:
Location of alternate control point:
Days and hours when alternate control point is attended:
3.5  Other Two-Way Communications System
Describe:
4. CONTROL FUNCTIONS
This system activates the following control functions specific to emergency communications systems:
See Main System Record of Completion for additional information, certifications, and approvals.
Type Quantity
Mass Notification Override of Alarm Signaling Systems or Appliances
FIGURE 7.8.2(b) Continued
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POWER SYSTEMS 
SUPPLEMENTARY RECORD OF COMPLETION
This form is a supplement to the System Record of Completion. It includes systems and components specific 
to power systems that incorporate generators, UPS systems, remote battery systems, or other complex power systems.
This form is to be completed by the system installation contractor at the time of system acceptance and approval.
It shall be permitted to modify this form as needed to provide a more complete and/or clear record.
Insert N/A in all unused lines.
Form Completion Date:                                          Number of Supplemental Pages Attached:
1. PROPERTY INFORMATION
Name of property:
Address:
2. SYSTEM POWER 
2.1  Control Unit
2.1.1  Primary Power
Input voltage of control panel:  Control panel amps:
Overcurrent protection:   Type:  Amps:
Location (of primary supply panelboard):
Disconnecting means location:
2.1.2  Engine-Driven Generator
Location of generator:
Location of fuel storage:  Type of fuel:
2.1.3  Uninterruptible Power System
Equipment powered by UPS system:
Location of UPS system:
Calculated capacity of UPS batteries to drive the system components connected to it:
In standby mode (hours):  In alarm mode (minutes):
2.1.4  Batteries
Location: Type: Nominal voltage:                  Amp/hour rating:
Calculated capacity of batteries to drive the system:
In standby mode (hours):  In alarm mode (minutes):
2.2  In-Building Fire Emergency Voice Alarm Communications System or Mass Notification System
2.2.1  Primary Power
Input voltage of EVACS or MNS panel:  EVACS or MNS panel amps:
Overcurrent protection:   Type:  Amps:
Location (of primary supply panelboard):
Disconnecting means location:
FIGURE 7.8.2(c) Power Systems Supplementary Record of Completion. (SIG-FUN)
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POWER SYSTEMS 
SUPPLEMENTARY RECORD OF COMPLETION  (continued)
2. SYSTEM POWER  (continued) 
2.2.2  Engine-Driven Generator
Location of generator:
Location of fuel storage:  Type of fuel:
2.2.3  Uninterruptible Power System
Equipment powered by UPS system:
Location of UPS system:
Calculated capacity of UPS batteries to drive the system components connected to it:
In standby mode (hours):  In alarm mode (minutes):
2.2.4  Batteries
Location: Type: Nominal voltage:                  Amp/hour rating:
Calculated capacity of batteries to drive the system:
In standby mode (hours):  In alarm mode (minutes):
2.3  Notification Appliance Power Extender Panels
❏ This system does not have power extender panels.
2.3.1  Primary Power
Input voltage of power extender panel(s): Power extender panel amps:
Overcurrent protection:   Type:  Amps:
Location (of primary supply panelboard):
Disconnecting means location:
2.3.2  Engine Driven Generator
Location of generator:
Location of fuel storage:  Type of fuel:
2.3.3  Uninterruptible Power System
Equipment powered by UPS system:
Location of UPS system:
Calculated capacity of UPS batteries to drive the system components connected to it:
In standby mode (hours):  In alarm mode (minutes):
2.3.4  Batteries
Location: Type: Nominal voltage:                  Amp/hour rating:
Calculated capacity of batteries to drive the system:
In standby mode (hours):  In alarm mode (minutes):
See Main System Record of Completion for additional information, certifications, and approvals.
FIGURE 7.8.2(c) Continued
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Appendix L:  Heat Transfer Analysis Boundary Conditions and Equations 
 
Exposed Surface Boundary Condition: 
q̇"net,f = ε ∗ σ ∗ (Tg
4 − Ts,f
4 ) + hc ∗ (Tg − Ts,f) 
Where 
Tg = temperature of fire gases 
Ts,f = temperature of the exposed surface 
σ = stefan boltzmann constant = 5.67 ∗ 10−8
W
m2K4
 
ε = 1 
hc = heat transfer coefficient 
Exposed Surface Temperature: 
Ts,f,t+1 = 2Fo ∗ (
∆x
k
∗ q̇"net,f − Ts+1,t) + (1 − 2Fo) ∗ Ts,f,t 
Fo =
k∆t
ρ ∗ cp ∗ (∆x)2
 
Where 
k = thermal conductivity (of concrete) 
∆t = time step 
∆x = node separation distance 
Interior Node Temperature: 
Ts,t+1 = Fo ∗ (Ts−1,t + Ts+1,t) + (1 − 2Fo) ∗ Ts,t 
Where 
Ts = temperature of interior node 
Unexposed Surface Boundary Condition: 
q̇"net,ue = ε ∗ σ ∗ (T∞
4 − Ts,ue
4 ) + hc ∗ (T∞ − Ts,ue) 
Unexposed Surface Temperature: 
Ts,ue,t+1 = 2Fo ∗ (
∆x
k
∗ q̇"net,ue − Ts−1,t) + (1 − 2Fo) ∗ Ts,ue,t 
Where 
Ts,ue = temperature of unexposed edge 
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Appendix M:  Design Fire Scenario Structural Analysis Calculation 
 
 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3*  
Bar spacing 4 5 5 inches 
Bar Diameter 0.5 0.625 0.625 inches 
Number of reinforcement bars 9 7 7   
fy (yield strength of steel) 60 60 60 ksi 
f'c (concrete compressive 28-day strength) 6 6 6 ksi 
Slab self-weight (contributes to dead load) 287.16 358.95 358.95 lb/ft 
Concrete Density 143.58 143.58 143.58 lb/ft^3 
Slab Thickness 8 10 10 inches 
Characteristic slab width (b) 36 36 36 inches 
Superimposed Dead Load 125 125 125 lb/ft 
Live Load 125 125 125 lb/ft 
design fire load 557.092 643.24 643.24   
L (span of slab) 21.66 28.33   ft 
          
Maximum moment under fire load 
       
32,670.35  
        
64,532.16  
                       
-    lb-ft 
          
As (area of steel reinforcement) 1.7671458 2.1475731 2.147573103 in^2 
fy,t (yield strength of heated steel) 60 56.4 60 ksi 
df (effective thickness of slab) 7.480292 9.055 10 inches 
af (depth of rectangular stress block) 0.57749865 0.65971199 0.7018212 inches 
     
Mf (moment capacity under fire conditions) 63,542.52 88,068.06 103,610.62 lb-in 
     
Check Max Moment < Moment Capacity Safe Safe Safe   
          
<0.30 0.0656222 0.0619276 0.059654808   
Check Safe Safe Safe   
*Scenario 3 not analyzed because the structural members did not experience any strength 
degradation from fire scenario 3. 
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Appendix N:  Design Fire Scenario Heat Transfer to Structure Calculation 
 
 
 
Variables
Fo
∆x 0.005 m
∆t 5 seconds
pho 2300 kg/m^3 density
Cp 1470 J/kg K specific heat 1.5% moisture content, siliceous 
k 0.8 W/m K
ε 1 radiation view factor
σ 6E-08 W m^-2 K^-4 stefan boltzman constant
Tambient 20 C
hc 21.2 MJ/kg
Fo 0.0473 Fouriers number
Concrete Temperature at Various Depths
Tgas (C) 
Time 
(sec)
Exposed 
Surface Temp 5 mm 10 mm 15 mm 20 mm  25 mm  30 mm 35 mm 40 mm 45 mm  50 mm  55 mm 60 mm 65 mm 70 mm 75 mm 80 mm 85 mm 90 mm 95 mm 100 mm  105 mm  110 mm  115 mm  120 mm 125 mm  130 mm  135 mm 140 mm 145 mm 150 mm  155 mm 160 mm 165 mm 170 mm 175 mm 180 mm 185 mm 190 mm 195 mm 200 mm 
Unexposed 
Surface Temp
840 0 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 5 46.98213371 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 10 71.0719694 21.27688299 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 15 92.69984271 23.57292338 20.06043 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 20 112.2251757 26.67801287 20.22379 20.00286 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 25 129.948685 30.42094996 20.51877 20.01318 20.00014 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 30 146.1224726 34.66232492 20.96345 20.03649 20.00075 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 35 160.9583416 39.28870858 21.56786 20.07866 20.0024 20.00004 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 40 174.6346449 44.20790552 22.33599 20.14553 20.0059 20.00015 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 45 187.3019254 49.3450756 23.26738 20.24258 20.01224 20.00042 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 50 199.0875663 54.63956392 24.35832 20.37482 20.02258 20.00096 20.00003 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 55 210.0996299 60.04230909 25.60282 20.54667 20.03822 20.00194 20.00007 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 60 220.4300307 65.5137236 26.99333 20.76188 20.06057 20.00356 20.00016 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 65 230.1571621 71.02195977 28.52135 21.02358 20.09106 20.0061 20.00031 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 70 239.3480748 76.54149094 30.1778 21.33427 20.13117 20.00985 20.00057 20.00003 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 75 248.0602855 82.05195021 31.95338 21.69584 20.18236 20.01515 20.00098 20.00005 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 80 256.3432812 87.53717999 33.83879 22.10964 20.24607 20.02239 20.00161 20.00009 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 85 264.2397727 92.98445388 35.82491 22.57651 20.32368 20.03199 20.00252 20.00016 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 90 271.7867398 98.38383974 37.90293 23.09686 20.41648 20.0444 20.0038 20.00026 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 95 279.0163053 103.7276782 40.06441 23.67068 20.52572 20.06009 20.00556 20.00042 20.00003 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 100 285.9564662 109.0101561 42.30136 24.29766 20.65251 20.07954 20.0079 20.00064 20.00004 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 105 292.6317067 114.2269565 44.60624 24.97715 20.7979 20.10327 20.01094 20.00096 20.00007 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 110 299.0635133 119.3749737 46.97201 25.70829 20.9628 20.13177 20.01484 20.00139 20.00011 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 115 305.2708077 124.4520788 49.39209 26.48999 21.14805 20.16556 20.01974 20.00197 20.00016 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 120 311.2703117 129.4569289 51.86037 27.32099 21.35435 20.20516 20.0258 20.00272 20.00024 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 125 317.0768553 134.3888106 54.37121 28.19991 21.58233 20.25105 20.03319 20.0037 20.00035 20.00003 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 130 322.7036375 139.2475124 56.91939 29.12526 21.83249 20.30374 20.04211 20.00493 20.00049 20.00004 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 135 328.162447 144.0332211 59.50012 30.09545 22.10527 20.36371 20.05273 20.00648 20.00068 20.00006 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 140 333.4638497 148.7464362 62.10898 31.10886 22.40097 20.43141 20.06526 20.0084 20.00093 20.00009 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 145 338.6173483 153.3879011 64.74192 32.1638 22.71985 20.50729 20.07989 20.01073 20.00124 20.00012 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 150 343.6315183 157.9585472 67.39523 33.25858 23.06206 20.59177 20.09685 20.01356 20.00164 20.00017 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 155 348.5141245 162.4594479 70.06553 34.39151 23.42769 20.68525 20.11633 20.01693 20.00213 20.00023 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 160 353.2722204 166.8917819 72.7497 35.56088 23.81676 20.78811 20.13855 20.02094 20.00274 20.00031 20.00003 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 165 357.9122335 171.2568033 75.44492 36.765 24.2292 20.90069 20.16372 20.02564 20.00349 20.00041 20.00004 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 170 362.4400396 175.5558174 78.14859 38.00223 24.66492 21.02333 20.19206 20.03113 20.00439 20.00054 20.00006 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 175 366.8610252 179.7901619 80.85836 39.27092 25.12375 21.15633 20.22378 20.03748 20.00547 20.0007 20.00008 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 180 371.1801436 183.9611911 83.57208 40.56948 25.60549 21.29995 20.2591 20.04478 20.00676 20.0009 20.00011 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 185 375.4019612 188.0702639 86.2878 41.89636 26.10988 21.45444 20.29821 20.05312 20.00828 20.00114 20.00014 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 190 379.5307001 192.118734 89.00373 43.25004 26.63664 21.62004 20.34133 20.0626 20.01007 20.00143 20.00018 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 195 383.5702731 196.1079426 91.71826 44.62906 27.18544 21.79693 20.38865 20.0733 20.01215 20.00178 20.00023 20.00003 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 200 387.5243159 200.0392124 94.4299 46.03198 27.75593 21.98528 20.44037 20.08533 20.01455 20.0022 20.0003 20.00004 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 205 391.3962141 203.9138433 97.13733 47.45745 28.34772 22.18526 20.49668 20.09879 20.01731 20.00269 20.00037 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 210 395.1891279 207.7331092 99.83933 48.90413 28.96043 22.39698 20.55776 20.11376 20.02048 20.00327 20.00047 20.00006 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 215 398.9060133 211.4982553 102.5348 50.37075 29.59363 22.62055 20.62379 20.13036 20.02408 20.00395 20.00058 20.00008 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 220 402.5496404 215.2104967 105.2227 51.85608 30.24688 22.85604 20.69493 20.14868 20.02816 20.00475 20.00072 20.0001 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 225 406.1226111 218.8710176 107.9022 53.35895 30.91974 23.10353 20.77135 20.16883 20.03275 20.00566 20.00088 20.00012 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 230 409.6273727 222.4809699 110.5725 54.87822 31.61175 23.36305 20.8532 20.1909 20.03791 20.00672 20.00107 20.00015 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 235 413.066232 226.0414741 113.2327 56.41281 32.32244 23.63463 20.94064 20.215 20.04367 20.00793 20.00129 20.00019 20.00003 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 240 416.4413664 229.5536182 115.8823 57.96168 33.05134 23.91828 21.03378 20.24123 20.05009 20.00931 20.00155 20.00023 20.00003 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 245 419.7548348 233.0184591 118.5206 59.52383 33.79797 24.21398 21.13278 20.26969 20.0572 20.01087 20.00186 20.00029 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 250 423.0085869 236.4370222 121.1471 61.09832 34.56186 24.52172 21.23775 20.30048 20.06507 20.01264 20.00221 20.00035 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 255 426.2044712 239.8103026 123.7613 62.68423 35.34252 24.84144 21.3488 20.3337 20.07373 20.01462 20.00262 20.00042 20.00006 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 260 429.3442435 243.1392655 126.3627 64.2807 36.13947 25.1731 21.46605 20.36943 20.08323 20.01685 20.00308 20.00051 20.00008 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 265 432.4295728 246.4248472 128.9511 65.88689 36.95224 25.51664 21.58958 20.40778 20.09364 20.01934 20.00361 20.00061 20.00009 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 270 435.4620482 249.6679557 131.5259 67.50201 37.78035 25.87197 21.7195 20.44884 20.10499 20.02211 20.00421 20.00073 20.00012 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 275 438.4431842 252.8694718 134.0869 69.1253 38.62334 26.239 21.85587 20.4927 20.11734 20.02519 20.0049 20.00086 20.00014 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 280 441.374426 256.0302497 136.6339 70.75605 39.48072 26.61764 21.99879 20.53945 20.13074 20.02859 20.00567 20.00102 20.00017 20.00003 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 285 444.2571539 259.1511184 139.1666 72.39355 40.35205 27.00779 22.14831 20.58917 20.14525 20.03234 20.00653 20.0012 20.0002 20.00003 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 290 447.0926877 262.2328818 141.6847 74.03716 41.23686 27.40932 22.30449 20.64194 20.16091 20.03646 20.0075 20.00141 20.00024 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 295 449.8822907 265.2763205 144.1882 75.68625 42.13472 27.8221 22.46739 20.69786 20.17779 20.04098 20.00858 20.00164 20.00029 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 300 452.6271731 268.2821917 146.6767 77.34022 43.04517 28.24602 22.63705 20.75699 20.19592 20.04592 20.00979 20.0019 20.00034 20.00006 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 305 455.3284952 271.2512309 149.1503 78.99849 43.96778 28.68093 22.81352 20.81941 20.21538 20.05131 20.01112 20.0022 20.0004 20.00007 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 310 457.9873708 274.1841521 151.6087 80.66054 44.90212 29.12669 22.99681 20.88519 20.2362 20.05717 20.0126 20.00254 20.00047 20.00008 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 315 460.6048691 277.0816491 154.0518 82.32583 45.84778 29.58315 23.18697 20.95441 20.25844 20.06353 20.01424 20.00292 20.00055 20.0001 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 320 463.1820184 279.9443956 156.4797 83.99388 46.80435 30.05016 23.38401 21.02712 20.28215 20.07042 20.01603 20.00334 20.00064 20.00011 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 325 465.7198073 282.7730466 158.8922 85.66422 47.77141 30.52755 23.58793 21.1034 20.30738 20.07787 20.01801 20.00381 20.00074 20.00013 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 330 468.2191879 285.5682389 161.2893 87.33639 48.74859 31.01519 23.79876 21.18331 20.33419 20.0859 20.02017 20.00434 20.00086 20.00016 20.00003 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 335 470.681077 288.3305914 163.6708 89.00998 49.73549 31.51288 24.0165 21.2669 20.36263 20.09454 20.02253 20.00492 20.00099 20.00018 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 340 473.1063584 291.0607065 166.037 90.68458 50.73173 32.02048 24.24113 21.35422 20.39273 20.10382 20.0251 20.00557 20.00114 20.00021 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 345 475.4958845 293.7591699 168.3876 92.3598 51.73695 32.53782 24.47266 21.44534 20.42456 20.11376 20.0279 20.00629 20.0013 20.00025 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 350 477.8504781 296.4265519 170.7227 94.03528 52.75079 33.06471 24.71106 21.5403 20.45816 20.12441 20.03094 20.00707 20.00149 20.00029 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 355 480.1709334 299.0634077 173.0423 95.71066 53.7729 33.601 24.95634 21.63914 20.49358 20.13578 20.03424 20.00794 20.0017 20.00034 20.00006 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 360 482.4580181 301.6702776 175.3464 97.38562 54.80293 34.14651 25.20845 21.74191 20.53086 20.14791 20.0378 20.00889 20.00193 20.00039 20.00007 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 365 484.7124741 304.2476884 177.6351 99.05983 55.84056 34.70106 25.46738 21.84864 20.57004 20.16082 20.04164 20.00993 20.00218 20.00045 20.00008 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 370 486.9350192 306.7961529 179.9084 100.733 56.88544 35.26448 25.7331 21.95939 20.61119 20.17454 20.04578 20.01106 20.00247 20.00051 20.0001 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 375 489.1263478 309.3161712 182.1663 102.4048 57.93728 35.8366 26.00557 22.07417 20.65432 20.18911 20.05023 20.0123 20.00278 20.00058 20.00011 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 380 491.2871324 311.8082306 184.4089 104.075 58.99575 36.41724 26.28476 22.19302 20.6995 20.20456 20.05501 20.01364 20.00313 20.00067 20.00013 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 385 493.4180242 314.2728064 186.6362 105.7434 60.06056 37.00623 26.57063 22.31598 20.74676 20.2209 20.06013 20.0151 20.00351 20.00076 20.00015 20.00003 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
840 390 495.5196544 316.7103622 188.8483 107.4097 61.13142 37.60339 26.86313 22.44306 20.79613 20.23818 20.06561 20.01668 20.00393 20.00086 20.00017 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000001
840 395 497.5926348 319.1213503 191.0452 109.0736 62.20803 38.20855 27.16222 22.5743 20.84767 20.25642 20.07146 20.0184 20.00439 20.00097 20.0002 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000001
840 400 499.6375589 321.5062119 193.227 110.7349 63.29013 38.82153 27.46785 22.7097 20.9014 20.27564 20.0777 20.02024 20.00489 20.0011 20.00023 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000001
840 405 501.6550025 323.865378 195.3938 112.3935 64.37744 39.44217 27.77998 22.8493 20.95736 20.29589 20.08435 20.02224 20.00544 20.00123 20.00026 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000001
840 410 503.6455245 326.199269 197.5456 114.049 65.46969 40.0703 28.09853 22.9931 21.01559 20.31718 20.09142 20.02438 20.00603 20.00139 20.0003 20.00006 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000001
840 415 505.6096674 328.5082959 199.6826 115.7014 66.56664 40.70574 28.42347 23.14113 21.07612 20.33955 20.09893 20.02668 20.00668 20.00156 20.00034 20.00007 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000002
840 420 507.5479586 330.7928598 201.8048 117.3505 67.66804 41.34832 28.75473 23.29338 21.13899 20.36302 20.1069 20.02916 20.00738 20.00174 20.00038 20.00008 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000002
840 425 509.4609101 333.0533528 203.9123 118.996 68.77364 41.99789 29.09225 23.44988 21.20422 20.38762 20.11534 20.03181 20.00815 20.00194 20.00043 20.00009 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000003
840 430 511.3490199 335.290158 206.0051 120.6378 69.88321 42.65427 29.43597 23.61062 21.27185 20.41338 20.12427 20.03464 20.00897 20.00217 20.00049 20.0001 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000003
840 435 513.2127721 337.5036499 208.0835 122.2758 70.99652 43.3173 29.78583 23.77562 21.3419 20.44032 20.13371 20.03767 20.00987 20.00241 20.00055 20.00012 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000004
840 440 515.0526376 339.6941946 210.1474 123.9098 72.11335 43.98682 30.14176 23.94487 21.4144 20.46848 20.14368 20.0409 20.01083 20.00267 20.00062 20.00013 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000005
840 445 516.8690745 341.8621502 212.1969 125.5397 73.23349 44.66266 30.5037 24.11838 21.48939 20.49787 20.15418 20.04434 20.01187 20.00296 20.00069 20.00015 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000006
840 450 518.6625287 344.0078667 214.2322 127.1653 74.35673 45.34468 30.87157 24.29614 21.56688 20.52853 20.16525 20.048 20.01298 20.00328 20.00077 20.00017 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000007
840 455 520.4334343 346.1316869 216.2533 128.7865 75.48285 46.03271 31.24532 24.47815 21.6469 20.56048 20.17689 20.05189 20.01418 20.00362 20.00086 20.00019 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000008
840 460 522.1822139 348.2339459 218.2604 130.4032 76.61168 46.7266 31.62486 24.66441 21.72947 20.59374 20.18913 20.05602 20.01546 20.00399 20.00096 20.00022 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.0000001
840 465 523.9092794 350.3149717 220.2534 132.0153 77.74301 47.42619 32.01013 24.85491 21.81461 20.62834 20.20198 20.0604 20.01684 20.00439 20.00107 20.00024 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000012
840 470 525.6150318 352.3750854 222.2327 133.6227 78.87666 48.13135 32.40106 25.04964 21.90235 20.6643 20.21545 20.06504 20.01831 20.00482 20.00119 20.00027 20.00006 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000014
840 475 527.2998622 354.4146014 224.1981 135.2252 80.01245 48.84191 32.79758 25.2486 21.9927 20.70165 20.22958 20.06995 20.01988 20.00529 20.00132 20.00031 20.00007 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000016
840 480 528.9641515 356.4338276 226.1499 136.8229 81.15021 49.55773 33.1996 25.45176 22.08569 20.7404 20.24436 20.07513 20.02156 20.00579 20.00146 20.00034 20.00008 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000019
840 485 530.6082716 358.4330653 228.0881 138.4155 82.28976 50.27867 33.60707 25.65912 22.18132 20.78059 20.25983 20.0806 20.02335 20.00633 20.00161 20.00038 20.00009 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000023
840 490 532.2325846 360.4126099 230.0129 140.0031 83.43095 51.00458 34.0199 25.87066 22.27961 20.82223 20.27599 20.08638 20.02526 20.00691 20.00177 20.00043 20.0001 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000027
840 495 533.8374441 362.3727507 231.9242 141.5854 84.5736 51.73534 34.43802 26.08637 22.38058 20.86535 20.29287 20.09246 20.02728 20.00754 20.00195 20.00048 20.00011 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000032
840 500 535.4231952 364.3137711 233.8224 143.1626 85.71758 52.47078 34.86136 26.30623 22.48425 20.90997 20.31048 20.09886 20.02943 20.00821 20.00215 20.00053 20.00012 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000037
840 505 536.9901743 366.2359489 235.7073 144.7344 86.86271 53.2108 35.28984 26.53022 22.59062 20.9561 20.32883 20.10559 20.03171 20.00892 20.00236 20.00059 20.00014 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000043
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Design Fire Scenario 1
Variables
Fo
∆x 0.005 m
∆t 5 seconds
pho 2300 kg/m^3 density
Cp 1470 J/kg K specific heat 1.5% moisture content, siliceous 
k 0.8 W/m K
ε 1 radiation view factor
σ 6E-08 W m^-2 K^-4 stefan boltzman constant
Tambient 20 C
hc 21.2 MJ/kg
Fo 0.0473 Fouriers number
Concrete Temperature at Various Depths
Tgas (C) 
Time 
(sec)
Exposed 
Surface Temp 5 mm 10 mm 15 mm 20 mm  25 mm  30 mm 35 mm 40 mm 45 mm  50 mm  55 mm 60 mm 65 mm 70 mm 75 mm 80 mm 85 mm 90 mm 95 mm 100 mm  105 mm  110 mm  115 mm  120 mm 125 mm  130 mm  135 mm 140 mm 145 mm 150 mm  155 mm 160 mm 165 mm 170 mm 175 mm 180 mm 185 mm 190 mm 195 mm 200 mm 205 mm 210 mm  215 mm 220 mm 225 mm 230 mm 235 mm 240 mm 245 mm 250 mm 
Unexposed 
Surface Temp
1015 0 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 5 68.07648876 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 10 110.9990772 22.275137 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 15 149.5318754 26.36617767 20.10767 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 20 184.3099755 31.89860888 20.39875 20.0051 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 25 215.8619973 38.56700298 20.92433 20.02348 20.00024 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 30 244.6290671 46.12227391 21.71661 20.06501 20.00133 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 35 270.9804628 54.3613097 22.7934 20.14016 20.00428 20.00007 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 40 295.2263872 63.11854112 24.16174 20.25929 20.01051 20.00027 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 45 317.628357 72.25908154 25.82063 20.43219 20.0218 20.00074 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 50 338.4076507 81.67313989 27.76325 20.66777 20.04022 20.0017 20.00005 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 55 357.7521889 91.27146554 29.97866 20.97385 20.0681 20.00345 20.00013 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 60 375.8221519 100.9816302 32.4531 21.35713 20.1079 20.00635 20.00028 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 65 392.7545803 110.7449897 35.171 21.82311 20.16221 20.01087 20.00055 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 70 408.6671549 120.5141987 38.11574 22.37617 20.23365 20.01754 20.00102 20.00005 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 75 423.6613121 130.2511758 41.27026 23.01963 20.32482 20.02699 20.00175 20.00009 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 80 437.8248196 139.9254363 44.61745 23.75578 20.43825 20.03989 20.00287 20.00016 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 85 451.2339108 149.5127249 48.14049 24.58603 20.57639 20.05699 20.00449 20.00028 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 90 463.9550606 158.9938938 51.82308 25.51095 20.74156 20.07908 20.00678 20.00047 20.00003 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 95 476.0464644 168.3539816 55.64958 26.53043 20.93592 20.10701 20.0099 20.00075 20.00005 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 100 487.5592738 177.5814566 59.60511 27.64369 21.16144 20.14164 20.01406 20.00115 20.00008 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 105 498.5386316 186.6675953 63.67562 28.84945 21.41994 20.18387 20.01949 20.00171 20.00012 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 110 509.0245393 195.6059713 67.84791 30.14595 21.71303 20.23458 20.02643 20.00247 20.00019 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 115 519.0525879 204.392035 72.10966 31.53105 22.04214 20.2947 20.03514 20.0035 20.00029 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 120 528.654572 213.0227681 76.44938 33.00232 22.40849 20.36511 20.04593 20.00485 20.00043 20.00003 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 125 537.8590092 221.4963993 80.85643 34.55704 22.81313 20.4467 20.05909 20.00658 20.00062 20.00005 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 130 546.6915791 229.8121704 85.32093 36.19232 23.2569 20.54035 20.07495 20.00878 20.00088 20.00008 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 135 555.1754948 237.9701435 89.8338 37.9051 23.74049 20.64688 20.09384 20.01154 20.00121 20.00011 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 140 563.3318196 245.9710433 94.38667 39.69222 24.26441 20.76711 20.11612 20.01495 20.00165 20.00016 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 145 571.1797349 253.8161257 98.97181 41.55045 24.829 20.9018 20.14214 20.01911 20.00221 20.00022 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 150 578.7367701 261.5070715 103.5822 43.4765 25.43447 21.0517 20.17226 20.02413 20.00291 20.00031 20.00003 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 155 586.0189979 269.0458974 108.2113 45.46709 26.08087 21.21749 20.20687 20.03013 20.00379 20.00042 20.00004 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 160 593.0412027 276.4348836 112.8533 47.51893 26.76814 21.39982 20.24633 20.03725 20.00488 20.00056 20.00006 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 165 599.8170246 283.6765142 117.5027 49.62877 27.49608 21.59928 20.29103 20.04561 20.00621 20.00074 20.00008 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 170 606.3590834 290.7734275 122.1545 51.7934 28.26442 21.81642 20.34132 20.05536 20.00781 20.00097 20.00011 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 175 612.679086 297.7283761 126.8044 54.00965 29.07275 22.05176 20.3976 20.06665 20.00974 20.00125 20.00014 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 180 618.7879192 304.5441936 131.4482 56.27444 29.92059 22.30573 20.46022 20.07961 20.01203 20.0016 20.00019 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 185 624.6957307 311.2237671 136.0822 58.58476 30.80738 22.57876 20.52954 20.09443 20.01474 20.00203 20.00025 20.00003 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 190 630.4119991 317.7700151 140.703 60.93767 31.73249 22.87119 20.60592 20.11125 20.01791 20.00254 20.00032 20.00004 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 195 635.9455956 324.185869 145.3077 63.33035 32.69523 23.18333 20.68971 20.13024 20.0216 20.00317 20.00041 20.00005 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 200 641.3048382 330.4742586 149.8933 65.76003 33.69485 23.51546 20.78124 20.15157 20.02587 20.00391 20.00053 20.00006 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 205 646.4975391 336.6380995 154.4576 68.22406 34.73056 23.86779 20.88084 20.17542 20.03078 20.00479 20.00066 20.00008 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 210 651.5310466 342.6802834 158.9981 70.71989 35.80152 24.2405 20.98881 20.20196 20.03639 20.00582 20.00083 20.00011 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 215 656.4122829 348.6036702 163.5129 73.24505 36.90686 24.63372 21.10545 20.23136 20.04278 20.00703 20.00103 20.00014 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 220 661.1477771 354.4110815 168.0002 75.79718 38.0457 25.04756 21.23106 20.2638 20.05001 20.00844 20.00127 20.00017 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 225 665.7436946 360.1052956 172.4585 78.37401 39.21711 25.48206 21.36589 20.29946 20.05816 20.01007 20.00156 20.00022 20.00003 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 230 670.2058645 365.6890434 176.8861 80.97336 40.42016 25.93726 21.51022 20.33851 20.0673 20.01194 20.0019 20.00027 20.00004 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 235 674.5398029 371.1650055 181.282 83.59316 41.65389 26.41314 21.66427 20.38112 20.07752 20.01409 20.0023 20.00034 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 240 678.7507351 376.5358095 185.6449 86.23141 42.91735 26.90965 21.82828 20.42748 20.08888 20.01653 20.00276 20.00042 20.00006 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 245 682.8436149 381.8040286 189.9739 88.88622 44.20958 27.42672 22.00246 20.47774 20.10148 20.0193 20.0033 20.00051 20.00007 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 250 686.8231428 386.9721803 194.2682 91.55578 45.5296 27.96424 22.18699 20.53209 20.1154 20.02243 20.00393 20.00062 20.00009 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 255 690.6937821 392.0427253 198.5269 94.23836 46.87646 28.5221 22.38208 20.59069 20.13072 20.02596 20.00465 20.00075 20.00011 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 260 694.4597742 397.0180676 202.7494 96.93231 48.24919 29.10012 22.58787 20.6537 20.14753 20.02991 20.00547 20.00091 20.00014 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 265 698.1251518 401.900554 206.9352 99.63608 49.64684 29.69813 22.80452 20.72127 20.16592 20.03432 20.00641 20.00109 20.00017 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 270 701.6937519 406.6924741 211.0839 102.3482 51.06846 30.31594 23.03216 20.79358 20.18597 20.03922 20.00748 20.0013 20.0002 20.00003 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 275 705.1692274 411.3960612 215.195 105.0672 52.5131 30.95333 23.27092 20.87076 20.20778 20.04467 20.00869 20.00154 20.00025 20.00004 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 280 708.5550578 416.0134921 219.2683 107.7918 53.97986 31.61005 23.52089 20.95297 20.23144 20.05068 20.01005 20.00181 20.0003 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 285 711.8545591 420.5468881 223.3034 110.5206 55.4678 32.28586 23.78217 21.04035 20.25703 20.05731 20.01159 20.00213 20.00036 20.00006 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 290 715.0708932 424.9983157 227.3004 113.2526 56.97603 32.98048 24.05484 21.13303 20.28465 20.0646 20.0133 20.0025 20.00043 20.00007 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 295 718.2070768 429.3697875 231.259 115.9865 58.50368 33.69364 24.33896 21.23115 20.31438 20.07259 20.01522 20.00291 20.00051 20.00008 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 300 721.2659885 433.6632628 235.1792 118.7213 60.04986 34.42504 24.63459 21.33484 20.34632 20.08131 20.01735 20.00338 20.0006 20.0001 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 305 724.2503776 437.880649 239.0609 121.456 61.61374 35.17437 24.94175 21.44421 20.38056 20.09083 20.01972 20.00391 20.00071 20.00012 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 310 727.1628698 442.0238023 242.9043 124.1895 63.19447 35.94133 25.26047 21.55939 20.41719 20.10117 20.02233 20.00451 20.00083 20.00014 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 315 730.0059747 446.0945289 246.7093 126.921 64.79125 36.72558 25.59078 21.68049 20.45628 20.1124 20.02522 20.00518 20.00097 20.00017 20.00003 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 320 732.7820915 450.0945862 250.4761 129.6496 66.40327 37.52681 25.93267 21.8076 20.49794 20.12455 20.0284 20.00593 20.00114 20.0002 20.00003 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 325 735.493515 454.0256834 254.2048 132.3745 68.02976 38.34466 26.28613 21.94084 20.54225 20.13767 20.03189 20.00676 20.00132 20.00024 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 330 738.1424406 457.8894834 257.8955 135.0949 69.66997 39.17881 26.65114 22.08028 20.58929 20.15181 20.0357 20.00769 20.00152 20.00028 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 335 740.7309699 461.6876032 261.5486 137.8101 71.32315 40.0289 27.02769 22.22603 20.63915 20.16702 20.03987 20.00873 20.00176 20.00033 20.00006 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 340 743.261115 465.4216154 265.1641 140.5194 72.98858 40.89459 27.41572 22.37817 20.6919 20.18334 20.04441 20.00987 20.00202 20.00038 20.00007 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 345 745.7348032 469.0930494 268.7424 143.2222 74.66557 41.77552 27.81519 22.53676 20.74763 20.20083 20.04935 20.01113 20.00231 20.00044 20.00008 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 350 748.1538815 472.7033922 272.2836 145.9179 76.35343 42.67133 28.22604 22.70189 20.80642 20.21954 20.05471 20.01253 20.00264 20.00052 20.00009 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 355 750.52012 476.2540897 275.7881 148.6059 78.0515 43.58168 28.64822 22.87361 20.86835 20.23951 20.06052 20.01405 20.00301 20.0006 20.00011 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 360 752.8352161 479.7465477 279.2561 151.2857 79.75914 44.50621 29.08165 23.05199 20.93349 20.2608 20.06679 20.01573 20.00342 20.00069 20.00013 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 365 755.1007981 483.1821334 282.688 153.9568 81.47573 45.44455 29.52624 23.23707 21.00191 20.28345 20.07355 20.01756 20.00387 20.00079 20.00015 20.00003 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 370 757.318428 486.5621756 286.084 156.6188 83.20066 46.39636 29.98193 23.42892 21.07368 20.30752 20.08084 20.01957 20.00437 20.00091 20.00017 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1015 375 759.4896054 489.8879668 289.4446 159.2711 84.93335 47.36127 30.4486 23.62758 21.14888 20.33305 20.08867 20.02175 20.00493 20.00103 20.0002 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000001
1015 380 761.6157701 493.1607632 292.77 161.9134 86.67322 48.33894 30.92617 23.83307 21.22758 20.36009 20.09706 20.02412 20.00554 20.00118 20.00023 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000001
1015 385 763.6983046 496.3817867 296.0606 164.5454 88.41973 49.32902 31.41453 24.04544 21.30982 20.3887 20.10606 20.02669 20.00621 20.00134 20.00027 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000001
1015 390 765.7385377 499.5522251 299.3167 167.1666 90.17235 50.33115 31.91357 24.26471 21.39569 20.41891 20.11568 20.02948 20.00695 20.00152 20.00031 20.00006 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000001
1015 395 767.737746 502.6732334 302.5387 169.7768 91.93055 51.34498 32.42318 24.49091 21.48524 20.45079 20.12595 20.03249 20.00776 20.00172 20.00036 20.00007 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000001
1015 400 769.6971569 505.7459349 305.727 172.3756 93.69385 52.37018 32.94324 24.72405 21.57852 20.48437 20.1369 20.03574 20.00864 20.00194 20.00041 20.00008 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000002
1015 405 771.6179509 508.7714217 308.882 174.9627 95.46175 53.40641 33.47363 24.96415 21.6756 20.5197 20.14856 20.03925 20.00961 20.00219 20.00046 20.00009 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000002
1015 410 773.5012633 511.7507562 312.0039 177.538 97.2338 54.45332 34.01422 25.21122 21.77653 20.55684 20.16095 20.04302 20.01066 20.00246 20.00053 20.00011 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000002
1015 415 775.3481869 514.6849712 315.0932 180.1011 99.00954 55.51059 34.56488 25.46527 21.88135 20.59583 20.1741 20.04707 20.0118 20.00275 20.0006 20.00012 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000003
1015 420 777.1597732 517.5750716 318.1503 182.6518 100.7885 56.57788 35.12547 25.72629 21.99011 20.6367 20.18805 20.05141 20.01304 20.00308 20.00068 20.00014 20.00003 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000004
1015 425 778.9370347 520.4220346 321.1755 185.19 102.5704 57.65488 35.69587 25.99428 22.10287 20.67952 20.20281 20.05606 20.01439 20.00344 20.00077 20.00016 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000005
1015 430 780.6809465 523.2268108 324.1692 187.7155 104.3547 58.74125 36.27593 26.26924 22.21967 20.72432 20.21843 20.06103 20.01584 20.00383 20.00086 20.00018 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000006
1015 435 782.3924482 525.9903251 327.1318 190.228 106.141 59.8367 36.86552 26.55115 22.34055 20.77114 20.23492 20.06634 20.01741 20.00426 20.00097 20.00021 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000007
1015 440 784.0724449 528.7134771 330.0637 192.7275 107.929 60.9409 37.46448 26.84 22.46554 20.82004 20.25232 20.07201 20.01911 20.00472 20.00109 20.00024 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000008
1015 445 785.7218094 531.3971423 332.9653 195.2137 109.7183 62.05355 38.07267 27.13577 22.59468 20.87104 20.27065 20.07803 20.02093 20.00523 20.00122 20.00027 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.0000001
1015 450 787.3413828 534.0421722 335.8369 197.6867 111.5086 63.17435 38.68996 27.43844 22.72801 20.9242 20.28995 20.08445 20.02289 20.00579 20.00137 20.0003 20.00006 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000012
1015 455 788.9319766 536.6493959 338.6789 200.1461 113.2995 64.303 39.31618 27.74799 22.86556 20.97954 20.31024 20.09126 20.02499 20.00639 20.00153 20.00034 20.00007 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000014
1015 460 790.4943737 539.2196199 341.4917 202.5921 115.0907 65.43922 39.95119 28.06438 23.00736 21.03712 20.33155 20.09849 20.02725 20.00704 20.0017 20.00038 20.00008 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000017
1015 465 792.0293295 541.7536294 344.2756 205.0244 116.8819 66.58271 40.59485 28.38759 23.15344 21.09697 20.35391 20.10614 20.02966 20.00774 20.00189 20.00043 20.00009 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000021
1015 470 793.5375729 544.2521885 347.0311 207.4431 118.6727 67.7332 41.24699 28.71758 23.30382 21.15913 20.37735 20.11425 20.03224 20.0085 20.0021 20.00049 20.00011 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000025
1015 475 795.0198081 546.7160412 349.7585 209.8479 120.463 68.89041 41.90747 29.05431 23.45852 21.22362 20.40189 20.12282 20.035 20.00932 20.00232 20.00054 20.00012 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000029
1015 480 796.4767148 549.1459118 352.4581 212.239 122.2524 70.05407 42.57614 29.39776 23.61757 21.2905 20.42757 20.13187 20.03794 20.01021 20.00257 20.00061 20.00014 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000034
1015 485 797.9089497 551.5425054 355.1304 214.6161 124.0407 71.22392 43.25284 29.74786 23.78098 21.35979 20.45442 20.14142 20.04107 20.01116 20.00284 20.00068 20.00015 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000041
1015 490 799.3171474 553.9065088 357.7757 216.9794 125.8275 72.3997 43.93742 30.10459 23.94877 21.43152 20.48245 20.15148 20.04441 20.01218 20.00313 20.00076 20.00017 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000048
1015 495 800.7019212 556.2385907 360.3943 219.3287 127.6128 73.58115 44.62974 30.46789 24.12096 21.50573 20.5117 20.16208 20.04795 20.01328 20.00345 20.00084 20.00019 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000056
1015 500 802.0638639 558.5394024 362.9866 221.6641 129.3961 74.76803 45.32963 30.83772 24.29756 21.58245 20.5422 20.17322 20.05171 20.01445 20.00379 20.00093 20.00022 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000066
1015 505 803.4035489 560.8095784 365.553 223.9855 131.1774 75.96009 46.03695 31.21402 24.47857 21.66171 20.57396 20.18493 20.0557 20.01571 20.00416 20.00103 20.00024 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000077
1015 510 804.7215305 563.0497368 368.0937 226.293 132.9563 77.15709 46.75154 31.59675 24.66401 21.74354 20.60703 20.19723 20.05992 20.01706 20.00456 20.00115 20.00027 20.00006 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.0000009
1015 515 806.0183452 565.2604796 370.6092 228.5865 134.7327 78.3588 47.47325 31.98584 24.85389 21.82796 20.64142 20.21012 20.06439 20.01849 20.00499 20.00127 20.0003 20.00007 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000104
1015 520 807.2945121 567.4423937 373.0997 230.866 136.5063 79.56499 48.20194 32.38125 25.0482 21.91501 20.67716 20.22364 20.06911 20.02003 20.00545 20.0014 20.00034 20.00008 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000121
1015 525 808.5505337 569.5960509 375.5657 233.1315 138.2771 80.77544 48.93746 32.78291 25.24695 22.0047 20.71428 20.23779 20.0741 20.02166 20.00595 20.00154 20.00037 20.00009 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.0000014
1015 530 809.7868963 571.7220083 378.0074 235.3832 140.0448 81.98993 49.67965 33.19077 25.45014 22.09707 20.75279 20.25259 20.07937 20.0234 20.00648 20.00169 20.00042 20.0001 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000161
1015 535 811.0040709 573.8208091 380.4252 237.6209 141.8091 83.20825 50.42837 33.60477 25.65778 22.19213 20.79274 20.26806 20.08492 20.02525 20.00706 20.00186 20.00046 20.00011 20.00002 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000186
1015 540 812.2025137 575.8929829 382.8193 239.8447 143.5701 84.43018 51.18347 34.02484 25.86985 22.28991 20.83413 20.28423 20.09076 20.02721 20.00767 20.00204 20.00051 20.00012 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000214
1015 545 813.3826668 577.9390457 385.1902 242.0547 145.3274 85.65553 51.94481 34.45092 26.08635 22.39043 20.877 20.30109 20.09691 20.02929 20.00833 20.00223 20.00056 20.00013 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000246
1015 550 814.5449583 579.959501 387.538 244.2509 147.081 86.8841 52.71225 34.88295 26.30729 22.49372 20.92137 20.31868 20.10337 20.0315 20.00903 20.00244 20.00062 20.00015 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000281
1015 555 815.6898035 581.9548394 389.8632 246.4333 148.8307 88.11569 53.48563 35.32086 26.53265 22.59978 20.96726 20.33702 20.11016 20.03384 20.00978 20.00267 20.00069 20.00017 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000322
1015 560 816.8176046 583.9255398 392.1661 248.602 150.5763 89.35012 54.26482 35.76459 26.76242 22.70864 21.01469 20.35611 20.11728 20.03631 20.01059 20.00291 20.00076 20.00019 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000367
1015 565 817.928752 585.8720689 394.4468 250.757 152.3178 90.58719 55.04968 36.21407 26.99659 22.82031 21.06368 20.37597 20.12475 20.03893 20.01144 20.00317 20.00083 20.00021 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000418
1015 570 819.023624 587.7948821 396.7058 252.8984 154.055 91.82673 55.84007 36.66923 27.23516 22.93482 21.11427 20.39663 20.13258 20.04169 20.01235 20.00345 20.00091 20.00023 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000475
1015 575 820.1025877 589.6944238 398.9434 255.0263 155.7877 93.06857 56.63585 37.13001 27.4781 23.05217 21.16646 20.41809 20.14077 20.0446 20.01332 20.00375 20.001 20.00025 20.00006 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000539
1015 580 821.1659994 591.5711275 401.1597 257.1406 157.5159 94.31253 57.43689 37.59633 27.72541 23.17238 21.22029 20.44038 20.14935 20.04767 20.01434 20.00408 20.00109 20.00028 20.00007 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000611
1015 585 822.2142046 593.4254161 403.3551 259.2415 159.2395 95.55845 58.24304 38.06813 27.97707 23.29547 21.27576 20.46352 20.15831 20.0509 20.01544 20.00442 20.0012 20.00031 20.00007 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000691
1015 590 823.2475391 595.2577026 405.53 261.329 160.9583 96.80616 59.05419 38.54533 28.23307 23.42144 21.3329 20.48751 20.16767 20.05431 20.01659 20.00479 20.00131 20.00034 20.00008 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000781
1015 595 824.2663284 597.0683898 407.6844 263.4032 162.6723 98.0555 59.87019 39.02786 28.49337 23.5503 21.39173 20.51238 20.17744 20.05789 20.01782 20.00518 20.00143 20.00037 20.00009 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.0000088
1015 600 825.270889 598.8578712 409.8188 265.4642 164.3814 99.30633 60.69091 39.51566 28.75798 23.68207 21.45227 20.53815 20.18763 20.06165 20.01912 20.0056 20.00155 20.00041 20.0001 20.00002 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000991
1015 605 826.261528 600.6265307 411.9334 267.5119 166.0854 100.5585 61.51624 40.00866 29.02686 23.81676 21.51453 20.56482 20.19826 20.0656 20.02049 20.00605 20.00169 20.00045 20.00011 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00001114
1015 610 827.238544 602.3747432 414.0285 269.5466 167.7843 101.8118 62.34604 40.50677 29.29999 23.95437 21.57853 20.59241 20.20933 20.06974 20.02194 20.00653 20.00184 20.00049 20.00012 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.0000125
1015 615 828.2022269 604.1028748 416.1043 271.5682 169.4779 103.0662 63.18018 41.00994 29.57736 24.09491 21.6443 20.62095 20.22085 20.07409 20.02347 20.00704 20.002 20.00054 20.00014 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.000014
1015 620 829.1528587 605.811283 418.1611 273.5769 171.1664 104.3215 64.01855 41.51808 29.85894 24.23839 21.71184 20.65045 20.23284 20.07864 20.02509 20.00758 20.00217 20.00059 20.00015 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00001567
1015 625 830.0907131 607.5003172 420.1991 275.5727 172.8495 105.5775 64.86102 42.03113 30.14471 24.38481 21.78118 20.68091 20.2453 20.0834 20.0268 20.00815 20.00235 20.00064 20.00017 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.0000175
1015 630 831.0160566 609.1703183 422.2186 277.5557 174.5271 106.8342 65.70747 42.54901 30.43464 24.53417 21.85232 20.71237 20.25826 20.08838 20.02859 20.00876 20.00254 20.0007 20.00018 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00001953
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x = 25 mm Design Fire Scenario 2
Variables Variables
Tambient 293 K Fo
20 C ∆x 0.005 m
H 3.353 m ∆t 5 seconds
r 0.5 m pho 2300 kg/m^3 density
Cp 1470 J/kg K specific heat
k 0.8 W/m K
ε 1 radiation view factor
σ 5.67E-08 W m^-2 K^-4 stefan boltzman constant
Tambient 20 C
hc 55 MJ/kg 21.2
Fo 0.0473233 Fouriers number
Concrete Temperature at Various Depths
Gas Velocity HRR (kW) Tcj (K) Tcj (C) Time (sec)
Exposed 
Surface 
Temp 5 mm 10 mm 15 mm 20 mm  25 mm  30 mm 35 mm 40 mm 45 mm  50 mm  55 mm 60 mm 65 mm 70 mm 75 mm 80 mm 85 mm 90 mm 95 mm 100 mm  105 mm  110 mm  115 mm  120 mm 125 mm  130 mm  135 mm 140 mm 145 mm 150 mm  155 mm 160 mm 165 mm 170 mm 175 mm 180 mm 185 mm 190 mm 195 mm 200 mm 205 mm 210 mm  215 mm 220 mm 225 mm 230 mm 235 mm 240 mm 245 mm 250 mm 
Unexposed 
Surface Temp
0 0 293 19.85 0 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
1.638361115 16.66667 307.6801 34.53013 5 20.4727766 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
2.064205656 33.33333 316.3033 43.15326 10 21.1660441 20.02237 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
2.362925614 50 323.5359 50.3859 15 22.00867 20.07544 20.00106 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
2.600736157 66.66667 329.9916 56.84161 20 22.9593196 20.1634 20.00453 20.00005 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
2.801558098 83.33333 335.925 62.77497 25 23.9905996 20.2882 20.01184 20.00026 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
2.97709972 100 341.4727 68.32273 30 25.0832345 20.45033 20.02437 20.0008 20.00001 20.0000001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
3.134072065 116.6667 346.7191 73.56909 35 26.2231905 20.64942 20.04341 20.00187 20.00005 20.0000008 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
3.276722229 133.3333 351.7205 78.57053 40 27.4000219 20.88451 20.07012 20.00375 20.00013 20.0000031 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
3.407928451 150 356.5172 83.36724 45 28.6058316 21.1543 20.10552 20.00672 20.0003 20.0000092 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
3.52974202 166.6667 361.1391 87.98913 50 29.8345791 21.4573 20.15048 20.01109 20.00059 20.0000225 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
3.6436825 183.3333 365.6092 92.45921 55 31.0816002 21.7919 20.20572 20.01719 20.00106 20.0000483 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
3.750910605 200 369.9457 96.79566 60 32.3432656 22.15645 20.27186 20.02535 20.00178 20.000094 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
3.776779771 204.1667 371.0107 97.86067 65 33.513751 22.54934 20.34938 20.0359 20.00281 20.0001693 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
3.802299328 208.3333 372.0685 98.91846 70 34.6071026 22.96411 20.43866 20.04917 20.00425 20.0002867 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
3.827480852 212.5 373.1192 99.96922 75 35.6349753 23.39558 20.53974 20.06548 20.00619 20.0004615 20.00003 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
3.85233532 216.6667 374.1631 101.0131 80 36.607059 23.83964 20.65244 20.08511 20.00873 20.0007121 20.00005 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
3.876873149 220.8333 375.2004 102.0504 85 37.5314266 24.29301 20.77642 20.10835 20.01196 20.0010598 20.00008 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
3.901104236 225 376.2311 103.0811 90 38.4148195 24.75308 20.91122 20.1354 20.01601 20.0015291 20.00012 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
3.925037989 229.1667 377.2555 104.1055 95 39.2628802 25.21778 21.05632 20.16647 20.02097 20.0021475 20.00018 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
3.948683367 233.3333 378.2737 105.1237 100 40.0803434 25.68551 21.21114 20.20169 20.02697 20.0029452 20.00027 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
3.972048901 237.5 379.2859 106.1359 105 40.8711931 26.15498 21.37511 20.24119 20.0341 20.0039552 20.00038 20.00003 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
3.995142727 241.6667 380.2922 107.1422 110 41.6387902 26.6252 21.54765 20.28505 20.04247 20.0052125 20.00053 20.00005 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
4.01797261 245.8333 381.2927 108.1427 115 42.3859793 27.09541 21.72819 20.33332 20.05219 20.0067543 20.00073 20.00007 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
4.040545963 250 382.2875 109.1375 120 43.1151744 27.56501 21.91617 20.38603 20.06334 20.0086194 20.00099 20.0001 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
4.537980338 354.1667 405.6253 132.4753 125 44.5609285 28.03357 22.11108 20.44317 20.07602 20.0108478 20.0013 20.00013 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
4.945237984 458.3333 426.7473 153.5973 130 46.5626793 28.53543 22.31242 20.50473 20.09031 20.0134805 20.0017 20.00018 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
5.294613031 562.5 446.3131 173.1631 135 49.0053737 29.09405 22.52137 20.57066 20.10629 20.016559 20.00219 20.00025 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
5.603116196 666.6667 464.6999 191.5499 140 51.8034454 29.72528 22.7401 20.641 20.12402 20.0201252 20.00277 20.00033 20.00003 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
5.880941746 770.8333 482.1492 208.9992 145 54.8919002 30.43953 22.97132 20.71587 20.14357 20.0242207 20.00348 20.00043 20.00005 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
6.134738656 875 498.8272 225.6772 150 58.2207209 31.24327 23.21801 20.79552 20.165 20.028887 20.00432 20.00056 20.00006 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
6.36911253 979.1667 514.8546 241.7046 155 61.7510914 32.14015 23.48315 20.88032 20.1884 20.0341657 20.0053 20.00071 20.00008 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
6.587400736 1083.333 530.3225 257.1725 160 65.4527285 33.13176 23.76965 20.97075 20.21384 20.0400986 20.00645 20.0009 20.00011 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
6.792108079 1187.5 545.3015 272.1515 165 69.3019358 34.21825 24.08024 21.06739 20.24144 20.0467285 20.00778 20.00112 20.00014 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
6.985168163 1291.667 559.8483 286.6983 170 73.2801529 35.39876 24.41743 21.17088 20.27131 20.0540998 20.00931 20.00139 20.00018 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
7.168108499 1395.833 574.0087 300.8587 175 77.3728566 36.67176 24.78347 21.28195 20.3036 20.0622594 20.01105 20.00171 20.00023 20.00003 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
7.342159276 1500 587.8209 314.6709 180 81.5687169 38.03528 25.18035 21.40135 20.33848 20.0712575 20.01303 20.00208 20.00029 20.00004 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
7.591903142 1658.333 608.2187 335.0687 185 86.1172713 39.48708 25.60986 21.52989 20.37613 20.0811481 20.01527 20.00252 20.00036 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
7.826215418 1816.667 627.9765 354.8265 190 90.9760842 41.03706 26.0735 21.66837 20.41677 20.0919903 20.01779 20.00302 20.00045 20.00006 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
8.047279431 1975 647.1676 374.0176 195 96.1122675 42.69221 26.57316 21.8176 20.46063 20.1038486 20.0206 20.00359 20.00055 20.00008 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
8.256822623 2133.333 665.8521 392.7021 200 101.500524 44.45742 27.11091 21.97843 20.50797 20.1167931 20.02373 20.00426 20.00068 20.0001 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
8.456238003 2291.667 684.0795 410.9295 205 107.121622 46.33599 27.68892 22.15173 20.55904 20.1309008 20.02722 20.00501 20.00082 20.00012 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
8.646667191 2450 701.8916 428.7416 210 112.961195 48.33013 28.30932 22.3384 20.61415 20.1462551 20.03107 20.00586 20.00098 20.00015 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
8.829058866 2608.333 719.3237 446.1737 215 119.008794 50.44123 28.97421 22.53937 20.67361 20.1629466 20.03533 20.00682 20.00117 20.00018 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
9.004210951 2766.667 736.4065 463.2565 220 125.257129 52.67018 29.68558 22.75559 20.73773 20.1810734 20.04002 20.0079 20.00139 20.00022 20.00003 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
9.17280171 2925 753.1662 480.0162 225 131.70147 55.01753 30.44534 22.98805 20.80688 20.2007413 20.04517 20.00912 20.00165 20.00027 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
9.335413113 3083.333 769.626 496.476 230 138.339156 57.48363 31.25527 23.23773 20.88142 20.222064 20.05083 20.01047 20.00194 20.00032 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
9.492548695 3241.667 785.8064 512.6564 235 145.169214 60.06876 32.11707 23.50564 20.96172 20.2451634 20.05702 20.01198 20.00226 20.00038 20.00006 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
9.644647387 3400 801.7254 528.5754 240 152.192034 62.77323 33.03231 23.79277 21.0482 20.27017 20.0638 20.01365 20.00263 20.00046 20.00007 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
9.664306323 3420.833 803.8014 530.6514 245 158.683471 65.59738 34.0025 24.10014 21.14126 20.2972226 20.07119 20.0155 20.00305 20.00054 20.00009 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
9.683885603 3441.667 805.8732 532.7232 250 164.722525 68.50735 35.02907 24.42873 21.24134 20.3264687 20.07925 20.01755 20.00352 20.00064 20.00011 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
9.70338603 3462.5 807.9408 534.7908 255 170.374968 71.47626 36.11172 24.77953 21.34889 20.3580644 20.08803 20.0198 20.00405 20.00075 20.00013 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
9.722808391 3483.333 810.0043 536.8543 260 175.695679 74.48291 37.24901 25.15346 21.46435 20.3921744 20.09758 20.02229 20.00464 20.00088 20.00015 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
9.742153465 3504.167 812.0637 538.9137 265 180.730562 77.5106 38.43864 25.55128 21.58819 20.4289719 20.10796 20.02501 20.0053 20.00102 20.00018 20.00003 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
9.761422015 3525 814.1189 540.9689 270 185.518112 80.54629 39.67778 25.9736 21.72088 20.4686384 20.11922 20.02801 20.00603 20.00118 20.00021 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
9.780614793 3545.833 816.1702 543.0202 275 190.090701 83.57987 40.96329 26.42088 21.86287 20.511363 20.13144 20.03128 20.00684 20.00137 20.00025 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
9.799732541 3566.667 818.2174 545.0674 280 194.47563 86.60356 42.29185 26.89337 22.01461 20.5573417 20.14468 20.03487 20.00774 20.00157 20.00029 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
9.818775987 3587.5 820.2607 547.1107 285 198.695996 89.61144 43.66012 27.3912 22.17653 20.6067761 20.15901 20.03878 20.00873 20.0018 20.00034 20.00006 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
9.837745849 3608.333 822.3 549.15 290 202.771398 92.59911 45.06479 27.91432 22.34902 20.6598723 20.17451 20.04305 20.00982 20.00206 20.0004 20.00007 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
9.856642833 3629.167 824.3354 551.1854 295 206.71853 95.56335 46.50265 28.46257 22.53245 20.7168394 20.19126 20.0477 20.01103 20.00235 20.00046 20.00008 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
9.875467636 3650 826.3669 553.2169 300 210.551655 98.50186 47.97065 29.03565 22.72716 20.7778879 20.20934 20.05275 20.01235 20.00267 20.00053 20.0001 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
9.992446826 3781.25 839.0776 565.9276 305 214.8831 101.4131 49.46589 29.63318 22.93346 20.8432284 20.22883 20.05825 20.01381 20.00303 20.00061 20.00011 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
10.10674943 3912.5 851.6421 578.4921 310 219.658253 104.3246 50.98565 30.25468 23.15159 20.9130696 20.24984 20.06422 20.0154 20.00342 20.0007 20.00013 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
10.2185235 4043.75 864.0669 590.9169 315 224.832574 107.2584 52.52877 30.89959 23.3818 20.9876175 20.27244 20.07069 20.01714 20.00386 20.00081 20.00016 20.00003 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
10.32790438 4175 876.3579 603.2079 320 230.369768 110.2324 54.09519 31.56739 23.62427 21.0670734 20.29674 20.07771 20.01905 20.00435 20.00092 20.00018 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
10.43501622 4306.25 888.5208 615.3708 325 236.2403 113.2611 55.68569 32.25758 23.87915 21.1516332 20.32283 20.0853 20.02113 20.00488 20.00105 20.00021 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
10.53997313 4437.5 900.5607 627.4107 330 242.42018 116.3562 57.30166 32.96978 24.14657 21.2414861 20.35081 20.0935 20.0234 20.00547 20.00119 20.00024 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
10.64288036 4568.75 912.4825 639.3325 335 248.88997 119.5273 58.94485 33.7037 24.42663 21.3368142 20.38078 20.10236 20.02587 20.00611 20.00135 20.00028 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
10.74383511 4700 924.2906 651.1406 340 255.633964 122.7822 60.61731 34.45918 24.71943 21.4377918 20.41285 20.11192 20.02855 20.00682 20.00152 20.00032 20.00006 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
10.84292746 4831.25 935.9894 662.8394 345 262.639521 126.1274 62.32127 35.23615 25.02505 21.5445861 20.44711 20.12221 20.03147 20.0076 20.00171 20.00036 20.00007 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
10.94024099 4962.5 947.5826 674.4326 350 269.896513 129.568 64.05903 36.03468 25.34357 21.6573569 20.48367 20.13329 20.03463 20.00845 20.00193 20.00041 20.00008 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
11.03585343 5093.75 959.0741 685.9241 355 277.39687 133.1087 65.83293 36.85495 25.67506 21.7762578 20.52263 20.1452 20.03806 20.00938 20.00217 20.00047 20.00009 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
11.12983724 5225 970.4673 697.3173 360 285.134203 136.7532 67.6453 37.69721 26.01963 21.9014363 20.5641 20.158 20.04178 20.0104 20.00243 20.00053 20.00011 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
11.20769135 5335.417 979.9783 706.8283 365 292.960358 140.5047 69.49848 38.56183 26.37736 22.0330353 20.60817 20.17171 20.04579 20.0115 20.00271 20.0006 20.00012 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
11.2844786 5445.833 989.4239 716.2739 370 300.884745 144.3591 71.3947 39.44925 26.74838 22.1711936 20.65494 20.18641 20.05013 20.01271 20.00303 20.00068 20.00014 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
11.36023481 5556.25 998.8059 725.6559 375 308.915234 148.3135 73.33585 40.35996 27.13282 22.3160472 20.70452 20.20213 20.05481 20.01402 20.00338 20.00076 20.00016 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
11.4349939 5666.667 1008.126 734.976 380 317.058423 152.3655 75.32351 41.29454 27.53083 22.4677302 20.75701 20.21893 20.05985 20.01545 20.00376 20.00086 20.00018 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
11.50878807 5777.083 1017.386 744.2357 385 325.319844 156.5135 77.35903 42.25356 27.94257 22.6263757 20.8125 20.23687 20.06528 20.017 20.00417 20.00096 20.00021 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
11.58164784 5887.5 1026.587 753.4366 390 333.704136 160.7561 79.44357 43.23762 28.36823 22.7921171 20.8711 20.25599 20.07111 20.01868 20.00463 20.00108 20.00024 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
11.65360225 5997.917 1035.73 762.5802 395 342.215181 165.0926 81.57816 44.24734 28.80802 22.9650884 20.9329 20.27635 20.07738 20.02049 20.00513 20.00121 20.00027 20.00006 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
11.72467891 6108.333 1044.818 771.6678 400 350.856208 169.5224 83.76372 45.28332 29.26215 23.1454254 20.998 20.298 20.0841 20.02246 20.00567 20.00135 20.0003 20.00006 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
11.79490411 6218.75 1053.851 780.7008 405 359.629887 174.0454 86.00109 46.34616 29.73086 23.3332658 21.0665 20.32101 20.09131 20.02458 20.00626 20.0015 20.00034 20.00007 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
11.8643029 6329.167 1062.831 789.6805 410 368.53839 178.6613 88.29103 47.43647 30.2144 23.5287502 21.13849 20.34542 20.09902 20.02687 20.0069 20.00167 20.00038 20.00008 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
11.93289917 6439.583 1071.758 798.6082 415 377.583445 183.3703 90.63427 48.55484 30.71302 23.7320221 21.21407 20.37129 20.10727 20.02934 20.0076 20.00186 20.00043 20.00009 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
12.00071573 6550 1080.635 807.485 420 386.766379 188.1725 93.03151 49.70184 31.22699 23.9432281 21.29335 20.39868 20.11607 20.032 20.00835 20.00206 20.00048 20.00011 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
11.99052836 6533.333 1079.298 806.1483 425 395.029479 193.0682 95.48339 50.87805 31.75659 24.1625184 21.37641 20.42764 20.12547 20.03486 20.00918 20.00229 20.00054 20.00012 20.00003 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
11.98032365 6516.667 1077.96 804.8105 430 402.501485 198.0077 97.99055 52.08403 32.3021 24.3900468 21.46336 20.45824 20.13548 20.03793 20.01007 20.00253 20.0006 20.00014 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
11.97010153 6500 1076.622 803.4715 435 409.290151 202.9518 100.5512 53.32033 32.86382 24.6259706 21.55429 20.49053 20.14614 20.04123 20.01103 20.0028 20.00067 20.00015 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
11.95986192 6483.333 1075.281 802.1314 440 415.485842 207.8705 103.1621 54.58739 33.44205 24.8704509 21.64932 20.52457 20.15747 20.04476 20.01207 20.00308 20.00075 20.00017 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
11.94960474 6466.667 1073.94 800.7902 445 421.16452 212.7404 105.8185 55.88543 34.03708 25.1236524 21.74852 20.56043 20.16951 20.04855 20.01319 20.0034 20.00083 20.00019 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
11.93932993 6450 1072.598 799.4478 450 426.390194 217.5438 108.5154 57.21449 34.6492 25.3857428 21.85202 20.59815 20.18229 20.0526 20.0144 20.00374 20.00092 20.00021 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
11.92903739 6433.333 1071.254 798.1042 455 431.216949 222.2675 111.2472 58.57435 35.27869 25.6568928 21.95991 20.63781 20.19583 20.05693 20.0157 20.00411 20.00102 20.00024 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
11.91872707 6416.667 1069.91 796.7595 460 435.690623 226.9019 114.0084 59.96458 35.92578 25.9372744 22.0723 20.67946 20.21017 20.06155 20.01711 20.00451 20.00113 20.00027 20.00006 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
11.90839888 6400 1068.564 795.4136 465 439.850184 231.4399 116.7934 61.38452 36.59069 26.2270599 22.18929 20.72317 20.22535 20.06648 20.01861 20.00495 20.00125 20.0003 20.00007 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000001
11.89805274 6383.333 1067.217 794.0666 470 443.728879 235.8771 119.5967 62.83332 37.27357 26.5264201 22.31099 20.76899 20.24139 20.07173 20.02023 20.00542 20.00138 20.00033 20.00008 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000001
11.88768858 6366.667 1065.868 792.7184 475 447.355173 240.2106 122.4133 64.30998 37.97455 26.8355224 22.4375 20.81699 20.25833 20.07733 20.02197 20.00593 20.00152 20.00037 20.00009 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000001
11.87730631 6350 1064.519 791.369 480 450.753532 244.4388 125.2382 65.81334 38.6937 27.1545291 22.56894 20.86724 20.2762 20.08327 20.02383 20.00648 20.00168 20.00041 20.0001 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000001
11.83035995 6275 1058.432 785.282 485 453.480459 248.5613 128.067 67.34213 39.43101 27.4835954 22.70542 20.9198 20.29504 20.08959 20.02582 20.00707 20.00184 20.00046 20.00011 20.00002 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000001
11.783038 6200 1052.321 779.1707 490 455.625683 252.5566 130.8954 68.89498 40.18647 27.8228674 22.84704 20.97474 20.31488 20.09629 20.02795 20.00771 20.00203 20.00051 20.00012 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000001
11.73533287 6125 1046.185 773.0347 495 457.264714 256.4091 133.7188 70.47046 40.95996 28.172481 22.99391 21.03212 20.33576 20.1034 20.03023 20.0084 20.00222 20.00056 20.00013 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000002
11.68723671 6050 1040.024 766.8737 500 458.461257 260.1081 136.5318 72.06705 41.75135 28.5325594 23.14613 21.092 20.35772 20.11094 20.03266 20.00914 20.00244 20.00062 20.00015 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000002
11.63874139 5975 1033.837 760.6871 505 459.269216 263.6468 139.3291 73.68309 42.56043 28.9032127 23.30383 21.15446 20.38079 20.11891 20.03525 20.00994 20.00267 20.00068 20.00017 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000002
11.58983854 5900 1027.625 754.4746 510 459.734344 267.0212 142.1057 75.31685 43.38696 29.284536 23.4671 21.21956 20.40501 20.12734 20.03801 20.01079 20.00292 20.00075 20.00018 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000002
11.54051948 5825 1021.386 748.2357 515 459.895614 270.2296 144.8564 76.96649 44.23061 29.6766083 23.63604 21.28738 20.43042 20.13626 20.04095 20.01171 20.00319 20.00083 20.0002 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000003
11.49077525 5750 1015.12 741.97 520 459.786339 273.2721 147.5767 78.63009 45.09104 30.0794916 23.81075 21.35797 20.45705 20.14567 20.04408 20.01269 20.00348 20.00091 20.00023 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000003
11.44059655 5675 1008.827 735.6769 525 459.435111 276.1503 150.2622 80.3057 45.96782 30.4932296 23.99133 21.43141 20.48495 20.1556 20.0474 20.01374 20.00379 20.001 20.00025 20.00006 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000004
11.38997378 5600 1002.506 729.3561 530 458.866568 278.8665 152.9091 81.99129 46.86049 30.9178468 24.17788 21.50776 20.51415 20.16606 20.05093 20.01486 20.00413 20.0011 20.00028 20.00007 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000005
11.33889698 5525 996.157 723.007 535 458.102029 281.424 155.5138 83.68485 47.76854 31.3533477 24.37048 21.5871 20.5447 20.17709 20.05467 20.01606 20.0045 20.0012 20.00031 20.00007 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000005
11.28735582 5450 989.7791 716.6291 540 457.160023 283.8265 158.0731 85.38435 48.69139 31.799716 24.56921 21.66949 20.57663 20.18869 20.05863 20.01734 20.00489 20.00131 20.00034 20.00008 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000006
11.1916219 5312.5 978.0097 704.8597 545 455.627453 286.0781 160.5843 87.08779 49.62846 32.2569144 24.77416 21.755 20.60999 20.20089 20.06283 20.0187 20.00531 20.00144 20.00037 20.00009 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000007
11.09422152 5175 966.1384 692.9884 550 453.592409 288.163 163.0449 88.79318 50.57908 32.7248842 24.98539 21.84369 20.64482 20.21372 20.06728 20.02016 20.00576 20.00157 20.00041 20.0001 20.00002 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000008
10.9950802 5037.5 954.1614 681.0114 555 451.128443 290.0706 165.4521 90.4986 51.54257 33.2035448 25.20297 21.93563 20.68115 20.22719 20.07198 20.02171 20.00624 20.00171 20.00045 20.00011 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.0000001
10.89411801 4900 942.0749 668.9249 560 448.297104 291.7951 167.8024 92.20212 52.51824 33.6927945 25.42696 22.03088 20.71904 20.24133 20.07695 20.02335 20.00676 20.00187 20.00049 20.00012 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000011
10.79124894 4762.5 929.8749 656.7249 565 445.150015 293.3335 170.0925 93.9018 53.50533 34.19251 25.65742 22.12952 20.75851 20.25616 20.08219 20.0251 20.00731 20.00203 20.00054 20.00014 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000013
10.68638035 4625 917.5568 644.4068 570 441.730587 294.6858 172.3191 95.5957 54.50308 34.7025473 25.89437 22.23159 20.79962 20.2717 20.08772 20.02696 20.00791 20.00221 20.00059 20.00015 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000014
10.57941213 4487.5 905.116 631.966 575 438.075413 295.8536 174.4791 97.28187 55.51069 35.2227415 26.13787 22.33716 20.8424 20.28797 20.09355 20.02894 20.00854 20.00241 20.00065 20.00017 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000016
10.47023592 4350 892.5475 619.3975 580 434.215411 296.8402 176.5697 98.95834 56.52734 35.7529077 26.38793 22.44628 20.8869 20.30501 20.09969 20.03103 20.00921 20.00261 20.00071 20.00018 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000019
10.35873413 4212.5 879.8459 606.6959 585 430.176764 297.6496 178.5885 100.6232 57.5522 36.2928409 26.64458 22.55902 20.93316 20.32283 20.10616 20.03325 20.00993 20.00283 20.00077 20.0002 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000021
10.24477881 4075 867.0052 593.8552 590 425.981684 298.2869 180.5333 102.2745 58.5844 36.8423165 26.90783 22.67542 20.98122 20.34146 20.11296 20.03559 20.0107 20.00307 20.00084 20.00022 20.00006 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000024
10.12823037 3937.5 854.0193 580.8693 595 421.649033 298.7573 182.4023 103.9104 59.62305 37.4010906 27.17767 22.79554 21.03112 20.36092 20.12012 20.03808 20.01152 20.00333 20.00092 20.00024 20.00006 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000028
10.00893604 3800 840.8813 567.7313 600 417.19484 299.0667 184.1941 105.5291 60.66726 37.9689009 27.4541 22.91942 21.0829 20.38124 20.12763 20.0407 20.01239 20.0036 20.001 20.00027 20.00007 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000032
9.933373157 3714.583 832.6401 559.4901 605 412.914415 299.2207 185.9076 107.1288 61.71611 38.5454668 27.7371 23.0471 21.1366 20.40244 20.13552 20.04348 20.01331 20.00389 20.00109 20.00029 20.00008 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000036
9.856642833 3629.167 824.3354 551.1854 610 408.773003 299.2388 187.5418 108.7077 62.76867 39.1304899 28.02664 23.17864 21.19227 20.42456 20.14379 20.0464 20.01429 20.00421 20.00119 20.00032 20.00008 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000041
9.778698904 3543.75 815.9653 542.8153 615 404.742416 299.1364 189.097 110.2644 63.82402 39.7236555 28.32269 23.31406 21.24994 20.4476 20.15247 20.04949 20.01534 20.00454 20.00129 20.00035 20.00009 20.00002 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000046
9.699492215 3458.333 807.5276 534.3776 620 400.799759 298.9266 190.5738 111.7973 64.88123 40.3246327 28.62519 23.4534 21.30965 20.4716 20.16156 20.05275 20.01644 20.0049 20.0014 20.00038 20.0001 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000052
9.618970342 3372.917 799.0202 525.8702 625 396.9264 298.62 191.9735 113.3051 65.93935 40.9330754 28.9341 23.5967 21.37144 20.49659 20.17109 20.05618 20.01761 20.00528 20.00151 20.00042 20.00011 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000058
9.537077293 3287.5 790.4407 517.2907 630 393.107143 298.2253 193.2975 114.7864 66.99748 41.5486237 29.24935 23.74398 21.43535 20.52259 20.18105 20.05979 20.01885 20.00568 20.00164 20.00045 20.00012 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000066
9.453753161 3202.083 781.7865 508.6365 635 389.329565 297.7499 194.5476 116.2403 68.05468 42.1709049 29.57086 23.89526 21.50141 20.54962 20.19148 20.0636 20.02017 20.00612 20.00178 20.00049 20.00013 20.00003 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000074
9.368933735 3116.667 773.055 499.905 640 385.583475 297.1999 195.7257 117.6658 69.11008 42.7995347 29.89855 24.05056 21.56965 20.57771 20.20237 20.06759 20.02156 20.00658 20.00192 20.00054 20.00014 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000083
9.282550071 3031.25 764.2434 491.0934 645 381.860481 296.5804 196.8338 119.062 70.16279 43.4341188 30.23232 24.2099 21.64011 20.60689 20.21376 20.07179 20.02303 20.00707 20.00208 20.00058 20.00016 20.00004 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000093
9.194527991 2945.833 755.3486 482.1986 650 378.153638 295.8958 197.8737 120.4283 71.21197 44.0742548 30.57207 24.37329 21.71283 20.63718 20.22564 20.0762 20.02458 20.00758 20.00224 20.00063 20.00017 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000104
9.104787523 2860.417 746.3674 473.2174 655 374.457164 295.1498 198.8474 121.7642 72.25681 44.7195329 30.91769 24.54074 21.78783 20.66861 20.23805 20.08083 20.02622 20.00814 20.00242 20.00069 20.00019 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000117
9.013242262 2775 737.2964 464.1464 660 370.766204 294.3455 199.7569 123.0692 73.29651 45.3695386 31.26906 24.71224 21.86514 20.7012 20.25098 20.08569 20.02795 20.00872 20.00261 20.00075 20.00021 20.00005 20.00001 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.0000013
8.965624245 2731.25 732.6142 459.4642 665 367.279964 293.4857 200.6041 124.3429 74.33032 46.0238535 31.62605 24.88779 21.94479 20.73498 20.26447 20.09078 20.02977 20.00934 20.00281 20.00081 20.00022 20.00006 20.00002 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20.00000146
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Design Fire Scenario 3
